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Abstract

Workflows are a key part of Business Process Management, offering the potential to au-

tomate a number of business activities. Workflows are though constrained to their de-

sign, i.e. workflow functionality does not extend outside its own specification. A rel-

atively small number of solutions to this inflexibility have been proposed. However, all

approaches so far are either at the orchestration level or are tightly-coupled with the work-

flow, whereas we consider that the problem is at the business level and needs to be loosely

coupled from the workflow.

Significant value can be gained from separating core functionality in a workflow from

variability to that core process. Both can be defined separately and yet still corporately

execute to provide a variety of execution states that match the given context. Functionality

of the workflow can be supplied by Service Oriented Architecture.

Thus we define StPowla as a combination of workflows, policies and Service Ori-

ented Architecture. Workflows define the core business process, policies define the possi-

ble variability of the processes and Service Oriented Architecture provides the underlying

functionality. We specifically present a set of reconfiguration functions that can be called

by policies on workflows and define each of these as graph transformation rules.

We provide an encoding from StPowla processes to SRML models, including core

workflow descriptions and variability, in order to make precise the relationship between

the constituent parts of StPowla. We apply the StPowla approach to an industrial case

study, provided by an industrial partner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

If you don’t like something change it; if you can’t change it, change the way you think

about it. (Mary Engelbreit).

The concept of us humans being able to work within rigid structures continuously is very

difficult. The very notion restricts any form of creative thought, self-improvement or even

innovation. Processes would become blindly followed with any hint of potential improve-

ment ignored. Conversely, computers thrive in situations where repeatable actions must

take place. Automation plays an increasing role in society, from product line management

to data management to process management. Combining the computational advantage of

automation and the human advantage of innovation might be considered as a holy grail of

sorts - humans delegate all possible activities to computers and consume the significantly

increased output volume.

However, matching automation to innovation is not straightforward. Put simply, getting

a computer to do exactly as humans want is extremely complex. Natural improvements

often occur as systems evolve, but to have a computer successfully execute a process

under every possible environmental and contextual variable is often impossible, save the

1
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highly unlikely event that all possible scenarios are catered for.

Processes, rather than structures, are more likely to change based on environmental and

contextual variables, so our attention turns to incorporating these variables into existing

processes. We do not seek to redesign processes to cater for each scenario, but instead

find a way to enable processes to react to certain conditions in a way that separates the

reaction from the core process.

In this thesis, we take the concept of business processes and consider them as a sequence

of automated activities as an implementation of human design. We proceed to take such

processes and incorporate variability at a level which is overlaid on the process itself. We

seek to separate core functionality from variability and find a way to combine the two.

1.1 Business Processes

Business Process Management (BPM) is a term applied to the overall control of activities

performed by companies in pursuit of achieving their particular goals, generally making

gain by servicing a group of clients. Processes are considered “a generic factor in

all organizations. They are the way things get done” [21]. One common method of

managing processes is to document them in a structured way. The tool used for such a

thing is known as the workflow, which is defined as:

“...the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents,

information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to

a set of procedural rules.” [79]

Typically detailing how and when certain tasks are to be carried out in relation to other

tasks, workflows can show even how and what information is transferred between tasks if

necessary.
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Workflows enable a precise definition of processes and the constraints under which they

operate. This definition permits the use of computers to assist in automating the work-

flow in some way. Such assistance is given by a workflow system. Workflows, however,

have one significant constraint: they are fixed1. In order to change a workflow, one must

manually change it to the required degree. This is different from business process reengi-

neering [45], which seeks to redesign business processes in order to make them more

efficient, whilst still performing the same task (i.e. business process reengineering seeks

to create efficient, functionally-equivalent new workflows from older ones).

The concept of change in workflows is a powerful one. Even though processes themselves

may not change much, constraints around them may still change. For example, every busi-

ness process is, or should be, governed by corporate rules and guidelines. Furthermore,

every business is governed by state law and then by international law. A change in any of

these could lead to a change in the workflow. At present, that would require some manual

work to partly redesign and rewrite the workflow so that it conforms to new requirements.

Van der Aalst and Jablonski [91] identify issues and solutions of workflow change with re-

spect to workflow management systems (WFMS). Their solution is to modify the WFMS

and the workflow when change is required. At best, this still includes a manual rewrite of

the workflow. At worst, it requires arduous work to be done on the WFMS in order for it

to handle the updated workflow. Neither can be assumed to be “bad”, but the solution is

more like a work-around rather than a means to solving the problem in the first place.

In summary, without overly complex models it is difficult to capture all requirements for

each workflow. Furthermore, requirements often change over time and are even different

between cases, despite there being a core process. These differences can be captured in

a single workflow, but not without redesigning the workflow to capture all extra require-

ments. This leads to even more overly-complex models that are more difficult to design,

analyse and modify, especially when requirements change.

1by “fixed”, we presume it to mean final, incapable of change by itself and static.
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1.2 Service-Based Computing

One potential solution to this problem can be seen through the advent of Service Ori-

ented Architecture (SOA). This relatively new software development paradigm works on

a publish-find-bind mechanism, i.e.:

• A service author first develops, then publishes the service on a network, publicising

its availability through some form of directory.

• A service consumer then searches for and finds the service they require using this

directory.

• That consumer then binds their system to that service in order for the functionality

of the service to be made available to the consumer.

Whilst at the moment industrial use of SOA is often on an intra-enterprise level, there is

the prospect of many more services being released and the emergence of a competitive

service marketplace, shifting the attention from service infrastructure to service manage-

ment [19].

One of the key features of SOA is that it is technology-agnostic, i.e. it does not matter

which technology one uses to access a service, since communication is based on an open

standard. A benefit of SOA is that services are considered as computational components

that can be used in a software application that is exposed to the network in which ser-

vices are made available. This can include a workflow management system. As such,

systems can be developed heavily based upon such services, (re-)using functionality that

has already been published and having the potential to swap over services as and when

necessary.

This last point is important when coupled with the concept of change in workflows. Sup-

posing that a manual rewrite of the workflow is static, i.e. it must be done offline, then the
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alternative is to make the change dynamically, i.e. whilst the workflow is executing. In

order to retain operational efficiency, this change should be automated. SOA helps here

in that the functionality of an activity within the workflow may already be implemented

by an existing service. The challenges are now twofold:

1. How to map workflow tasks to services?

2. How to dynamically modify workflows?

If SOA can fulfil the functional requirement of the workflow, then the first challenge is to

combine SOA with BPM in some way. An illustration of this can be seen in Figure 1.1,

where tasks in the workflow are associated with a service in the technology domain.

Although a new problem has been introduced, it serves to lessen the impact of the second,

original problem. The expected result is described clearly as follows:

“The BPM-SOA combination allows services to be used as reusable components that can

be orchestrated to support the needs of dynamic business processes. The combination

enables businesses to iteratively design and optimize business processes that are based on

services that can be changed quickly, instead of being hard-wired. This has the potential

to lead to increased agility, more transparency, lower development and maintenance

costs and a better alignment between business and IT.” [52]

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Service A Service D

Service B Service C

Business 

Domain

Technology 

Domain

Figure 1.1: Domain separation between business and technology
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Attempts to bridge the gap between the business domain and the service domain are of-

ten made by expressing business logic through composition or other technologies, but

there is a distinct lack of tools which can express precise user requirements at the busi-

ness level. While existing solutions tackle aspects such as functionality and sequencing

of business activities, none are complete to encompass all information required at the

business level [39].

1.3 Variability in the Business Domain

It has previously been identified that there exists a degree of variability within the busi-

ness domain. A business process may have a standard core model, but it is possible and

even likely that there will be multiple variations to this model, including the potential for

changing constraints that govern it. Flexibility in workflows is thus required to handle

changes at a number of different levels of abstraction, from fine-grained changes (such as

a new requirement to pause at one stage) to overarching concerns (such as state law).

There is an obvious need for flexibility in the modelling formalisms for business pro-

cesses. Flexibility permits the customization of a core model in order to adapt it to various

requirements, and to accommodate the variability of a business domain [36]. However,

since most processes are long and complex, neither manual intervention nor process ter-

mination are satisfactory solutions [43].

We consider a simple example to illustrate the point. A typical supplier business sells

products to its customers and the workflow consists of the following steps2:

1. Supplier receives order.

2. Supplier collects items in order.

2We make assumptions that the client is known to the supplier and that there are no problems with stock
inventory or shipping.
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3. Supplier ships items to client.

4. Supplier bills client.

This workflow is a smaller part of the full workflow shown in Figure 1.2. This work-

flow is a description of the control flow between a number of different activities, known

as tasks. These are positioned in sequence following a Start position and before an End

position, which show the workflow entry and completion points. This diagram shows two

participants to the workflow: firstly the supplier whose tasks are in the left “swimlane”

and secondly the client whose tasks are in the right “swimlane”. The solid arrows be-

tween tasks show the control flow progression whilst the dashed double arrows between

cross-swimlane tasks show a synchronisation (i.e. a point at which two tasks execute con-

currently, normally as two sides of a communication). Control flow cannot continue to the

next task until synchronisation has occurred (i.e. the two tasks involved in synchronisation

have completed).

Receive 
Order

Collect Items

Ship Items

Bill Client

Send Order

Receive 
Items

Receive Bill

Pay Bill
Receive 
Money

start

end

Create Order

Supplier Lane Client Lane

Figure 1.2: The full workflow for the supplier.

Now we consider that an order can be of small value (e.g. less than £1,000), or of sig-

nificant value (e.g. £1,000 or more). Since the supplier may have to order in new stock
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to handle larger orders, they may want security on orders of significant value. Therefore,

they will modify the above workflow to incorporate an extra step for orders of significant

values as follows:

1. Supplier receives order.

2. Supplier bills client for part of the order value.

3. Supplier collects items in order.

4. Supplier ships items to client.

5. Supplier bills clients for remainder.

The new step is straightforward, but such a modification would lead to two workflows

in place to do almost the same thing (the variation of which is shown in full in Figure

1.3). This leads to needless duplication in the workflow and potential difficulties during

maintenance. An alternative option would be to incorporate conditional activities inside

the workflow using well-known if/else operators (see Figure 1.4). However, this will lead

to rewrites of the workflow whenever a new condition is identified. If not carried out care-

fully, this could lead to an explosion in the size of the workflow and multiple duplications

of tasks. Furthermore it could lead to difficulty in understanding the workflow, if it has

become too large.

A more intuitive solution for end users is to be able to describe the business process in

terms of its core model first, then its variability separately. This enables a clear focus

on the core process and a separation for those aspects which can affect it. For example,

we could have the workflows in Figure 1.2 together with a statement that says “for large

orders a deposit is required before the collection of items”.

A functional change to a workflow is defined as a modification to the control flow speci-

fication and this may include the insertion of a new task, the deletion of an existing task

or a combination of both. Furthermore, any workflow task may be cancelled, blocked or
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Receive 
Order

Collect Items

Ship Items

Bill Client

Send Order

Receive 
Items

Receive Bill

Pay Bill
Receive 
Money

start

end

Create Order

Supplier Lane Client Lane

Bill Client for
Deposit

Receive 
Initial Bill

Receive 
Payment

Pay Initial Bill

Figure 1.3: This is one possible solution
to the request for a deposit when the or-
der value is significant. There is simply
a new set of tasks inserted into the work-
flow but there exists the requirement to
manage which workflow to be executed.

Receive 
Order

Collect Items

Ship Items

Bill Client

Send Order

Receive 
Items

Receive Bill

Pay Bill
Receive 
Money

start

end

Create Order

Supplier Lane Client Lane

Bill Client for
Deposit

Receive 
Initial Bill

Receive 
Payment

Pay Initial Bill

O
rd

er
 v

al
u

e 
le

ss
 t

h
an

 1
0

0
0

O
rd

er valu
e less th

an
 1

0
0

0

Figure 1.4: Alternative to Figure 1.3,
this workflow incorporates both but uses
a condition statement. For simplicity,
the full if/else operation has not been de-
scribed but there are two output routes to
two tasks, and these are chosen depend-
ing on the given condition.

aborted without it being removed from the control flow. Such a change is known as a

workflow reconfiguration.

A non-functional change concerns how the workflow operates, in terms of the qualities

required from the services it associates with each task. Since a workflow is dependent

upon services for its execution, it follows that any quality requirements must be passed

on to the services being invoked. Thus, a service that does not fulfil a given quality

requirement should not be selected. If each task specifies the functionality of the service

it requires, a non-functional change is reflected in this specification. Such a change is

known as a workflow refinement.

The result of these possible changes is twofold: a workflow that can change and the
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services underneath that can be selected according to non-fixed criteria. Overall, the

possibility is to have a workflow that is as “dynamic” as possible, i.e. almost anything can

change in the workflow at runtime.

1.4 Inevitable Choice

Consider the two extremes. Workflow A specifies no tasks at all and the control flow

is thus empty. This represents the core business process and this is accompanied by a

variability specification that is external to the process but defined in association with it.

This variability specification has the ability to modify all of the workflow as it is being

executed, so tasks can be loaded in a particular order according to the specification.

Workflow B is a significantly complex workflow with every single possible condition

identified and embedded into the control flow. Variability is specified separately to the

workflow but since everything has already been taken into account, this specification is

empty.

Clearly both of these extremes have significant disadvantages. In the first case, a lot of

effort will be required in the design and development of the variability specification, es-

pecially since there is no core process on which to base any change. Variability is then

designed according to other variability and the possibility of conflict between specifica-

tions arise.

In the second case where there is no requirement for variability, the old problem of re-

design and rewriting appears3. As such, the very reason variability is allowed to be pre-

sented separate to the core process is ignored.

Thus there exists a choice for the workflow designer in terms of how much of a core pro-

cess they wish to define. Returning to the supplier example above, the core process could

3Where a business process must change, we consider that the appropriate exercise is Business Process
Reengineering, wherein a process model is potentially redesigned
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vary in a number of ways. For example, the billing task at the end could be removed

from this workflow and placed in another workflow. Alternatively, a variability specifi-

cation could say that at the end of the process, if the client has an outstanding balance

remaining, they are billed for it.

1.5 Research Questions

Having understood that business processes cannot cover every eventuality and variability

is the only way to cater for this, we now identify three research aspects that we tackle in

this thesis:

1. On design:

• How to effectively design or model business processes for the business do-

main?

• How to express variability over a business process?

2. On scope:

• What kind of variability is required?

• In what way can the business process be changed?

• What limitations should there be?

3. On combination of business processes and variability:

• How can we achieve this combination in a generalized way?

• How can we combine an arbitrary number of variability items with a single

business process?

• What limits the combination in terms of capability, i.e. what can we express

and what can we not express?
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Several other research questions can be asked, including questions on rollback and com-

pensation on the event of failure. Although we will briefly look into these questions inside

this thesis, they are not the main focus of this research. Thus we limit our work to finding

a solution for expressing workflows with variability over Service Oriented Architecture.

Thesis Statement: We desire the capability to express variability over a core business

process at an abstract level for the business domain. We present an approach that provides

this capability and demonstrate the scope and effect of such variability over a workflow

model, where each activity is defined with requirements only and those requirements are

eventually implemented by Service Oriented Architecture.

1.6 Document Outline

The following chapter discusses a number of topics that surround the subject matter of this

thesis. In particular, it covers Business Process Management, Service Oriented Architec-

ture, process variability and policies. For each, we will discuss what they are and why

they are important in this context. Following this discussion, we introduce StPowla in

Chapter 3. StPowla is a combination of workflows, SOA and policies, aimed at solving

the problems identified.

After, we extend StPowla concepts to include the means to express variability through

policy functions. Furthermore, we identify a set of functions and map each one to a graph

transformation rule. In Chapter 5, we formalize StPowla by providing an encoding to

SRML.

Having provided a comprehensive overview to StPowla, including its relationship to

SRML, we proceed in Chapter 6 to applying StPowla concepts to a real case study, pro-

vided by an industrial partner on the Sensoria project.
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In Chapter 7, we take an objective view of the material presented in this thesis and thus

evaluate this work to determine adequacy, effectiveness and business value. Finally, we

draw our conclusions in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

There is nothing wrong with change, if it is in the right direction. (Winston Churchill).

2.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we identifed the role of workflows in business process manage-

ment. We also discussed how workflows are essentially static, i.e. during execution they

do not change and therefore they generally do not take into account every single pos-

sible process outcome. In this chapter, we consider existing work relating to this area,

including descriptions of Business Process Management, Service Oriented Architecture

and business rules.

We will also argue that no one technology currently exists to provide a suitable solution

for our problem. We will identify that each of the above technologies has a role to play,

but that each by itself does not offer a comprehensive solution or indeed the majority part.

In addition, we will also review some approaches to introducing flexibility in workflows

and provide discussions as to how they fit with our problem.

14
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2.2 Service Oriented Architecture

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a conceptual model for the design, development

and deployment of software as distributed, loosely-coupled and technology-agnostic com-

ponents accessible over a network. It has been referred to as the next evolution in software

development [35]. Aad van Moorsel writes entertainingly about the future he foresaw for

the business web [94]. He remarks that Web Services play a significant role in all (busi-

ness) domains, describing them as the “Final Layer in the Internet Stack”.

The concept of a Service is understood better as a computational unit that offers some

functionality, without saying how it will do it. A suitable analogy is (ironically) a soft-

ware development firm who offers a service to design, develop and deliver software ap-

plications. Clients are not often concerned with how this firm achieves this goal, but more

that they do indeed achieve it.

Services are typically created and deployed according to a publish-find-bind mechanism

shown in Figure 2.1. The overall benefit of SOA is the exposure of application units as

self-contained and discoverable functions to the world, regardless of technology. Thus, a

PHP application running on an Apache server can invoke a Java Web Service, hosted on

a Tomcat server half way around the world. SOA removes the constraints of geography

and technology, and encourages interoperability.

Our interest in SOA is because the workflows we will consider are at the business level,

i.e. abstract from technical implementation details. As such, the functionality of the work-

flow must come from somewhere and SOA fits the model particularly well in the absence

of real alternatives. For example, tasks can communicate with services by passing open-

standard messages, whereas services can be interchangeably used throughout an entire

workflow.

Our business level workflows should not be confused with lower level technical work-

flows. For example, since Services can be orchestrated to form a composite service, there
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is a natural requirement for analyzing the workflow at the orchestration level. Moving

towards the business level, we can also consider the workflow that defines how activities

in the business workflow interact with services. So for clarity, we are concerned with

workflows at the business level, and with SOA in general as it offers an implementation

strategy for those workflows.

Service 
Publisher

Discovery 
Service

Service

Service 
Description

1. Publish

(a) Step 1: Service description published to the Dis-
covery service.

Service 
Requester

Service 
Publisher

Discovery 
Service

Service

Service 
Description

1. Publish2. Find

Service 
Description

(b) Step 2: Service requester finds service through
Discovery service.

Service 
Requester

Service 
Publisher

Discovery 
Service

Service

Service 
Description

1. Publish2. Find

3. Bind

Service 
Description

(c) Step 3: Service requester binds to the service.

Figure 2.1: The publish-find-bind mechanism of SOA.
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Web Services [4] is the most common implementation of SOA and is widely used in

industry1. The technology can be concisely described as follows:

“A Web Service is a (computational) component deployed on a Web accessible platform

provided by a service provider to be discovered and invoked over the Web by a service

requester.” [46]

Apart from the basic requirements for a service in a SOA, a Web Service should also

be describable (in terms of its available functions, their input parameters and return ob-

jects) and discoverable (i.e. information about the Web Service should be published in a

directory-like system, such as UDDI [8]).

2.2.1 Related Technologies

SOA is often spoken of in relation to, and sometimes in confusion with, Grid Computing

and Cloud Computing. True, these technologies may take elements of SOA, but they are

not to be taken as direct implementations of SOA. The former refers mainly to an organi-

sation of computing resources whereas the latter refers mainly to computing platform.

Grid computing can be defined as a collection of loosely-coupled, self-sufficient compu-

tational resources which connect via a network to perform collaborative, often technical,

computations, usually over a significant quantity of data that would ordinarily be too

much for one computer. IBM defines Grid Computing as:

“...the ability, using a set of open standards and protocols, to gain access to applications

and data, processing power, storage capacity and a vast array of other computing

resources over the Internet. A grid is a type of parallel and distributed system that

enables the sharing, selection, and aggregation of resources distributed across multiple

administrative domains based on their (resources) availability, capacity, performance,

1The term “E-Services” has also been used (e.g. [9, 55, 88]), mainly by industry, but usage has generally
receded in preference to the phrase “Web Services”.
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cost and users’ quality-of-service requirements.” [50]

Grid Computing is different to SOA in that it focuses more on computational resources

and has greater synergies with a super computer, where a key difference is that the grid

components are self-sufficient and connected via a network whereas in a super computer,

all resources are shared and connected via the main computational bus. Modern literature

on grid computing has often described a “grid” as a virtual super computer.

Cloud Computing is defined as:

“... a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of

configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and

services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort

or service provider interaction.” [31]

Cloud computing takes elements of SOA in that computational units inside the Cloud

can be made available as services. The name “Cloud” is derived from a cloud, where

people can see the external appearance, but are unable to see the internal structure or

activities (if indeed there are any). Thus, these units are not seen by the end user and

therefore may make use of further resources available in the Cloud in order to perform

its specified purpose (see Figure 2.2). Services can be hosted inside the cloud as well as

normal applications. As such, a service available in the Cloud appears no differently to a

service available through other (public) means.

2.2.2 The Promise and Limit of SOA

SOA promises dynamicity. Since services are loosely-coupled, they can run continually

in isolation and ignorance of others. An orchestration technology will co-ordinate the

execution of services as required. Services can be continually published and found, thus
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The “Cloud”
(contains computational 

resources, often as services)

Figure 2.2: The Cloud as a platform for computing

providing the capacity for the satisfaction of almost any computing requirement. Further-

more, Web Services are composable. If a single service cannot fulfil a requirement, it may

be that the requirement is a composite action, for which the broken-down atomic actions

themselves may be satisfied by an existing service. In this way, a composite service can

satisfy a complex (i.e. contains two or more atomic actions) requirement.

What SOA lacks is the dynamic finding of services that automatically matches service

functionality to service requester, or end-user, requirements. Some inroads have been

made into this field, such as ontologies and the semantic web initiative. A context-based

approach for service selection has been proposed in [103, 105, 104]. One of the difficul-

ties is to accurately describe non-functional requirements and then match those to non-

functional properties of services. A suitable starting point for the latter is found in [67]

and [69].

Business Process Management provides a high-level (i.e. abstract from technological im-

plementation) to orchestration, but it does not solve the dynamic matching problem.
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2.3 Business Process Management

Business Process Management (BPM) is the overall governance and monitoring of exe-

cuting business processes. Business processes may be defined as structured workflows

and the execution of these may be automated through a workflow management system

(WFMS). Thus there are three aspects that are considered here.

We start by considering and expanding on the topic of workflows and workflow modelling.

These structured activities can be defined informally (e.g. through natural language such

as English) or formally. Since informally specified workflows are usually ad-hoc and

lack structure, we use them only for the abstract description of processes and focus on

more formal workflow specifications. Even so, there are degrees of formality that can be

applied to workflows and different details that can be expressed.

Evaluation of workflow specification methods varies greatly. Since many methods are

specific to a particular situation, it is difficult to compare one with another. However,

a set of workflow patterns, which can be understood as design patterns for workflows,

have been established in [93] as a general criteria set to which each workflow or process

modelling language is compared to for determinations of its capability (i.e. how many

patterns it can express) and expressibility (i.e. how well can it express).

It could be argued that modelling notations for business processes exist in their 10,000s,

ranging from implementation level to the business level. The distance from implementa-

tion level reveals the amount of abstraction (i.e. the closer to the business level, the more

abstraction is needed).

The value of BPM is automation of business. In the last 20 years, automation has been

increasingly introduced within IT infrastructures as systems are increasingly designed to

interact and integrate with others. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems

are frequently linked with email systems and shared document systems, and new portals

are created for each system to expose their functionality to new devices, such as mobile
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phones. What results is that one function’s completion can trigger the next function in a

logical path. Such a trigger is natural from a human perspective, but slow. It traditionally

requires the human to complete the original task and then chose to start the next one (as-

suming the next task has already been identified), potentially passing it to another person

who might be in a remote location. Automation helps remove this delay. We consider

that as business gets more complicated, automation plays an increasingly significant role

in enabling companies to remain efficient in their activities, with regard to time, effort and

cost.

In a recent white paper [64], Jasmine Noel notes that the future of enterprises is in BPM

suites, therefore we consider the various BPM approaches as significant in this research.

The following subsections discuss the types of workflow specification currently avail-

able, from low-level technical implementations that use a structured computer language,

to formal implementations that use mathematical languages, to high level (or abstract)

languages that use graphical representations. Although a description of each category is

provided with specific examples, it is our aim to focus on the final category which may be

considered “in the business domain” compared to the other categories.

2.3.1 Code-Based Descriptions

Code-based workflow descriptions use a recognised and/or developed computational lan-

guage for expressing workflows. In terms of Web Services, the Business Process Execu-

tion Language (BPEL) is one of the most widely used process languages, even though it

was designed for service composition. Other solutions include WSCL [7] and WSCI [6].

The main problem with these solutions is that they all represent implementation-level ap-

proaches to describing service interaction2. While they perform their respective roles as

required, they are not able to express high-level user requirements. They are suitable to

model processes within which details about each involved service are already known. A

2We note that BPEL engines exist from different vendors, but the BPEL standard is common to all
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comparison of ebXML, XLANG, WSFL and BPML can be found in [66].

Modelling generic processes requires a more holistic view. YAWL [92] is a workflow lan-

guage that extends Petri nets to provide a powerful formal language with defined syntax

and semantics. YAWL was created as a reference language for evaluating workflow im-

plementations and it has an interesting capability known as Worklets [3]. These worklets

are “small, self contained, complete workflow processes which handle specific tasks (ac-

tions) in larger, composite processes (activities)”. YAWL enables a prescribed workflow

to call, in a service oriented way, a worklet for each activity in the workflow, allowing the

use of contextual information to substitute standard work items. This approach certainly

has a number of merits, not least that tasks are dynamically determined based on infor-

mation available. However, each worklet is still designed (not selected) statically and this

is one area we are trying to improve upon.

Further languages include SMAWL [82], GAT [62], XRL (initial blueprints in [56]) and

WSFL [57]. These solutions are considered better in terms of describing processes since

they abstract away composition details that would be included in those solutions previ-

ously discussed. Although they describe processes, they are unable to define high-level

requirements for activities or events that occur in the workflow.

2.3.2 BPEL

We reserve a specific discussion on the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)

[32] as it is widely acknowledged as the leading Web Service orchestration language.

Derived from IBM’s WSFL [57] and Microsoft’s XLANG [86], the use of BPEL has

grown significantly to having implementations from a number of vendors, including Ac-

tive Endpoints (Active VOS), ASF (Apache ODE), Microsoft (BizTalk), Magic Software

Enterprises (iBolt), JBoss (JBPM), Oracle (Open ESB and BPEL Process Manager), OW2

(OW2 Orchestra), Parasoft (BPEL Maestro), Petals Link (Petals BPEL Engine), SAP AG
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(SAP Exchange Infrastructure), OpenLink Software (Virtuoso Universal Server) and IBM

(WebSphere).

As a business process modelling language, BPEL has been evaluated against the set of

workflow patterns [101], where the authors positioned Web Service composition lan-

guages as variants of traditional process modelling languages [90]. The conclusion was

that whilst BPEL performed favourably against BPML, WSCI and XPDL (which them-

selves only support about half the tested workflow patterns), there were still a number of

patterns that it did not support and a few negative comments such as “it lacks orthogonal-

ity” and “the semantics are not always clear”.

Yet BPEL still plays an important role in identifying the scope of our work. Despite its

name including the term “business”, it is not business as we understand it. More precisely,

for BPEL the term “business” refers mainly to functionality sequence at the orchestration

level, including information on binding and sending/receiving variables. Already this is

too detailed information for our domain. Thus, our interpretation of “business” is more

at the user level, where the role of a business analyst is to define requirements for appli-

cations rather than implementing them. Clearly though, there exists a gap between our

interpretation of “business” and BPEL’s, but that remains out of scope for this work. For

ease of understanding, we assume there exists a means to map our business domain to

more technical layers such as BPEL.

Combining Variability with BPEL

At the time of writing, a low number of proposals for adding variability to business pro-

cesses have been offered by the research community. Typically, their scope is constrained

to the orchestration level (i.e. BPEL) and even then the amount of variability that is pos-

sible is still limited. A common approach is to provide a variation to Aspect Oriented

Programming, where cross-cutting concerns can be defined independently of the core

system. Such capability is useful for logging, authentication, etc., but provides limited
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usefulness for our problem. In this section, we provide a brief discussion of some of

those proposals and discuss how they compare against the problems we have identified.

In Courbis and Finkelstein’s position paper [23], the authors propose the use of dynamic

aspects, à la Aspect Oriented Programming [54], to introduce variability at the orchestra-

tion level. Indeed their paper shares some assumptions with this thesis, namely that Web

Services can be selected at runtime rather than design time and that the BPEL engine

should be “minimal but easy to configure” (we can consider the BPEL engine concept is

similar to the WFMS concept). Their approach is to introduce a BPEL interpreter, which

reads normal BPEL scripts and has the ability to execute a limited set of instructions ca-

pable of, for example, modifying the engine’s behaviour through so-called “hot-fixes”.

We consider this a potential solution for our problem, yet it is not at the business level

(business analysts are not expected to know how to program in Java). One could also

consider that this approach is not fully in keeping with the service oriented nature of the

overall context.

Charfi and Mezini present AO4BPEL, a fully aspect-oriented extension to BPEL [20].

The authors argue, as we would, that process oriented languages like BPEL lack support

for dynamic adaptation of the composition even though that may be a frequent require-

ment (e.g. in the event of unavailability or variations in critical QoS requirements). Fur-

thermore, business rules are identified as cross-cutting several BPEL specifications and

are not well modularized in BPEL specifications. As before, advice could be the addi-

tional execution of a BPEL activity. AO4BPEL supports before, after and around advice

types but it is not clear the extent to which the business process can be changed. For ex-

ample, it does not appear possible to enforce a change on a change, i.e. modify a process

specifically at a point where it had been previously modified.

Karastoyanova and Leymann combine BPEL with WS-Policy to achieve adaptive orches-

tration logic to boost flexibility and promote reuse [53]. WS-Policy is used to define the

aspects and their functionality, which is limited to Web Service operations. Again, advice
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is either before, after or around a BPEL activity. We note there is no direct support for

“instead of” the BPEL activity. The authors recognize the problem of compensating for

dynamically introduced activities and thus cannot model situations with them. The issue

extends further than compensation as with the previous solution, it limits the capability of

this solution to affect changes that were already dynamically introduced.

Rosenberg and Dustdar describe the relatively straightforward integration of business

rules with BPEL [77]. Using a business rules engine alongside an orchestration engine,

the execution of the BPEL script is always subject to what the business rules engine de-

termines. The process involves interceptors for each incoming and outgoing BPEL Web

Service call and, as required, calling the business rules engine (via a transformation pro-

cess) to enforce any necessary changes. The main difference with this work to ours is the

focus on BPEL, although the conceptual difference is that only Web Service calls can be

changed at runtime, whereas we are looking to introduce dynamic change in the process

itself, i.e. modifying the BPEL script.

In summary, the problem we identified is a top-down issue: we are looking for users to be

able to express what they need and build a solution around it. Thus, the solution starts at

the high level business workflow. The variability solutions proposed work at a lower level

and might be considered more bottom-up approaches, where the technical implementation

decides what users can achieve. In the end, a combination of approaches may well offer

a rounded, if not comprehensive solution. In the meantime, we continue to determine an

adequate solution for our top-down problem.

2.3.3 Calculi-Based Descriptions

A sister approach to the code-based descriptions, process calculi offer a formal, mathe-

matical method in which to express processes. Whilst not including enough information

for actual composition, this approach allows one to model a (composition) process so that
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it can be verified and reasoned over (i.e. the semantics are well-defined).

Semantics are required for this formality and process calculi such as Petri Nets (already

used for YAWL), π-calculus and CCS all possess structured operational semantics. Ex-

amples of this approach are described in [44] and [33]. However, process modelling in

a service oriented context is not straightforward. Loose coupling of services, communi-

cation latency and open-endedness (services appearing and disappearing unannounced,

geographically-responsible changes in service quality, workload distribution between se-

mantically equivalent services, etc.) are key issues [16]. We are not concerned so much

with loose coupling or communication latency, but we are concerned with open-endedness

in the sense that new activities could be introduced at any time.

In the case of BPEL, a transformation to Petri Nets has been proposed [48], with the full

semantics defined in [80].

2.3.4 Notation-Based Descriptions

Graphical notations generally provide an intuitive method in which analysts can define

processes by a sequence of activities or tasks. As with code-based approaches, there are

a number of vendor-specific solutions, e.g. IBM’s WebSphere Business Modeller3. How-

ever, they conveniently abstract away more implementation level details which make them

more suitable for use in the business domain. Indeed, business analysts have long been

using flow charts to define processes, so a similar modelling notation that is adaptable to

SOA is desirable.

The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [65] is a widely-accepted graphical no-

tation for the specification of workflows representing business processes. A core BPMN

workflow may consist of the following elements:

3http://www-306.ibm.com/software/integration/wbimodeler/
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• Flow Objects: Events, Activities and Gateways;

• Connecting Objects: Sequence Flow, Message Flow and Association;

• Swimlanes: Pool and Lanes within a Pool;

• Artifacts: Data Objects, Text Annotations and Groups.

A BPMN workflow starts with a Pool, in which the workflow is described. This Pool may

be divided into swimlanes, with one swimlane per entity participating in the workflow.

Each activity specific to an entity appears in only their respective swimlane. Events and

Activities are self-explanatory items within the workflow whilst Gateways are decision

points, where the next item in the workflow differs depending on a condition. Flow Ob-

jects are connected by sequence flows and message flows provide a means of expressing

data input into a flow object. One flow object may be associated to another. Data objects

provide a description of the requirement or output of an activity. Text annotations are in-

formal notes added to the workflow and groups are collections of elements within a given

boundary (e.g. if the boundary is from the start event to the end event, the group contains

all elements in the workflow).

Figure 2.3 shows an example BPMN workflow for the earlier supplier example.

BPMN itself is a specification, rather than an implementation. The BPMN website4 notes

that there are, as of 19 April 2011, 76 implementations and 4 planned implementations.

One significant benefit of BPMN is that it maps to BPEL specifications [68, 98]. Fur-

thermore, it has been argued that BPMN provides a user friendly interface to lower level

BPEL code, though some debate still remains over conceptual mismatches between the

two languages [71].

BPMN is an example of a static workflow specification method. Returning to the example

given in the opening chapter, if the author wished to change the workflow, they would

4www.bpmn.org
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Figure 2.3: An example BPMN specification.

have to rewrite it to the required degree. This could lead to a small number of vastly

complex models or a larger quantity of models that include a lot of duplication. The

BPMN specification also states that it was “constrained to support only the concepts of

modeling that are applicable to business processes”, thus not supporting organisational

structures and resources, functional breakdowns, data and informational models, strategy

and business rules. Such extra concerns are those that can ultimately affect the design and
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implementation of a workflow.

Alternatively, another notation-based description is the Activity Diagram component of

the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [51]. This diagram expresses the dynamic be-

haviour of systems in a clear and intuitive way. However, UML often suffers from a lack

of clear semantics, though the syntax is clear. Further research goes into adding seman-

tics for UML (e.g. [26, 27, 28, 83, 84, 102]). Also, while the syntax of the diagram is

intuitive, it is sometimes unclear as to what a particular layout would do. For example, in

Figure 2.4, it is unclear when D is executed. Does it occur after B and C, or once after

either? This problem arises when B and C take different amounts of time to complete.

B

C

D

Figure 2.4: UML fork and join example

2.3.5 Adaptive Workflow Management

Having considered BPM together with some of its implementations, we also consider

current efforts to permit variability in the workflow.

AGENTWORK [61] is an adaptive workflow system that supports predictive and reactive

rule-based adaptation subject to failures in the process execution. Predictive implies that

the system must guess that there will be a failure based on current information whereas

reactive adaptation occurs when predictive adaptation is not possible (i.e. based on cur-

rent tests, etc.). Event-Condition-Action rules are used to describe the required change.

Possible changes include adding activities (in sequence or parallel), dropping activities

and adding loops.

ADEPTflex [72] is an extension to ADEPT, a graph-based workflow modelling system,
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that permits dynamic changes to the control flow using a minimal set of operations (in-

serting/deleting activities, skipping activities, passing over activities and changing activity

sequences). The changes are available as functions on the graph, suggesting strong cou-

pling between the core workflow system and the component that permits flexibility. It is

unclear though how a business user would make use of the flexibility functions and how

such functions would be available to one or more workflows (i.e. if the rules are tightly

coupled with a single workflow).

Pesic and van der Aalst propose the use of ConDec [70] as a declarative approach to

specifying workflow variability. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is the means used to define

policies or business rules that define the change over the core process model, where each

LTL clause defines a relation between workflow tasks. Such clauses can be substituted or

rewritten with other clauses in order to effect the change desired. Although this approach

appears to fit our situation well, we note that we can only modify control flow whereas

although we certainly desire this capability, but we also need an approach that can offer

the capability to go further than just the control flow, e.g. to data flows, error flows, etc.

2.3.6 Evaluation of Workflow Specification Methods

Notation-based methods generally lack the ability of expressing any information that is

not graphical, e.g. “this task should be completed in x time” or similar. Therefore we

require a particular capability of expressing this further information, down to the sub-

process (i.e. task or activity) level. Furthermore, notations are static approaches to work-

flow specification, i.e. one cannot change the workflow without redesigning it.

UML Activity Diagrams and BPMN have previously been evaluated as a means for work-

flow specification [25, 99]. Both come up short against workflow patterns but, and more

importantly for this research, neither support refinement or reconfiguration of a workflow

at runtime.
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Calculi-based methods are good for analysis, yet lack real usability unless a notation can

be defined on top of the formal calculi. They too lack the capability for specifying non-

functional requirements of a process and they also lack the capability for dynamic change.

Code-based methods are good for users who have a fine understanding of the language

and concepts in use, but they are not suitable, in general, for business analysts and man-

agers. The one exception is that BPMN maps to BPEL processes, but even that has some

limitations as described before.

2.4 Policies

Policies are found in a number of different forms inside companies and organisations al-

ready today. In the United Kingdom, companies are generally required to have defined,

amongst other documents, a Health and Safety Policy and an Equal Opportunities Pol-

icy. The former describes how the company will ensure their employees (and sometimes

guests) will be protected from any health and/or safety risks. The latter describes how

the company will treat employees and potential employees of different skin colour, race

and/or faith, to name only a few variables.

Such documents are rarely static - they change as the company, industry and culture

changes. For example, for organisations that work with children, it is a UK requirement

to review the Child Protection Policy annually.

In computing, policies are tools described as “information which can be used to modify

the behaviour of a system” [59], without the need for re-compiling or re-deploying. In

essence, a system’s behaviour reacts to, or is constrained by policies. Policies are typically

loosely coupled with the system they interact with. The system can run independently

from policies with any resulting actions considered as default actions. These could arise

from standard system behaviour or from executing workflows.
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One may consider the relation between policies and business rules. The latter can be

defined as a statement that defines and constrains some aspect of the business [42]. We can

easily consider that policies and business rules are almost synonymous from a conceptual

viewpoint and since there are different types of business rule, there must also be different

types of policy.

A reactive policy is normally associated to an event. For example, if a staff member

falls down they should see the designated first aider on duty, or committing data to a

database under certain conditions may trigger an update elsewhere. A constraint policy

provides boundaries that a process must operate within. For example, “staff must work

onsite between 09h00 and 17h30 Monday to Friday”, or “batch processes should start

after 21h00 and complete before 08h00 the next day”.

In order to maintain an effective IT environment, computer systems must adapt to chang-

ing business requirements. Policies have proven useful in evolving computing environ-

ments since they allow for rapid modification of system behaviour without modifying the

state of the system’s codeset, providing that the system has already been developed with

support for such policies.

We refine the definition of policy from [73] in the context of Web Service management

as:

A high level statement as to how business requirements should be processed

in the management system.

Policies can be defined from different viewpoints. For example, an organisation may have

general usage policies over software whereas project teams may have further policies

specific to them, and even further an individual who has their own policies.

There are at least two particular types of policy: Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules

and goals (ECAs without triggering events). Each policy encodes information about a
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particular business activity.

2.4.1 Combining Policies and SOA

Policies may be applied to a variety of areas within SOA. They are currently used for

access control and to express reactive functionality. However, they have yet to be applied

to a business management framework.

In [85], one of the few occurrences of combining SOA and policies is proposed. The

authors argue the introduction of composed services using coordination policies from the

WS-Policy Framework [96]. Despite the combination, the results do not help us solve our

problem.

In our search for dynamic workflows, the combination of policies, SOA and BPM leads us

to the ability to define workflows as base functionality, which varies according to one or

more policies, with the technical implementation provided by loosely-coupled services.

Our work is aimed at developing a business policy framework for the management of Web

Services in the business domain. The use of policies that we propose is orthogonal to a

graphical business modelling language. Each activity within a workflow represents a unit

of business activity that contributes to the satisfaction of the wider business goal. Tasks

are subjected to external policy inputs, or global policies.

2.5 Summary

In this section we have described three individual technologies: BPM, SOA and policies.

The first two have very active research communities and high industry adoption rates. The

last is also a subject of active research, but to lesser extent and this can be explained by

the number of different ways in which policies can be used.
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We placed a specific emphasis on policies providing variable behaviour on its subject,

without removing base behaviour from the original subject. We also emphasized BPM

in the context of workflow definition in the business domain, designed specifically for

non-technical people to use. The technical implementation is (potentially) given through

SOA.

In the next section, we will see in more detail how these three ingredients combine to

form a solution for dynamic workflows.
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StPowla

Our only security is our ability to change. (John Lilly).

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we identified three components in Business Process Management,

Policies and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), each of which have little relevance on

their own but combined they could address our problem of the need for dynamic work-

flows.

In this chapter, we take these three ingredients and combine them into a recipe, which we

call the Service-Targeted, Policy-oriented Workflow Language, or simply StPowla. We

will see how a simple workflow language is used to provide the specification of the core

workflow. Policies can be applied to provide variability to the core model. StPowla in-

tegrates three main ingredients: a graphical workflow notation, a policy language, and

SOA. The last ingredient provides the underlying functionality required by the workflow.

We address the integration of business processes with SOA at a high (that is close to the

35
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business goals) level of abstraction. The reason for this is that, often, end users defining

goals do not have deep technical knowledge and, therefore, it is necessary to abstract

away lower level technical information. It is helpful to consider that any of the languages

used with StPowla, e.g. the policies or workflows, are compiled into XML notations

abiding Web Service standards. In fact this compliance to existing standards is key to

interoperability at an implementation level.

3.2 Promoting Dynamicity

StPowla is aimed towards the separation of concerns between core functionality and

process variability. The dynamicity required of processes is contained within variability

specifications, which is defined separately to the core functionality. In fact, StPowla ad-

dresses the need for dynamicity at three distinct levels:

At implementation: the use of SOA to implement tasks offers immediate dynamicity

with respect to which services are selected to implement each task. Since an as-

sumed runtime engine matches services to tasks, the overall workflow is not bound

to the same services for each execution1.

At runtime: although the core process can run unaltered from its design, the use of poli-

cies can ultimately modify behaviour depending on contextual or environmental

information. StPowla’s core design intends this as the key result.

At development: the use of policies orthogonally to workflows means that core func-

tionality and variability specifications can evolve independently of one another. The

result of combining the two is a very dynamic development structure, i.e. the com-

bination of previously isolated workflows and policies can lead to completely new

workflows.
1We can assume of course that the reuse of discovered services may be beneficial but this is not the point

we are trying to convey.
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3.3 Graphical Workflow Notation

The first ingredient of StPowla is a graphical workflow notation that allows the definition

of a workflow at a level abstract from technical details, i.e. at the level appropriate for

business analysts (who are the users targeted for StPowla). The notation simply defines

the core process in terms of sequential, parallel and decision-based composition of units

of functionality that we identify as tasks.

Although we will use a single notation for the remainder of this document, it should

be noted that the notation itself is not important. Other notations (e.g. UML [26],

BPMN [65]) can be adapted to function as required. This notation, first published in [38],

is used due to its simplicity, effectiveness and level of abstraction; three characteristics

that make it ideal for StPowla.

Throughout this section, we will describe the workflow from the perspective of the work-

flow designer. The full graphical picture of the workflow is known as the task map or the

workflow model.

In addition to graphical syntax, we describe a workflow with the following grammar as a

means to providing a clear syntax:

WF ::= start; P; end root process

P ::= T simple task

| P; P sequence

| λ?P : P condition and simple (XOR) join

| FJ(m, {P,B}, ..., {P,B}) split and complex (AND) join

| S P(T, ...,T ) strict preference

| RC(T, ...,T ) random choice
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3.3.1 Start and End Points

A workflow must begin with a single Start point, denoted by a black circle with the Start

label to the side. It is terminated at a single End point, again denoted by a black circle

with the End label to the side (Figure 3.1). Since it is commonplace in processes to define

multiple end points, this is allowed informally whereas actually all paths that lead to an

end point will converge to a single path leading to the single end point. The requirement

of a single end point provides precision in the workflow definition process (e.g. use of

complementary operators such as Flow Split and Conditional Merge). Between the Start

and End point exists a process.

0,0 50,0 100, 0

0,50

0,100 50,100 100,100

200

400

800

Start 

End 

Figure 3.1: Workflow Start/End points

3.3.2 Process

A process is a sequence of workflow items between two points. Such a sequence is defined

according to need, but can be a simple task, a sequence of two processes, or an operator

on the control flow. Informally, we could include either or both the Start and End points,

with the latter case meaning that the whole workflow is a process.

3.3.3 Task

A task is a basic (atomic) activity performed inside a workflow. Often referred to as a work

item or activity, the task is the main foundational building block on which all workflows

are based. A task is drawn simply as a curved-corner rectangle, with a unique identifier

shown inside the rectangle, which is its label.
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A task allows the designer to specify a particular activity at a specific position inside the

workflow. As such, a task will include at least:

Control Flow Input: the incoming link that connects the task to earlier parts of the work-

flow. The point of control moves along given paths inside the workflow and when

it reaches a task, the task is executed.

Control Flow Output: after the task has completed, control flow moves onto the control

flow output path to the next item inside the workflow.

Functional Requirements: each task must have associated to it a set of requirements that

defines exactly what the task will do. It is assumed that a task is mapped to a Service

at runtime with no manual intervention from the end user. These requirements do

not assume a 1:1 mapping from Task to Service, but that a separate system can

match the requirements of the Task to one Service, be it atomic or composite.

In addition to these mandatory features, a task may also have some optional features:

Data Flow Input/Output: shows how data is mapped from one task to another task,

when there exists a situation whereby a task outputs some data which is to be used

as input to another.

Non-functional Requirements: adding to the functional requirements, these define

quality requirements of the task. Specifically, they define how well the underly-

ing service should carry out the required functionality.

External Input: a task may be subject to other variables, such as external policies. Al-

though again not mandatory, the notation at least allows the end user to explicitly

specify these external variables.

Abort/Failure Output: these are additional control flow outputs that are followed if the

task is aborted or it fails. Should one of these outputs not exist and yet the event

still occurs, the normal output is followed.
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The image of a task is shown in Figure 3.2. Although a task is atomic, in the sense that

it is defined by the end user as a single activity, the end user can specify a composite

task (Figure 3.3). The composite task essentially represents a path inside the workflow

between two defined points and all items between them. It could easily be understood as

a process, a scope or a workflow that exists inside a workflow2. For example, Figure 3.4

shows such an arrangement.

control data

ext in
task

control data

Figure 3.2: An atomic task with its input/output flows

task

control data

control data

ext in

Figure 3.3: A composite task with its input/output flows

Typically it would be expected that simple workflows would be specified only in terms of

atomic tasks. However, more complex workflows may include multiple composite tasks

that are defined separately to the main workflow. This may involve the re-drawing of the

graphical workflow model to show multiple atomic tasks as a smaller number of compos-

ite tasks. For example, a composite task could represent a fully independent workflow

from a “master” workflow. A task in the master workflow may have the requirement to

execute the separate workflow and this task is defined as a composite task. The exact def-

inition of the content of a composite task is completed outside of the graphical notation.

2this method is typically used to bring clarity to workflow models.
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T1 

T2 

T3 

Start 

End 

(a) An example workflow
with three tasks in se-
quence.

C1 

Start 

End 

(b) The three atomic tasks
are consolidated into a sin-
gle composite task.

Figure 3.4: Example of how atomic tasks can be rewritten as a single composite task.

3.3.4 Flows and Scopes

A flow is a sequence of items (tasks or operators) in the workflow. A route is a flow

that begins at the start point and finishes at the end point. A flow can either be a control

flow or a data flow, although the latter is not considered in this work. Each task must be

connected to the workflow by a control flow, i.e. it must be in a route. Otherwise, the task

is redundant as there is no way to invoke it.

A flow may be active, where it contains an executing item, or non-active, where it does

not contain an executing item.

A scope is a sequence of items in a workflow, including control flow paths, operators and

tasks. It is defined by the first and last items, including all items between those two. A

simple requirement therefore is that the start item must be executed before the end item in

the control flow. It may not necessarily follow that the start item appears before the end

item since loops may occur.

Scopes may be identified in the graphical model, simply by marking out the sequence of

items through a dashed box. A scope is uniquely identified through an ID.
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3.3.5 Operators

In addition to tasks and flows, which can express simple sequencing, operators are defined

as functions on control flows. These further enable a business to accurately model their

business process, e.g. by allowing concurrency. Throughout these descriptions, we use T

to denote the set of workflow tasks.

Operators each have control flow inputs, i.e. arrows which represent the routes through

which control is passed to the operator, and control flow outputs, i.e. arrows which repre-

sent the routes through which control will be passed to the next workflow item.

Sequence: this function permits the sequential execution of two workflow processes,

with process P1 executed first and, on completion, process P2 executes. This is depicted

in Figure 3.5. Although not shown, P1 becomes active through a single control flow input.

Once active, P1 executes and, on completion, passes control flow through the arrow to P2,

which proceeds to execute and then pass on control flow through a single output to the

next workflow item.

P2 

P1 

Figure 3.5: Sequence operator

Flow Split: this is an n-ary function FS : in → OUT , where in is a control flow input

and OUT is a set of control flow outputs. In Figure 3.6, the operator is pictured with one

input and five output flows ( fx.1 to fx.5). Of the output flows, the operator specifies that

each shall become active, i.e. the current control flow position is multiplied over each of

the flows and each one is executed independently and concurrently. For example, in a

typical customer-supplier-warehouse example, a product dispatch may involve simulta-

neously notifying the customer of the dispatch whilst ordering a stock replacement. Both
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tasks are executed independently.

fx.1 fx.2 fx.4 fx.5

fx

fx.3

Figure 3.6: Flow Split operator

Conditional Merge: this takes a set of active incoming control flows and, subject to

business-defined constraints, merges them with synchronisation to a single output flow. A

solid circle at the end of the incoming flow indicates that the flow must complete (i.e. con-

trol flow must reach the conditional merge operator on this control flow) for synchronisa-

tion; this is also known as the control flow being mandatory. A clear circle indicates that

this flow is optional. The number in the diamond indicates the number of control flows

that should complete (i.e the last task in that flow must complete execution), irrespective

of if they are mandatory or optional. As such, the number n must be greater than or equal

to the number of mandatory flows. In Figure 3.7, four control flow inputs are shown. The

first input fx.1 is mandatory (i.e. it must complete) and the rest ( fx.2, fx.3, fx.4) are optional.

The operator completes when control flow input fx.1 completes and n−1 of the remaining

control flow inputs complete.

For example, when looking for airline ticket quotes, one might request quotes from three

suppliers, including the preferred supplier. Before booking, we might say that we must

have a quote from the preferred travel agency, plus another travel agency (the selection

of which is unimportant to us). Thus there is one mandatory flow and a minimum of two

flows to complete before proceeding. In Figure 3.7, there are four incoming control flows

(potentially representative of four travel agencies), of which the first is mandatory (i.e. the

preferred travel agency) and the rest are optional.
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fx

fx.1 fx.2 fx.4fx.3

n

Figure 3.7: Conditional Merge operator

Flow Junction: this diverts the control flow down one of two possible output flows

according to a binary test. If the result to the test is positive, i.e. true, control flow passes

to the left hand flow and the right hand flow otherwise. The test can include any attribute

or variable accessible by the operator, within the workflow, from an external input or from

a global variable.

fx

fx.1 fx.2

test

Figure 3.8: Flow Junction operator

Strict Preference: this operator attempts to execute a series of tasks in a defined order,

progressing when one of the tasks is completed. The function is written S P : in→ OUT ,

where OUT is one of a set of possible output flows. We describe Strict Preference as a

set PT ∪ {error}. PT is an ordered set of pairs in the form (t, n), where t ∈ T represents

a task and n ∈ N is a unique priority in the range 1 ≤ n ≤ |PT |, such that the task with

highest priority is attempted first. In the case where no task can be completed (due to a

timeout or other issue), the error output flow is selected.

Each task in the operator specifies its own output flow which is followed when its parent

task is completed. Thus after the operator, there is one active output flow plus a number

of inactive flows.
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p1tp.1 tp.2 tp.3

error

Figure 3.9: Strict Preference operator

Random Choice: this is similar to preference, but without priorities attached to in-

cluded tasks. It is described simply as CT ⊆ T , where CT is the set of tasks included

specifically in the operator. When control reaches this operator, all tasks may be at-

tempted simultaneously. When a first task reaches a commit stage, then all others are

cancelled (assuming the tasks have a cancellation function or else their results are dis-

carded). After completion of a task, control flow passes to the flow connected with this

task. Graphically, the difference with the preference operator is that all included tasks are

lined up on the same plane.

c1tc.1 tc.2 tc.3

error

Figure 3.10: Random Choice operator

Flow Merge: this is a unary operator in that it takes a set of control flow inputs and con-

verges them into a single output control flow. In order to preserve synchronisation (i.e. en-

suring we have execution concurrency only when desired), only one flow of the incoming

set must be active, with all others inactive. This may be the result of a prior Flow Junction,

Strict Preference or Random Choice operator. If more than one flow is active, then the

Conditional Merge operator must be used. Thus the flow merge operator can be viewed

as a “simple merge”, or non-synchronising merge.
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fx.1 fx.2 fx.4 fx.5

fx

fx.3

Figure 3.11: Flow Merge operator

3.3.6 Workflow Execution

So far we have described workflow representation through the written, formal syntax and

the graphical syntax. Next, we must consider workflow execution.

The critical element of workflows that enable them to be used in StPowla is the set of

events through which integration with the rest of StPowla is possible. The events are

described in Table 3.13.

Level Event Name When Triggered

Workflow
On Workflow Start The workflow is invoked.
On Workflow End The workflow control flow reaches the

End point.
On Workflow Error A task within the workflow ends in an er-

ror and there is no specific error handling
mechanism defined to handle it.

Task
On Task Entry Control flow reaches the task.
On Task End Task processing completes.
On Task Error The task processing ends with an error.
On Task Abort The task’s execution is externally

(i.e. from outside the task specification)
aborted.

Service
On Service Start The service is invoked, following binding.
On Service End The service responds with an acceptable

value, if any.
On Service Error The service responds with an error re-

sponse or a timeout occurs.

Table 3.1: Workflow events used by StPowla

3We include service-based events in recognition of the use of SOA in completing a task. These events
are triggered inside a task though, which as black boxes are more difficult to observe at the full workflow
level.
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3.4 Policies

The finer details of the business process (i.e. the variability) are expressed by policies.

These can define functional and non-functional requirements of a task execution. Further-

more, they can provide overarching business constraints, that is a set of rules specified at

a global, enterprize or project level and applicable to the whole workflow. The last part

that policies might play is concerned with suggesting resolutions to particular problems in

the process execution (e.g. “do not use a service from X, rather use an equivalent service

from Y”).

So, the second ingredient is a policy language: here we use Appel (Accent Project Pol-

icy Language) [75]. Though developed in the context of telecommunications, Appel is

a general language for expressing policies in a variety of application domains. It was

conceived with a clear separation between the core language and its specialization for

concrete domains, which turns out very useful for our purposes.

The third notable characteristic of StPowla is that it is targeted to SOAs. Its users, though

ignorant of implementation details, should be aware that the business is ultimately carried

out by services, i.e. computational entities that are characterized by two series of param-

eters: the invocation parameters (related to their functionalities), and the Service Level

Agreement (SLA) parameters. Stakeholders can adapt the core workflow by modifying

these agreements.

Service invocation is local to task execution, i.e. a service is invoked to satisfy the require-

ments of a task, not to satisfy some overarching business constraint or generic instruction.
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3.4.1 Appel

Appel is a policy language designed for end-users: its style is close to natural language,

permitting ordinary users to formulate and understand policies readily. Appel’s formal

semantics [60] underpin integration with workflows.

In Appel a policy consists of a number of rules, grouped using a number of operators

(sequential, parallel, guarded and unguarded choice). A policy rule is a variant of an

ECA (event-condition-action) rule, consisting of an optional trigger, an optional condi-

tion, and an action. To help the user, a wizard has been presented to formulate poli-

cies [87]. The applicability of a rule depends on whether its trigger has occurred and

whether its conditions are satisfied.

A condition expresses properties of the state and of the trigger parameters. Conditions

may be combined with and, or and not with the expected meaning. Actions have an

effect on the system in which the policies are applied. Several operators are available to

compose actions:

and: leads to the execution of both actions in either order;

andthen: specifies that the first action precedes the second in any execution;

or: specifies that either one of the actions should be taken;

orelse: is like or but prescribes that the first option is preferred.

In all these, an action may be atomic or composite.

Triggers and actions are domain specific atoms. Conditions are either domain specific

or more generic (e.g. time) predicates. The following describes the syntax of the policy

language:

polrule ::= appliesto location [when triggers] [if conditions] do actions
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triggers ::= trigger | triggers or triggers

conditions ::= condition | not conditions |

conditions or conditions | conditions and conditions

actions ::= action | actions actionop actions

actionop ::= and | or | andthen | orelse

3.4.2 Policy Attributes

The principal means to adapt a workflow to the needs of a stakeholder is by describing

the behaviour of tasks using policies. To the StPowla user, these characteristics appear

as attributes, i.e. properties of either tasks or workflows. Attributes can be introduced at

different times: they can be predefined, i.e. they come with StPowla and are applicable

to any task or workflow, or they can be domain specific, i.e. they are part of the ontology

of a particular business domain.

The StPowla user can refer to the state of the execution of the workflow in terms of at-

tributes, i.e. properties of individual tasks or of the whole workflow. Most of the attributes

are part of the domain specific specialization of the Appel component of StPowla, i.e. they

come from the ontology of a particular business domain. Finally, each task can have its

own attributes.

Predefined attributes include:

automation which facilitates constraining how the task is to be executed;

actorRole which is bound to the role interacting with the system to fulfill a task, if any;

actorId which is bound to the identity of the actor playing the requested role, if any.

Attributes have types. For instance, automation takes values in {automatic,

interactive}, and the first value excludes the involvement of humans in the fulfillment

of the task. actorId is a String, as is actorRole, which has “user” as default value.
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In general, attributes can be overridden by more specific definitions. For instance, the

actorRole type may be redefined according to the specifics of the business, in a do-

main dependent definition section. Moreover, in two workflows they may be different, as

defined in a workflow dependent definition section.

Some attributes related to a task may be already bound and available on task entry, as task

parameters; some other may depend on the results of the invoked service4. They are used

in policies attached to subsequent tasks.

Similarly, some workflow attributes are available at activation, as workflow parameters,

while other are computed along execution. For instance, a workflow relating to a bank,

may have an attribute branchSize ranging in {small, medium, large}, which is bound

when the workflow is instantiated.

An attribute is accessed by a policy, with syntax

<prefix>.<attributeName>

where the prefix is either the name of a task, or is left empty, in which case the current

task or the current workflow is assumed. In case of ambiguity, the current task may be

referenced as thisTask, and the current workflow as as thisWF.

Finally, here we assume that the standard operators for a type are available as policy

actions. For instance, the totalCost attribute of a workflow may have an operation inc

that can be used to accumulate the costs of its tasks.
4In this case, the attributes will be eventually refined along the development process to become part of

the type of the value that the invoked service returns. However, at the business level of abstraction, these
are seen as related to the task, for their use in policies.
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3.5 Tasks and Services

Tasks are the items where BPM and SOA converge, and where variability occurs by using

policies: the intuitive notion of task is revisited to offer the novel combination of services

and policies. To specify tasks, we specialize Appel to deal with services, by introducing

a special action for service discovery and invocation.

A task has a name, which is intended to convey its purpose. For instance, “makeCoffee”

is the name of a task where a coffee is expected to be prepared. The details of the working

of the task are detailed as the understanding of the workflow grows. In well established

domains, each task name should identify precise requirements, e.g. the broad functional-

ity of “makeCoffee” can be easily inferred from the name. The task also has an associated

policy in Appel that uses the name of the task to express the functional requirements in

the service choice, and also specifies non-functional requirements.

A default policy is associated with each task. It says that when the control reaches the

task, a service is looked for, bound and invoked, to perform the main functionality of the

task. As such, a task must have a policy in order to execute, i.e. the policy actions the

task. The syntax is as follows:

policy <taskName>.default is

appliesTo <taskName>

when taskEntry(<args>)

do req(main, <args>, [])

For instance, the default policy of a task (with no arguments) where a coffee has to be

made is the following one:

policy makeCoffee.default is

appliesTo makeCoffee

when taskEntry([])
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do req(main, [], [])

With taskEntry we denote the policy trigger, whose arguments are the task parameters,

if any. Action req( , , ) is the essential bit of the Appel specialisation to deal with

selection and invocation of services. It is generic, i.e. independent of the business domain.

This action takes three arguments:

• the type of the service, expressing its basic functionality. By default it coincides

with the name of the task, and is denoted simply as main. Anyway, the type must

be known in the domain description;

• the list of service parameters, in terms of the task parameters and attributes;

• the specification of the constraints on service selection: they express Service Level

Requirements5. In the default policy the list of constraints is empty: any service of

the required type will do.

Definition 1 The semantics of the req action are: find a service as described by the first

and third arguments, bind to it, and invoke it with the values in the second argument6.

The action succeeds if a service is found, and its invocation is successful. It fails if either

no service is found or if the bound service fails. The binding acts as a commit: only one

service is invoked, and if its invocation fails no other found service is invoked.

Adaptation occurs when the user overrides the default policy with his own, by specifying

the SLA constraints, or by using the composition operators of Appel.

Let us show some examples. In case of task makeCoffee, a constraint on service invo-

cation might deal with an attribute CupTemperature, which can take values in {cold,

warm}. The request for coffee can be refined, to request that the coffee is served in a warm

cup, by introducing the following policy.
5these are used as the requirements to precede a Service Level Agreement.
6we assume an automatic search and matching of services to tasks, thus allowing the user to work

without the need for detailed service knowledge.
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policy makeCoffee.default is

appliesTo makeCoffee

when taskEntry([])

do req(main, [], [CupTemperature = warm])

Service discovery must now take into account the SLA constraints, in the third argument

of req: the invoked service must be able to satisfy the given constraint on CupTempera-

ture.

SLA constraints usually address different kinds of concerns, or SLA dimensions. A di-

mension is specified in the domain description by giving it a name, the set of values and

the applicable operators (if different from the generic ones, like equality and inequality,

which we always assume). In the coffee example, one dimension is CupTemperature,

with values in {cold, warm}. Essentially, a dimension defines a type.

Since Appel permits actions to be combined, we can provide the customer with a glass of

water (at no cost) before the coffee:

policy makeCoffee.default is

appliesTo makeCoffee

when taskEntry([])

do req(glassOfWater, [], [Cost = 0])

andthen

req(main, [], [])

The operator andthen lets the two services be invoked in sequence.

It is useful to define repairing actions, to cope with failures (e.g. no service found or

service invocation failure). Operator orelse permits the introduction of repairing actions:

if it is not possible to have a coffee then a tea is looked for.

policy makeCoffee.default is
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appliesTo makeCoffee

when taskEntry([])

do req(main, [], [])

orelse

req(makeTea, [], [])

In all the previous examples the policy has no conditional clause, i.e. it is always ap-

plicable. In practice, one may want to subordinate the invocation of a service, to some

condition, such as:

policy makeCoffee.default is

appliesTo makeCoffee

when taskEntry([mood])

if mood=sleepy

do req(main, [], [])

Here, the task is passed through, without doing anything, if the customer is not sleepy

and hence does not need a coffee. So, the actual workflow can depend on the state of the

system, inspected by exploiting attributes.

We can now provide the definition of task success and failure.

Definition 2 A task succeeds if the associated policy is either not applicable, i.e. its con-

ditions are not satisfied, or if its action succeeds. The task fails if the policy is applicable

but its action fails.

In the former example the task fails if we are sleepy, and the req action fails: no service is

found in our SLA conditions or a service is found but its execution fails. Conversely, the

task succeeds if a service is found and correctly executed, or if the policy is not applicable,

since we are nicely awake.
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In Appel policies can be combined in groups that control the order in which applicability

is checked. Operator seq checks its second argument only if the first one is not applicable:

caffeine comes in a coke only if the customer is thirsty.

policy makeCoffee.default is

appliesTo makeCoffee

when taskEntry([mood])

if mood != thirsty

do req(main, [], [])

seq

when taskEntry([])

do req(glassOfCoke, [], [])

In StPowla, we exploit this feature to allow the user to assign priorities to the policies

attached to the same task. We envisage an extension of the graphical interface to Appel,

known as the Appel wizard [87], to support the user of StPowla in policy management,

e.g. with respect to priorities among policies.

In the following example the Appel choice operator is used: if morning evaluates to true,

the first of the two rules will be applied, otherwise the second one will be applied.

policy makeCoffee.default is

appliesTo makeCoffee

when task_entry

do req(main, _ )

g(morning)

req(decaffeinated, _ )
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3.6 The Service Level Agreement Language

The purpose of the third argument of req is to specify a list of constraints on service se-

lection. We can constrain a dimension to a single value, or to a range of values. Service

Level Agreement (SLA) constraints are expressed using parameters, attributes and get

functions that permit the workflow management system to inspect the state of the work-

flow. Differently from the conditions in the if clause, which are evaluated when executing

a policy, these conditions are evaluated by the req action itself during service selection

(and ultimately by the service broker component), against each candidate service. Should

the condition be independent from the current state, as in

Automation = automatic

we could simply consider the type of the third argument to be a String, and let req in-

terpret it. However, one may want to express constraints that depend on the state of the

computation, e.g. that the automation kind requested is defined by the current value of the

corresponding attribute of the task. We need a mechanism to force partial evaluation of

the condition in the third argument of req. The situation is similar to what happens with

SQL queries in JDBC. We use the convention of prefixing a question mark to those part

of a constraint that need evaluation. For instance, a constraint like:

Automation = ?(thisTask.automation)

will entail a search for an automatic or interactive service, according to the value of

thisTask.automation when the policy is applied.
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3.7 Pragmatics of the Customization

Our attitude is that, when a new policy is introduced, the user should define its relation

with other policies applying to the same task. This can be done using the Appel operator

seq, which introduces an enforcement. That is, we traverse the structure, determining

whether the first policy is applicable: if so we apply it, otherwise we check the second

one.

Looser attitudes, like composing policies in parallel, may lead to policy conflicts. Con-

flicts can be detected with a supporting tool [60], and their resolution can be manual

or automatic. Manual resolution can include re-formulation of policies. A technique to

automatically solve conflicts is to give a priority to the most recently introduced policies.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have taken the three ingredients of Business Process Management

(i.e. workflows), Policies and Service Oriented Architecture and combined them into a

recipe we called StPowla.

Workflows define the core process in terms of tasks and control flows between tasks. The

workflows themselves are described using a graphical notation that abstracts away any

specific implementation or even technical detail, for the purpose of being appropriate at

the business level, where most human users are indeed non-technical.

Policies describe variability of the core process by acting as a technology overlaid on

workflows. SOA provides the underlying functionality. For this thesis, it has been as-

sumed that the mapping of workflow tasks to SOA services is already provided, i.e. any

task can be defined, with any requirement, and another independent system can find a

Service (or composite Service) which provides the desired functionality.
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In the next chapter, we will consider more closely policies and their (potential) impact

upon workflows. More accurately, we will define specific effects that policies can have on

workflows, which we shall identify as workflow reconfigurations.



Chapter 4

Workflow Reconfiguration

It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most

responsive to change. (Charles Darwin).

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we presented StPowla as a combination of workflows, policies

and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) as a viable solution for defining variability sep-

arately to business processes. We progress from the initial description of StPowla to the

closer examination of how policies interact with workflows. We have already noted that

the combination of workflow tasks and services has been assumed and is thus out of scope

for this thesis. In this chapter, we define a set of functions that can be specified by policies

and performed over workflows in order to achieve some form of reconfiguration. We use

informal descriptions, policy syntax and graph transformation rules to provide the set of

definitions.

A reconfiguration is a functional change on a workflow, i.e. the actions of the workflow

59
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change. The purpose of a reconfiguration is to allow the core process to react to changing

contextual and environmental factors. For example, returning to the early example in

Chapter 1 (Figure 1.2), there is a core process that is followed under most circumstances.

Only when certain factors are present (i.e. a received order has a particularly high value),

then a variation to the core process is carried out (Figure 1.4).

A reconfiguration is a short-lived modification to the workflow: the modification expires

when the workflow instance ends and the same core process is used at the start of the next

instance. This implies that the core process, defined by the workflow itself, is not per-

manently changed by policies. To achieve lasting change the workflow designer, i.e. the

business analyst, must change the core model directly.

Previously we have seen examples of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) policies. These

policies are rules that, triggered by a specific event and when satisfying some condition,

perform specific actions. A task has a requirements list (recall the req(main,[]) func-

tion) which we identify as the implicit actions to perform once it has started. The req

function, although simply a function used as the action component of an ECA, is all part

of the core StPowla workflow execution. We now extend the ECA and policy concepts

to describing explicit functionality, i.e. additional to the core task functionality.

Qualitative changes can also be made to the workflow where constraints are placed over

the execution of the workflow itself. Both functional and qualitative modification types

are not mutually exclusive, i.e. a workflow can be reconfigured and qualitatively con-

strained simultaneously. Such is the breadth and depth of information we cover about

reconfigurations that we do not consider qualitative changes in this thesis.

This chapter is structured as follows: firstly the concept of graph transformation rules is

broadly defined in the context of our problem area. Secondly, a workflow ontology is

described as a means to providing a location where contextual workflow information can

be defined. Thirdly, each reconfiguration function is described using a combination of

informal language, policy syntax and graph transformation rules.
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4.2 Graph Transformation

It is commonly understood that (visual) modelling languages, as tools that enable easier

development and specification of software systems, can be seen as graphs (e.g. [22, 95]).

Thus when a model changes from one state to another, a graph transformation of some

kind is involved.

A StPowla workflow, or indeed any process, can be seen as a network of nodes and

directional connecting edges (i.e. a graph). Workflow items are tasks or operators, and

these are each represented by a single node. Edges represent the control flows between

these items, where one control flow is shown as one edge. Since graph transformations

are typically applied to a meta-model, we can apply a similar principle to the process

model.

Policies change the graph in some way and therefore graph transformation becomes a log-

ical tool for the specification of reconfigurations. Graph transformation supports a visual

representation of rules, which is reminiscent of the intuitive way in which engineers would

sketch, for example, network reconfigurations [47]. Considering also the likelihood of a

wizard to help users define policies, we find a close match between graph transformation

rules and policies at an abstract level.

We use graph transformations to visually describe the functions available to policies and

thus the effect that policies can have on a workflow instance. A graph transformation rule

takes a basic formalism (i.e. a typed graph), in our case a workflow model and its instance

graph, in our case the executing workflow instance.

The graph transformation rule is defined in terms of the original typed graph (the source)

and the resulting typed graph (the target) after the transformation has occurred. In addi-

tion, a similar step is applied for the instance graph.

A rule p is written formally as p : L→ R with L∩R well defined in different presentations.
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Figure 4.1: An example graph transformation rule.

In StPowla language, L represents a part1 of the executing workflow instance and R

represents what it will transform into, according to the rule p. An example visualization

of graph transformation rules is given in Figure 4.1. The rule simply removes node C and

its relations to nodes A and B (as shown in L and R) in graph G in order to achieve graph

H.

The subject part of the workflow model L is shown in the top left, with the result of the

transformation R in the top right. Furthermore, two additional diagrams G and H show

the executing workflow instance in its initial state (G) and then its fully transformed state

(H). Thus there are mappings between L and G on the source side and between R and H

on the transformed side.

The steps to performing a graph transformation are straightforward:

1. Select rule p : L→ R; occurrence oL : L→ G;

2. Remove from G the occurrence of L\R;

3. Add to result a copy of R\L.

The purpose of defining policies in terms of graph transformations is threefold:
1It is possible for the source graph to display the entirety of the workflow but this would be counter

productive due to the size of the graph that would often be required and also the lack of support for graph
transformations over recurring patterns inside the workflow
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First, graph transformation is known to be a scalable means of modifying graphs accord-

ing to given rules. In this situation, the size of workflows and the quantity and complexity

of policies can increase significantly, therefore requiring a scalable transformation mech-

anism.

Second, graph transformation visualizes the effects of policy functions. It also provides

a means to visually and intuitively demonstrating the effects of combining multiple rules

and is therefore useful for analysis purposes.

Third, the visual perspective of graph transformation rules is in keeping with the graphical

design of the workflow. A policy creation wizard can incorporate a graph transformation

viewer in order to ease the design of policies at an abstract level.

4.3 Workflow Ontology

Policy authors require some basic knowledge of the subject workflows in order to write

policies that are effective. For example, one cannot write a policy for a specific task

without knowing the task name and one cannot address a specific task attribute without

knowing the attribute’s name. Therefore, we provide a simple ontology for a workflow

that contains definitions for the information that is exposed to policy authors and, by

implication, to policies.

Workflow <name> is
Types
<name>: { type construction }

...

Invariants
<type> <invariant_name> = value

...

Actors/Entities
<name>

Attributes
<type> <attribute_name> [:= default_value]

...

...
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Global Attributes
<type> <attribute_name> [:= default_value]

...

Domain Dependent Attributes
<type> <attribute_name> [:= default_value]

...

Workflow Attributes
<type> <attribute_name> [:= default_value]

...

Tasks
<name>

Attributes
<type> <attribute_name> [:= default_value]

...

...

Scopes
<name> : [owner_name.]<name_start_item>,

[owner_name.]<name_end_item>

...

According to this ontology, a workflow can be described according to a set of invari-

ants, types, properties (global, domain dependent and workflow) and constructs (tasks

and scopes). We note that the list of tasks does not include information on how tasks

connect to each other, i.e. no control flow is defined inside the ontology - this is left for

the visual workflow model.

Types are compositions of simple types (strings, dates, lists and numbers). At this con-

ceptual stage, there is no need to expand upon this further to include additional types, e.g.

collections, but it is enough for us to say that further types are possible. The syntax of

defining a new type is as follows:

myNewType :

{

<type> <attributeName_1> [:= default_value]

...

<type> <attributeName_n> [:= default_value]

}

Type attributes can be accessed using common syntax

<type instance name>.<type attribute name>.
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Actors and entities are different stakeholders in the workflow, e.g. the supplier workflow includes

the supplier and customer as two actors. Each of these may have attributes with optional default

values, accessed in a similar way to types.

Global attributes are those that are accessible throughout the workflow system, including all work-

flows and their tasks. Domain dependent attributes are a specific category that can be used in

accordance with Appel, which separates the core policy language from the domain dependent

implementation. Workflow attributes are specific to this particular workflow and also provide a

separation from global attributes. Tasks are listed by name, together with their exposed attributes.

The main advantage of swimlanes is to provide a more global view of the executing workflow.

Since workflows are typically focussed on the activities of only one actor/entity, it can be useful to

see that workflow in light of other workflows from other actors/entities that it interacts with. Thus

a swimlane is a graphical boundary that separates the specific workflow of one actor/entity from

another.

Finally, composite tasks are listed under Scopes2, for which each definition includes a start point,

an end point, and all items in between the two. Since a number of workflows include the concept

of swimlanes (graphic boundaries that identify each task inside with a specific actor or entity), we

also allow swimlanes and optionally use the notation OwnerName.TaskName to uniquely identify

a task according to the swimlane it is in. Thus, a swimlane is usually representative of an entity.

4.4 Reconfiguration Functions

Reconfigurations to the workflow are made through the result of calling functions over the work-

flow instance. These functions are called in policies according to parameters defined by the policy

author. In this section, we define closely each reconfiguration function that is available and all

necessary variations of those functions.

2Previously we said that a series of consecutive tasks, together with their interlinking control flows and
operators could be considered as a composite task. The same principle can be identified as a scope, although
a scope is typically not redrawn in a condensed way in the workflow. Instead, the scope is an outline of an
area of the workflow, including all items inside that area.
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Logically, a function is defined as Func :: P
params
−−−−−→ P, where P is a process (recalling the previous

grammar). The list of parameters params may be passed to configure the transformation that the

function is trying to achieve.

Broadly, we define the set of reconfiguration functions in Table 4.1.

Type Description
Insert: inserts a set of items into the workflow instance;
Delete: removes an existing task from the workflow instance;

Fail: designates an executing workflow task instance as having failed;
Abort: designates an executing workflow task instance as having been aborted;
Block: delays a task’s execution.

Table 4.1: Reconfiguration functions

These functions enable end users to make almost unlimited changes to the entire workflow. The

two examples in Chapter 1 described both an empty workflow that was built according to need

and another that was comprehensively described. The former example is now possible through

StPowla. We now define each function with their respective policy syntax, the logical process

grammar and its graph transformation rule.

For clarity, the term process is used to describe a scope and the term item is used to describe any

element that can be inside a workflow control flow, i.e. a task, composite task or operator. Graph

transformation rules are given only with graphs L and R for brevity. The application of a set of

these rules is illustrated in Chapter 6.

Both graphs L and R may contain “...”, signifying that preceding and proceeding workflow com-

ponents may exist and we are not concerned with what they actually are. Functions involving

composite tasks are included to represent situations that require special attention compared to

simple tasks3. Also, process diagrams may include tasks in L which are not connected to any

other part of the workflow. These represent tasks that are available in a repository, but are not

being used by the workflow.

3For example, any composite task can be regarded as a composition of a Flow Split operator followed
by a Conditional Merge operator. In this situation, we must take into account both these operators, plus
the items contained inside the connecting control flow, which could ultimately contain more operators and
tasks.
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4.4.1 Insert

The function insert places a pre-defined process in the executing workflow instance at a specific

position. The function also allows the specification of whether the new process is to be inserted in

parallel with or following the position. The position is referenced by the name of a target workflow

item.

Insert is certainly the most complex of all the reconfiguration functions since it has so many vari-

ations. A user can insert a simple task in sequence with another or in parallel. The other task may

be simple or composite. A user can also insert a process, which can include a number of operators,

in sequence with a task or in parallel to it. Again, that existing task may be simple or composite.

Inserting a Task

We consider first inserting a simple task. To use the function in a policy, the following syntax
should be used: insert(Process p1, Process p2, boolean inParallel). For example:

policy EnsureGoodDrinkingTemperature is

appliesTo MakeCoffeeWorkflow

when PourCoffee.task_ended

if coffee.temperature > 60

do insert(AddDashColdWater, PourCoffee, false)

The relevant workflow ontology is as follows:

Workflow MakeCoffeeWorkflow is
Actors/Entities

coffee

Attributes
integer temperature := 0

Tasks
PourCoffee

AddDashColdWater

This policy affects the MakeCoffeeWorkflow, an entire workflow dedicated to the

steps of making a cup of coffee. After pouring coffee into a mug (the trigger), if
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the temperature of the coffee (the condition) is greater than 60 ◦C4, then a new task

(AddDashColdWater) to add a dash of cold water (the action) is inserted into the execut-

ing workflow after the PourCoffee task5. This is done after the task has been completed

but before the next task is started.

When inserting in sequence to an existing task like in this example, we are required to

break the control flow prior to the existing task, map that to the incoming point of the new

task, and map the outgoing control flow of the new task to the task or item that originally

followed the existing task.

When inserting in parallel to an existing task, we are also required to insert a Flow Split

operator before the existing task, in order to provide the parallel control flow path, plus

a Conditional Merge operator following the existing task, to ensure that the control flow

integrity is not compromised. This Conditional Merge is defined such that it receives two

incoming mandatory control flows and shall only allow execution to proceed when both

have completed (i.e. the number is 2)6.

The policy author though should not be concerned with these aspects so the insertion

of the appropriate flow split and conditional join operators is invisible to them, i.e. it is

automatically done by the policy engine.

One might note that although it would not be impossible to insert a new task in parallel to

one that has already finished executing, it would be a redundant change. However, since

the functions are based on patterns, it may be possible that a second instance of the same

task exists later on in the workflow and the policy author wishes to affect primarily the

second instance.

Already we can see a number of variations to the insert function. The full list of variations

is described in Table 4.2. This includes identifying if the new process is an atomic (simple)

4Since the attribute’s type is an integer, we assume the value is a measure of degrees Celsius.
5Items coffee and temperature are defined in the workflow ontology.
6We note there is a redundancy here, but for the purpose of clarity, this has been ignored
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or composite task, the existing task is an atomic or composite task, and if the new task is

to be inserted in sequence or in parallel.

Process p1 Process p2 In Parallel ID

Insert

Atomic Task
Atomic Task

True I1

False I2

Composite Task
True I3

False I4

Composite Task
Atomic Task

True I5

False I6

Composite Task
True I7

False I8

Table 4.2: Variations of the Insert function.

We continue to examine each of these variations individually for completeness.

Insert Variation I1: This variation inserts a new atomic task to be placed

in parallel with an existing atomic task. As previously discussed, this must

also implicitly, i.e. away from the responsibility of the policy author, insert a

Flow Split operator and a Conditional Merge operator. The policy syntax is

insert(T2, T1, true)7 and the grammar used to express this transformation is

Insert:: T1
(T2,true)
−−−−−−→ FJ(2, {T1, true}, {T2, true}).

This is defined visually as a graph transformation rule as in Figure 4.2.

… 

… 

L R 

),,(:: 12 trueTTInsert

1T

2T

… 

… 

2 

1T 2T

Insert I1 

Figure 4.2: GT rule for insert variation I1.

7the literal translation is “insert task T2 in parallel with task T1”
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To illustrate this reconfiguration, we return to the example given in Chapter 1 and repeated

in Figure 4.3, but without the customer’s swimlane.

Start 

End 

Receive Order 

Collect Items 

Ship Items 

Bill Client 

Receive 
Money 

Figure 4.3: The full workflow for the supplier.

Now we add the following policy:

policy CheckRequestDeposit is

appliesTo ReceiveOrder

when task_completed

if order.value > 1,000,000

do insert(RequestDeposit, ReceiveOrder, false)

We also consider the related ontology:

Workflow SupplierWorkflow is
Actors/Entities

order

Attributes
integer value

Tasks
ReceiveOrder

RequestDeposit

... (other tasks left for brevity)

This policy can be expressed as a graph transformation rule, with L, R, G and H graphs

as shown in Figure 4.4. Importantly, graph L shows the source workflow items and what

they should be transformed to in R. Graph G shows the full source workflow and H shows

the result of applying the graph transformation rule to the original.
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Figure 4.4: The graph transformation rule for the supplier workflow.

Insert Variation I2: This variation inserts a new instance of an atomic task to be placed

after and in sequence with an existing atomic task. The new task’s incoming control flow

is received from the referenced existing task’s output. The new task’s outgoing control

flow is mapped to the next task in the workflow.

The policy syntax is insert(T2,T1, false)8 and the grammar used to express this transfor-

mation is Insert:: T1
(T2,false)
−−−−−−→ T1; T2.

This is defined visually as a graph transformation rule as in Figure 4.5.

… 

… 

… 

… 

L R 

),,(:: 12 falseTTInsert

1T

1T

2T2T

Insert I2 

Figure 4.5: GT rule for insert variation I2.

8the literal translation is “insert task T2 after task T1”
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Insert Variation I3: This variation inserts a new atomic task in parallel with an existing

composite task (the minor difference to variation I1 being the composition). Similarly, the

policy syntax is insert(T, CT, true)9 and the grammar used to express this transformation

is Insert:: T
(CT,true)
−−−−−−→ FJ(2, {CT, true}, {T, true}).

This is defined visually as a graph transformation rule as in Figure 4.6.

… 

… 

L R 
),,(:: trueCTTInsert

… 

… 

2 

CT
CT

T

T

Insert I3 

Figure 4.6: GT rule for insert variation I3.

Insert Variation I4: This variation inserts a new atomic task immediately after an exist-

ing composite task (similar to variation I2 with the minor difference of composition). The

policy syntax is insert(T, CT, false)10 and the grammar used to express this transformation

is Insert:: T
(CT,false)
−−−−−−→ T ; CT .

This is defined visually as a graph transformation rule as in Figure 4.7.

… 

… 

… 

… 

L R 
),,(:: falseCTTInsert

CT

CT

T

T

Insert I4 

Figure 4.7: GT rule for insert variation I4.

9the literal translation is “insert task T in parallel with composite task CT”
10the literal translation is “insert task T in sequence with composite task CT”
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Remaining Insert Variations: The remaining variations follow similarly from the pre-

sented variations, with the difference being that the task to be inserted is a composite task.

Each of the variations I5, I6, I7 and I8 are described here for completeness.

Insert Variation I5 :

Policy syntax: insert(CT, T, true)

Literal translation: “insert CT to execute in parallel with T”

Grammar: Insert:: T
(CT,true)
−−−−−−→ FJ(2, {T, true}, {CT, true})

Graph Transformation Rule: See Figure 4.8.

… 

… 

L R 
),,(:: trueTCTInsert

T

… 

… 

2 

T

CT

CT

Insert I5 

Figure 4.8: GT rule for insert variation I5.

Insert Variation I6 :

Policy syntax: insert(CT, T, false)

Literal translation: “insert CT to execute immediately after T”

Grammar: Insert:: T
(CT,false)
−−−−−−→ T ; CT

Graph Transformation Rule: See Figure 4.9.

Insert Variation I7 :

Policy syntax: insert(CT2, CT1, true)

Literal translation: “insert CT2 to execute in parallel with CT1”

Grammar: Insert :: CT1
(CT2,true)
−−−−−−−→ FJ(2, {CT1, true}, {CT2, true})

Graph Transformation Rule: See Figure 4.10.
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… 

… 

… 

… 

L R 
),,(:: falseTCTInsertCT

CT

T

T

Insert I6 

Figure 4.9: GT rule for insert variation I6.

… 

… 

L R 

),,(:: 12 trueCTCTInsert

… 

… 

2 

2CT

2CT1CT1CT

Insert I7 

Figure 4.10: RGT rule for insert variation I7.

Insert Variation I8 :

Policy syntax: insert(CT2, CT1, false)

Literal translation: “insert CT2 to execute immediately after CT1”

Grammar: Insert:: CT1
(CT2,false)
−−−−−−−→ CT1; CT2

Graph Transformation Rule: See Figure 4.11.

4.4.2 Inserting Operators

So far in this chapter, we have discussed and demonstrated how to insert atomic and com-

posite tasks into the workflow at any given point, whether the new process is to execute

in parallel to an existing reference point or in sequence to it. We now process to give

consideration to the insertion of workflow operators, namely Flow Junction, Flow Split,

Strict Preference and Random Choice.
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… 

… 

… 

… 

L R 

),,(:: 12 falseCTCTInsert2CT

2CT

1CT
1CT

Insert I8 

Figure 4.11: RGT rule for insert variation I8.

The insertion of a workflow operator is not trivial; the integrity of the workflow must be

maintained at all times and therefore if a new operator enforces a structural change in the

workflow, it must ensure that the workflow can resume to the final end point somehow.

We must also consider that the insertion of an operator can only have the desired change

over the pattern of the workflow that is intended by the policy author (we assume that the

author is perfect in their policy design and definition).

Inserting Flow Junction

The Flow Junction operator directs the workflow control flow down one of two available

paths, with the choice being dependent upon the outcome of a boolean test. Recalling the

grammar, Flow Junction is λ?P : P, but it also implicitly includes a simple (XOR-type)

join, enabling the operator(s) to be inserted where there is only one control flow. The

implication here is that although there are two processes included in the Flow Junction

operator, they must both converge to one single point as the workflow continues passed

this operator.

We identify two variations to this rule: 1) insertion of the operator in sequence with

an existing workflow item; or 2) insertion of the operator in parallel with an existing

workflow item. Furthermore, we can consider both atomic tasks or composite tasks being

referenced as the workflow item.
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For completeness, we provide all variations for this rule according to Table 4.3, each

given with a variation Id. For each variation, we provide a description, policy syntax and

grammar (literal translations omitted).

For ease of use, it can be assumed that when a flow junction is inserted, both new con-

trol flows include a single empty task with names of the form <flow-junction-operator-

name dummy1> and <flow-junction-operator-name dummy2>, respectively. We also

make the following assumptions:

• The name of the new Flow Junction operator is FJnew;

• The name of the new Flow Merge operator is SJnew;

• The name of the existing atomic task is T ;

• The name of the existing composite task is CT .

With Respect To In Parallel Id

Insert Flow Junction
Task

True IFJ1

False IFJ2

Composite Task
True IFJ3

False IFJ4

Table 4.3: Insert Flow Junction Variations.

Insert Flow Junction Variation IFJ1 :

Description: Inserts a Flow Junction and Flow Merge in parallel with an existing

atomic task.

Policy syntax: insert(FJnew, T, true)

Grammar: Insert:: T
((λ?FJnew dummy1:FJnew dummy2),true)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

FJ(2, {T, true}, {(λ?FJnew dummy1 : FJnew dummy2)}, true)

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.12.
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… 

… 

L R 
),,(:: trueTFJInsertT

… 

… 
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T 

Insert IFJ 1 



 

𝐹𝐽𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 𝐹𝐽𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 

Figure 4.12: GT rule for insert Flow Junction variation IFJ1.

Insert Flow Junction Variation IFJ2 :

Description: Inserts a Flow Junction and Flow Merge in sequence with an existing

atomic task.

Policy syntax: insert(FJnew, T, false)

Grammar: Insert:: T
((λ?FJnew dummy1:FJnew dummy2),false)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

T ; (λ?FJnew dummy1 : FJnew dummy2)

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.13.

… 

… 

L R 
),,(:: falseTFJInsertT

… 

… 

T



 

Insert IFJ 2 

𝐹𝐽𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 𝐹𝐽𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 

Figure 4.13: GT rule for insert Flow Junction variation IFJ2.

Insert Flow Junction Variation IFJ3 :

Description: Inserts a Flow Junction and Flow Merge in parallel with an existing
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composite task.

Policy syntax: insert(FJnew, CT, true)

Grammar: Insert:: CT
((λ?FJnew dummy1:FJnew dummy2),true)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

FJ(2, {CT, true}, {λ?FJnew dummy1 : FJnew dummy2}, true)

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.14.

… 

… 

L R 
),,(:: trueCTFJInsertCT

… 

… 

2 

CT



 

Insert IFJ 3 

𝐹𝐽𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 𝐹𝐽𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 

Figure 4.14: GT rule for insert Flow Junction variation IFJ3.

Insert Flow Junction Variation IFJ4 :

Description: Inserts a Flow Junction and Flow Merge in sequence with an existing

composite task.

Policy syntax: insert(FJnew, CT, false)

Grammar: Insert:: CT
((λ?FJnew dummy1:FJnew dummy2),false)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

CT ; (λ?FJnew dummy1 : FJnew dummy2)

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.15.

Inserting Flow Split

The Flow Split operator allows the definition of several concurrent execution paths within

the workflow. Since multiple paths are created from one, they must also converge into one
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𝐹𝐽𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 𝐹𝐽𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 

Figure 4.15: GT rule for insert Flow Junction variation IFJ4.

path following completion of the operator. Thus, the Flow Split is always accompanied

by a Conditional Merge. This merge operator will use default settings (where each in-

coming branch is mandatory and the number of required branches is equal to the number

of incoming branches).

The purpose of this function is to allow multiple concurrent process flows to be inserted

into the workflow at a given point. This may be in parallel with another set of existing pro-

cess flows (i.e. in parallel with one path between an existing flow split and corresponding

join operator), or in parallel to a newly-inserted process.

We place a strict constraint upon the insertion of a Flow Split operator: the operator shall

only have two outgoing control flow paths. The reason for this constraint is that gaining

further parallel paths is possible by re-using the function.

One such example can be considered in the supplier example. If the incoming order has a

significant value, then the request for a deposit can be in parallel with collecting the items.

At the same time, the supplier may need to restock the items and order in replacements.

Alternatively, as a person is boiling the kettle in order to make coffee, they may also

prepare breakfast by toasting bread and making scrambled eggs in parallel.

Note also that this function provides a different outcome to inserting a workflow task

(atomic or composite) in parallel with an existing item. Although in the latter case paral-
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lelism is created, this function allows parallelism to be created independently of current

workflow items. However, one might also consider that this operator is a shorthand way of

inserting a new, empty task in parallel or in sequence to an existing task, and then insert-

ing a second empty task in parallel with the other empty task. The significant difference is

that with this function, the policy author may define specific settings for the Conditional

Merge operator whereas in the other scenario they cannot.

As with the Flow Junction operator, there are four variations of this rule depending on

parallelism and the target related workflow entity. Those variations are shown in Ta-

ble 4.4. Again, we provide a description, the policy syntax, the grammar and the graph

transformation rule.

With Respect To In Parallel Id

Insert Flow Split
Task

True IFS1

False IFS2

Composite Task
True IFS3

False IFS4

Table 4.4: Insert Flow Split Variations.

Insert Flow Split Variation IFS1 :

Description: Inserts a Flow Split and Conditional Merge in parallel with an existing

atomic task.

Policy syntax: insert(FSnew, T, true)

Grammar: Insert :: T
(FS new(2,{FJnew dummy1,true}:{FJnew dummy2,true}),true)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

FJ(2, {T, true}, {Fnew(2, {FJnew dummy1, true} : {FJnew dummy2, true}), true})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.16.

Insert Flow Split Variation IFS2 :

Description: Inserts a Flow Split and Conditional Merge in sequence with an exist-

ing atomic task.

Policy syntax: insert(FSnew, T, false)

Grammar: Insert :: T
(FS new(2,{FJnew dummy1,true}:{FJnew dummy2,true}),false)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
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Insert IFS1 
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Figure 4.16: GT rule for insert Flow Split variation IFS1.

T ; FJnew(2, {FJnew dummy1, true} : {FJnew dummy2, true})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.17.

Insert IFS 2 
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𝐹𝑆𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 𝐹𝑆𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 

Figure 4.17: GT rule for insert Flow Split variation IFS2.

Insert Flow Split Variation IFS3 :

Description: Inserts a Flow Split and Conditional Merge in parallel with an existing

composite task.

Policy syntax: insert(FSnew, CT, true)

Grammar: Insert :: CT
(FS new(2,{FJnew dummy1,true}:{FJnew dummy2,true})),true
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

FJ(m, {CT, true}, {FJnew(2, FJnew dummy1 : FJnew dummy2), true})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.18.
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Insert IFS 3 
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Figure 4.18: GT rule for insert Flow Split variation IFS3.

Insert Flow Split Variation IFS4 :

Description: Inserts a Flow Split and Conditional Merge in sequence with an exist-

ing composite task.

Policy syntax: insert(FSnew, CT, false)

Grammar: Insert :: CT
(FS new(2,{FJnew dummy1,true}:{FJnew dummy2),true},false)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

CT ; (FJnew(2, {FJnew dummy1, true} : {FJnew dummy2, true}))

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: GT rule for insert Flow Split variation IFS4.
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Inserting Strict Preference

This operator specifies a set of atomic tasks to be executed sequentially according to a

pre-defined order. The operator completes once one of those tasks completes, i.e. only

after a task fails does the next task start. There is one outgoing flow per task, but it is

possible to merge these into one flow as necessary. Since only one of the output flows is

active, a Flow Merge is required to merge all of the flows into a single flow.

Following from the Flow Junction operator, there are four variations for the insertion of a

Strict Preference operator inside the workflow (Table 4.5). We assume that the operator is

predefined, although that does not restrict from the possibility of reconfiguring the output

flows. For example, each of the output flows may be empty and only through additional

policies can new tasks be inserted into them. For simplicity, we also assume that the

operator has no error output flow. However, if there were, it would contain a dummy task

and the flow would be incorporated to the final Flow Merge operator.

With Respect To In Parallel Id

Insert Strict Preference
Task

True ISP1

False ISP2

Composite Task
True ISP3

False ISP4

Table 4.5: Insert Strict Preference Variations.

We proceed to describe each of these variations in the same manner as the previous op-

erators, using a description, the policy usage, the grammar and the graph transformation

rule.

Insert Strict Preference Variation ISP1 :

Description: Inserts a Strict Preference and Flow Merge in parallel with an existing

atomic task.

Policy syntax: insert(SPnew, T, true)

Grammar: Insert:: T
(S P({spt1,P},{spt2,P}),true)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

FJ(2, {T, true}, {S P({spt1, P}, {spt2, P}), true})
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Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: GT rule for insert Strict Preference variation ISP1.

Insert Strict Preference Variation ISP2 :

Description: Inserts a Strict Preference and Flow Merge in sequence with an

existing atomic task.

Policy syntax: insert(SPnew, T, false)

Grammar: Insert:: T
(S P({spt1,P},{spt2,P}),false)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ T ; S P({spt1, P}, {spt2, P})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: GT rule for insert Strict Preference variation ISP2.

Insert Strict Preference Variation ISP3 :
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Description: Inserts a Strict Preference and Flow Merge in parallel with an existing

composite task.

Policy syntax: insert(SPnew, CT, true)

Grammar: Insert:: CT
(S P({spt1,P},{spt2,P}),true)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

FJ(2, {CT, true}, {S P({spt1, P}, {spt2, P}), true})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: GT rule for insert Strict Preference variation ISP3.

Insert Strict Preference Variation ISP4 :

Description: Inserts a Strict Preference and Flow Merge in sequence with an

existing composite task.

Policy syntax: insert(SPnew, CT, false)

Grammar: Insert:: CT
(S P({spt1,P},{spt2,P}),false)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ CT ; S P({spt1, P}, {spt2, P})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.23.

Inserting Random Choice

This follows function works similarly to inserting the Strict Preference operator, even

with an additional Flow Merge at the end. The specific variations for inserting a Random
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Figure 4.23: GT rule for insert Strict Preference variation ISP4.

Choice operator in parallel with an existing task are shown in Table 4.6. Once more, for

each variation we provide a description, the policy syntax, the grammar and a the graph

transformation rule.

With Respect To In Parallel Id

Insert Random Choice
Task

True IRC1

False IRC2

Composite Task
True IRC3

False IRC4

Table 4.6: Insert Random Choice Variations.

Insert Random Choice Variation IRC1 :

Description: Inserts a Random Choice and Flow Merge in parallel with an existing

atomic task.

Policy syntax: insert(RCnew, T, true)

Grammar: Insert:: T
(RC({rct1,P},{rct2,P}),true)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

FJ(2, {T, true}, {RC({rct1, P}, {rct2, P}), true})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.24.

Insert Random Choice Variation IRC2 :

Description: Inserts a Random Choice and Flow Merge in sequence with an

existing atomic task.
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Policy syntax: insert(RCnew, T, false)

Grammar: Insert:: T
(RC({rct1,P},{rct2,P}),false)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ T ; RC({rct1, P}, {rct2, P})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.25.

Insert Random Choice Variation IRC3 :

Description: Inserts a Random Choice and Flow Merge in parallel with an existing

composite task.

Policy syntax: insert(RCnew, CT, true)

Grammar: Insert:: CT
(RC({rct1,P},{rct2,P)),true}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

FJ(2, {CT, true}, {RC({rct1, P}, {rct2, P}), true})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.26.

Insert Random Choice Variation IRC4 :

Description: Inserts a Random Choice and Flow Merge in sequence with an

existing composite task.

Policy syntax: insert(RCnew, CT, false)

Grammar: Insert:: CT
(RC({rct1,P},{rct2,P}),false)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ CT ; RC({rct1, P}, {rct2, P})

Graph Transformation: See Figure 4.27.

4.4.3 Delete

Delete is a reconfiguration function that removes the workflow item from the current

workflow instance whose identification is the given input. It can be applied to any work-

flow item, even one that has only been inserted into the control flow through a policy.

Deleting a non-existing workflow item, or at least one that is not included in the control

flow, has no effect. The literal translation of performing a delete is “do not execute this

workflow item”.
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Figure 4.24: GT rule for insert Random Choice variation IRC1.
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Figure 4.25: GT rule for insert Random Choice variation IRC2.

A deletion can be of two forms: deletion of a task (atomic or composite), or deletion of

an operator. Although there is a semantic difference between deleting an atomic task and

deleting a composite task, we will see there is little conceptual difference as a workflow

item can be either a single task or a sequence of items, including tasks and operators.

Furthermore, there is little to conceptually differentiate decision operator deletions, Strict

Preference deletions and Random Choice deletions. However, we include each scenario

for completeness.

Since a task can have up to three outgoing control flow paths (for completion, abortion and

failure), we must take into account the mapping of of the relevant paths now there exists a

gap in the workflow. The following task on the completion path is mapped directly to the

incoming task control flow path to ensure continuity. However, since the task no longer
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Figure 4.26: GT rule for insert Random Choice variation IRC3.
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Figure 4.27: GT rule for insert Random Choice variation IRC4.

exists, it can neither fail or be aborted. Therefore, these paths can be ignored since they

can never be followed. It implies that if a workflow item would be executed exclusively

if another task failed or was aborted, the item becomes redundant if that task was deleted.

We proceed to describe each of the variations of the Delete function, using policy syntax,

grammar and graph transformation rules.

For clarity, the start and end points in the workflow have been included in L and R graphs.

These are proceeded and preceded by, respectively, a “...” representing any other work-

flow item. Any deleted items remain inside the R graph, but are separated from the main

control flow (i.e. they will not execute because they cannot be reached) and thus they

faintly coloured to illustrate this.
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Delete Task

Removing a task from the workflow is the most basic function available, suitably easier

than inserting a task. The function detaches the specified task from its position inside the

control flow and connects the former incoming and outgoing branches, thus creating one

edge from the previous two.

For example, suppose a person applies for a a credit card. This normally involves a credit

check and upon a positive result, a card is authorized. A variation to this process can be

that if the application has a substantially high income (say over £100,000), then the credit

check is not necessary. In that case, the process consists of solely authorizing the card.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.28.

Delete(t) example 

Credit 
Check 

Start 

End 

Authorize 
Credit Card 

Start 

End 

Authorize 
Credit Card 

Applicant income 

> 100,000 per year 

Figure 4.28: Credit check illustration.

The policy usage of this function is simple: delete(t), where t is task ID. The grammar is

Delete :: T
T
−→ 0, where 0 represents an empty state. Finally, the graph transformation

rule is shown in Figure 4.29.

Delete(t) 

… 

… 

L R 
)(:: TDelete

T

… 

… 

Figure 4.29: GT rule for deleting a task.
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Delete Composite Task

Deleting a composite task is also straightforward, provided the composite task is already

defined. Otherwise, the way to delete a composite task is either to define it first, then

delete it, or by deleting every workflow item within the correct boundary. For simplicity,

we assume that the composite task is always defined.

The policy syntax of this function is delete(CT), where CT is composite task ID. The

grammar is Delete :: CT
CT
−−→ 0, where 0 represents an empty state. Finally, the graph

transformation rule is shown in Figure 4.30.

All workflow items inside the composite task are detached from the workflow, but left

attached to one another, i.e. the incoming and outgoing flows to and from the composite

task are left “floating”, whereas every connection inside the composite task remains. This

facilitates the reuse of this composite task at a later stage.

Delete(CT) 

… 

… 

L R 
)(:: CTDelete

CT

… 

… 

Figure 4.30: GT rule for deleting a composite task.

Delete Flow Split

Deleting a Flow Split operator includes deleting the actual operator plus its related Condi-

tional Merge operator and every workflow item between the two. As with the composite

task, all internal connections remain after deletion to facilitate reuse. The policy syntax of

this function is delete(FS), where FS is the unique name of the flow split. The grammar

is Delete :: FJ(m, {P, β}, ..., {P, β})
FJ(m,{P,β},...,{P,β})
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0, where m is the number of mandatory

branches required in the join, the pairs {P, β} represent each outgoing branch and their
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merging requirement (i.e. mandatory or optional) and 0 represents an empty state. The

graph transformation rule is shown in Figure 4.31.

Although the policy syntax refers to the Flow Split operator by its own identifier, using

the grammar we realize that the Flow Split is referenced through its Conditional Merge

operator.

Delete(FS) 

… 

… 

L R 
)(FSDelete

1T

2 

2T

… 

… 

Figure 4.31: GT rule for deleting a Flow Split.

Delete Flow Junction

Deleting a Flow Junction follows from the deletion of a Flow Split. The policy syntax is

delete(FJ), where FJ is the unique ID of the operator. The grammar is Delete :: λ?T1 :

T2
λ?T1:T2
−−−−−→ 0, where T1 and T2 represent any (set of) workflow items inside the junction

(including no item at all), and the graph transformation rule is shown in Figure 4.32.

Delete(FJ) 

… 

… 

L R 
)(FJDelete

… 

… 



 

1T 2T

Figure 4.32: GT rule for deleting a Flow Junction.
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Delete Strict Preference

This function is similar to deleting the flow junction operator. The policy syntax is

delete(SP), where SP is the unique name of the operator. The grammar is Delete ::

S P({spt1, ct1}, {spt2, ct2})
S P({spt1,ct1},{spt2,ct2})
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0, where spt1 and spt2 are the task contents

of the operator (although more may exist) and the respective workflow items (shown as

“...”) in the respective outgoing control flows of the tasks in the operator. The graph

transformation rule is shown in Figure 4.33. Note that deleting the operator also deletes

all tasks that are defined prior to the Flow Merge operator.

Delete(SP) 

… 

… 

L R 
)(SPDelete

… 

… 

1spt
2spt

… … 

Figure 4.33: GT rule for deleting a Strict Preference.

Delete Random Choice

This function is similar to deleting the Flow Junction and Strict Preference operators. The

policy syntax is delete(SP), where SP is the unique name of the operator. The grammar

is Delete :: RC({rct1, ct1}, {rct2, ct2})
RC({rct1,ct1},{rct2,ct2})
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0, where rct1 and rct2 are the task

contents of the operator (although more may exist) and the respective workflow items

(shown as “...”) in the respective outgoing control flows of the tasks in the operator. The

graph transformation rule is shown in Figure 4.34. Note that, as with Strict Preference,

deleting the operator also deletes all tasks that are defined prior to the Flow Merge opera-

tor.
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Delete(RC) 

L R 
)(RCDelete

… 

… 

… 

… 

… … 

1rct
2rct

Figure 4.34: GT rule for deleting a Random Choice.

Exceptional Delete

For more complex workflows, multiple end points may be drawn as a shorthand way of

combining a number of flows into a single workflow end point. In order to assist with this

situation, StPowla allows a user to define a number of end points, whereas the workflow

grammar requires just one end point. The implication for using the delete function is

that potentially the situation may arise where a user deletes a scope (i.e. a sequence of

workflow items) that includes an additional end point. By removing this, we would also

be required to move the original flow split operator and the final merge operator, plus any

workflow item contained between the two.

Instead, StPowla permits the user to delete a scope that includes an additional end point,

without affecting the remainder of the workflow. Should the user wish to delete more

items, they should write new policies.

4.4.4 Fail and Abort

The Fail function discards any potential output from the task being processed and diverts

control flow onto an outgoing error flow. We recall that a task can have three outgoing

control flows: 1) On completion, 2) On failure, 3) On abort. The Fail function simply

diverts control flow to the fail path and the abort function does similarly to the abort path.

To illustrate situations when these functions may be necessary, consider an insurance
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policy that is paid for through monthly premiums. Should the subject of the policy fall

behind in payments, they will be sent a letter to inform them of the amount they are in

arrears. Each letter may be accompanied by a phrase such as “If you have paid in the last

seven days, please excuse this letter”. Correctly interpreted, this phrase suggests that if

postage of the letter takes 2 days, then there is a minimum 5 day processing period for the

letter. Should a payment be received from the policy subject within this time, the action

of sending the letter can be aborted.

More simply, the process of making coffee fails if there are no more instant coffee gran-

ules. A failure here could lead to making tea instead. A separate condition could be that

in the summer, if there is no coffee, fruit juice could be consumed instead.

Both functions may optionally call a service’s cancel or rollback function, should one

exist. However, since the user is naive about service usage, they do not know about this

particular step.

A graph transformation rule is not applicable for these functions since there is no struc-

tural change to the workflow. However, there is still the possibility for the user to manip-

ulate the control flow. For example, in Object Oriented languages such as Java and C#,

the concept of Exceptions is sometimes used for more than just error handling. It can be

used as a means of defining alternative flows depending on the outcome of a particular

situation.

Likewise, the workflow construction grammar is not affected either.

In terms of policy syntax, the functions can be invoked through fail() and abort(), respec-

tively. The functions can only be used in policy action sections and thus apply only to the

task specified. By implication, these functions cannot be applied to operators. However,

they can be applied to composite tasks, where the active atomic task (if any) is the one

that is failed or aborted.
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4.4.5 Block

The block function can be applied to any atomic task. Each task has an attribute ready

indicating whether or not the task itself is ready to be executed. If the value is true and the

task is reached in the control flow (i.e. the task is activated), then it proceeds to perform

its normal execution. If the value is false and the task is reached in the control flow, then

it waits until the value changes to true or that an abort or fail function is called on that

task.

The purpose of block is to place a hold on (i.e. delay) the execution of tasks. For example,

in the supplier example, there is an obvious requirement that if the supplier does not

have enough stock to fulfil the order, they must delay the collection of items and in the

meantime order new stock.

The policy syntax is block(t,p), where t is the name of the task to be blocked and p is the

continuation condition. The function can be called from any policy, not just a policy that

applies to that specific task. In the supplier example, it could be demonstrated as follows:

policy Pause Order is

appliesTo ReceiveOrder

when taskCompleted

if global.StockLevel < Order.Quantity

do block(CollectItems, global.StockLevel > Order.Quantity)

This policy assumes a global variable StockLevel, holding the current stock level of items,

and an entity Order with attribute Quantity, which holds the quantity of items requested

in the order. For simplicity, we assume that the supplier only sells one unique item.

To solve this problem, we could add another policy as follows:

policy Notify Delay is

appliesTo ReceiveOrder
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when taskCompleted

if CollectItems.ready == false

do insert(SendDelayNotice, this, false)

andthen

insert(GetStock, SendDelayNotice, true)

This policy, written after the previous policy, is applied to the same ReceiveOrder task.

The triggering event is when the task completed and the condition is when the Collec-

tItems task is not ready (i.e. it is blocked) to execute. In this situation, a composite action

is performed where firstly a delay notice is sent to the client (task SendDelayNotice) after

the current task and secondly a task is inserted in parallel to that task with the purpose of

ordering new stock (GetStock).

A third policy is written as follows, to unblock the original task after GetStock has com-

pleted successfully.

policy Resume Order Process is

appliesTo GetStock

when taskCompleted

do CollectItems.ready := true

For completeness, we can include a policy on the SendDelayNotice task that attempts to

abort if the GetStock task completed first.

policy Abort Delay Notice is

appliesTo SendDelayNotice

when taskStarted

if CollectItems.ready == true

do abort()

The graph transformation rule is shown in Figure 4.35, where rather than a workflow

graph in L and R, these graphs are shown as pseudo-UML class diagrams, with the
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task/class name shown, with a variable ready and its value shown underneath. In addition,

example G and H workflows are shown wherein attributes of tasks are displayed.Block 

A 
ready := true 

… 

… 

A 
ready := false 

… 

… 

A 
ready := true 

A 
ready := true 

B 
ready := true 

Start 

End 

A 
ready := false 

A 
ready := false 

B 
ready := true 

Start 

End 

L R 
),( ABlock

LO RO

G H 

Figure 4.35: GT rule for block.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have identified, described and defined using policy syntax, logical

syntax and graph transformation rules a set of functions that can reconfigure a workflow.

These functions are insert, delete, fail, abort and block. Although superficially simple,

the rules require careful analysis, especially with respect to the context in which they will

execute.

However, even with only this small set of reconfiguration functions available, we can

perform wholesale systematic modifications to a particular workflow instance, without

losing the structure of the core workflow. Insertions allow extra functionality to occur

inside the process whilst deletions allow current functionality to be removed. Causing a

task to fail or abort can change the control flow path inside the workflow. Blocking allows

the execution of particular functionality to wait for some other execution to start, or finish,

first.
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Inserting new functionality is not a trivial matter however. To insert a task into the work-

flow, one must consider four variations. If that task is a composite task, there are four

further variations. When considering the insertion of operators, the correctness of the

workflow is only maintained correctly if a flow divergence operator (i.e. a Flow Split,

Flow Junction, Strict Preference or Random Choice) is accompanied by an appropriate

join operator. This means that for each item or set of workflow items to be inserted have

a single incoming control flow point and a single outgoing control flow point.

Deleting workflow items works on a similar principle. The workflow correctness cannot

be compromised by removing a divergence operator whilst leaving its related convergence

operator. As such, either the entire construct must be deleted or it must not. Therefore, to

reuse components inside the workflow, one must first insert a copy of each required item

elsewhere in the workflow and construct the new control flow, before then deleting the

existing operator.

Blocking, Fail and Abort provide means to control how the workflow is executing, rather

than just the process flows, thus providing a second mechanism for workflow control.

Each of the reconfiguration functions has been described in three ways:

1. How the reconfiguration function is invoked within a policy;

2. The formal construction of the reconfiguration function;

3. The graph transformation rule to illustrate the function’s effects and to facilitate the

combination of multiple functions.

Through these reconfiguration functions, a workflow can be constructed purely from an

empty state if required. However, and more likely, they can be used to provide powerful

modifications to the executing workflow instance without having to undergo changes to

the workflow itself or the workflow management system.
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We proceed in the next chapter to formalize these reconfiguration functions using the

Sensoria Reference Modelling Language.



Chapter 5

From StPowla Processes to

SRML Models

All he’d wanted were the same answers the rest of us want. Where did I come from?

Where am I going? How long have I got? (Blade Runner).

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we introduced StPowla as a combination of workflows, policies and Ser-

vice Oriented Architecture (SOA). In Chapter 4, we presented a set of reconfiguration

functions that could be used in policies to affect the structure of the executing workflow

instance. In this chapter, we provide more substance to the relationship between the busi-

ness domain (i.e. the combination of workflows and policies) and the technical domain

(i.e. Services). We do this through providing an encoding from StPowla processes to

SRML models [1, 29].

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is a paradigm for developing software systems as the

101
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composition of a number of services. Services are loosely coupled entities that can be

dynamically published, discovered and invoked over a network. A service is an abstract

resource whose invocation triggers a possibly interactive activity (i.e. a session) and that

provides some functionality meaningful from the perspective of the business logic [49].

A SOA allows services with heterogeneous implementations to interact relying on the

same middleware infrastructure. Exposing software in this way means that applications

may outsource some functionalities and be dynamically assembled, leading to massively

distributed, interoperable and evolvable systems.

The engineering of service oriented systems presents novel challenges, mostly due to this

dynamicity [100]. In this chapter we use SRML models, which focus on the modelling

of orchestrations. An orchestration is the description of the executable pattern of service

invocations/interactions to follow in order to achieve a business goal.

Put simply, SRML allows us to understand the behaviour of the system that implements

StPowla. The pattern of execution, i.e. the orchestration, is shown through a series of

messages, or transitions. These transitions demonstrate the system state changes and thus

the order of execution of the resulting effects.

In reality, we need to address both the business perspective in which StPowla operates,

and the technical perspective in which SRML operates. Both have their own challenges,

as we have seen with StPowla already. We must also address the relationship between

the two perspectives. In the light of this, we discuss the relationship between the two

modelling languages for service oriented systems developed in the context of Sensoria.

SRML is a high-level modelling language for SOAs whose goal is “to provide a set

of primitives that is expressive enough to model applications in the service-oriented

paradigm and simple enough to be formalised” [29]. SRML aims to represent the var-

ious foundational aspects of SOC (e.g. service composition, dynamic reconfiguration,

service level agreement, etc.) within one integrated formal framework. A declarative

semantics has been provided in [2, 58] that maps SRML to mathematical domains that
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make precise the meaning of the different constructs made available in SRML. In partic-

ular, [2] provides a formal computational model for SRML which is being mapped into a

logic adapted from µUCTL, a formalism being developed within Sensoria for supporting

qualitative analysis [34].

We borrow the description of SRML from one of its founding authors:

SRML is a modelling language for service-oriented systems developed by the

IST-FET-GC2 Integrated Project SENSORIA. SRML operates at the higher

levels of abstraction of business modelling, i.e. it provides a number of

semantic modelling primitives that are independent of the languages and

platforms in which services are programmed and executed. In particular,

SRML abstracts from the typical mechanisms made available by service-

oriented middleware such as sessions and event/message correlation, as well

as the brokers that are responsible for the discovery and binding of services.

A formal computation and coordination model was developed for SRML over

which qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques were defined using the

UMC model checker and the PEPA stochastic analyser. An algebraic se-

mantics was also developed for the run-time discovery, selection and binding

mechanisms. Finally, methodological aspects of engineering business ser-

vices and activities were investigated, which were supported through exten-

sions of use-case and message-sequence diagrams and tested over a number

of case studies.1

One can say that SRML is complete in its expressive power with respect to the systems we

intend to model. While expressivity is clearly an issue to computer scientists, usability

is the more important factor for business analysts. StPowla addresses usability partly

in making use of graphical notations and more crucially in being modular in that the

basic workflow and the policies capturing variability are kept separate while SRML is
1http://www.cs.le.ac.uk/srml/
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essentially flat in that it merges both into the same description.

The encoding of StPowla into SRML on the one hand provides a formal framework to

StPowla. StPowla workflows can be then represented as SRML models and can either

be analysed alone or as part of more complex modules, where they are composed with

other SRML models with heterogeneous implementations (e.g. SRML models extracted

from existing BPEL processes [24]).

A second reason for the encoding is providing a higher layer to the modelling of orches-

trations in SRML that includes a process-based approach to the definition of a workflow, a

separate view of policies, that had not been yet considered in SRML, and the inter-relation

between workflow and policies.

Having already provided a substantial introduction to StPowla in this thesis, we proceed

directly to an introduction to SRML. We then provide an encoding from StPowla notation

to SRML models. Following this, we incorporate policies and significantly the reconfig-

uration functions in order to provide an advanced encoding to SRML. In the following

chapter, we provide a case study for StPowla and include the methodology for encoding

it to SRML models.

5.2 SRML Foundational Concepts

In SRML composite services are modelled through modules. A module declares one

or more components (that are tightly bound and defined at design time), a number of

requires-interfaces that specify services (that need to be provided by external parties), and

(at most) one provides-interface that describes the service that is offered by the module. A

number of wires establish interaction protocols among the components and between the

components and the external interfaces. Figure 5.1 shows the SRML module Procure-

mentService which includes one provides-interface CR (i.e. the interface of the service
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provided to the customer), one requires-interface (i.e. the interface of the service that we

will discover at run-time) and two components: BP and PI orchestrate the interactions

among the parties.

PROCUREMENTSERVICE

PI:
PolicyInterface

BP:
BusinessProcess

PB

BO     CR:
     customer

OP:
orderProcessorCB

SLA

Figure 5.1: The structure of a SRML module for the procurement service example

In layman’s terms, CR shows the system offers a service to an external consumer. OP

shows that this ProcurementService module requires use of an external service, which

it refers to as OP. BP and PI are internal programs (perhaps services themselves) that

co-ordinate this module. The former manages the execution of the core process and the

latter manages variability aspects.

The internal nodes of a SRML module can reside at three different layers: top layer,

service oriented layer and bottom layer. These layers are architectural abstractions that

reflect different levels of organisation and change. Each layer uses the layer underneath.

The top layer uses the service-oriented layer to achieve a business goal. For example, an

application could be designed for the same organisation that intends to use it and not for

being published as a service. These applications are known as activities. The creation

of an activity instance is triggered by a node that belongs to the top layer and not by a

provides-interface.

The service oriented layer uses the bottom layer which typically includes entities which

are persistent as far as the life cycle of the activities is concerned, and can be shared by

multiple instances of the same activity (e.g. a database shared by all the instances of a
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service).

Here we focus on SRML modules where nodes reside only at the service-oriented layer.

This simplification is done without loss of generality since it does not have any influence

on the encoding. In fact, StPowla does not make any distinction about the type of en-

tity that performs a task (e.g. dynamically discovered service vs persistent resource). The

interested reader can refer to [11] for more details on the layered structure of SRML mod-

ules.

Components, external interfaces, wires and interfaces of the different layers are specified

in terms of Business Roles, Business Protocols, Interaction Protocols and Layer Protocols

respectively. The specifications define the type of the nodes. Each specification provides

a slightly different style of behavioural description. A business role defines an execution

pattern involving the interactions that it declares in its signature, what we call an orches-

tration. Business protocols provide a set of properties that abstracts from details of the

executable process implemented by the orchestration (e.g. the local state) and describe

the behaviour that can be expected of the service (in case of provides-interface) or specify

the behaviour that is expected (in the case of requires-interface) of the external party.

The interaction protocols define a collection of properties that establish how the inter-

actions are coordinated, which may include routing events or transforming sent data to

the format expected by the receiver. However, each language has been captured in the

computational model presented in [2], which defines the activity of a configuration of

SRML components in terms of transition systems where transitions represent the send-

ing, receiving and processing of events by the entities involved in the business activity.

The logic UCT L [34] is being used to reason about such transition systems. The aim is to

provide (1) a notion of correctness for service modules (i.e. the properties of a provides-

interface are entailed by the body of a module, assuming the properties described in

the requires/uses-interfaces), (2) a way of formalising the matching of provides/requires-

interfaces, and (3) a means for validation of activity and service design.
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In this chapter we provide an encoding to derive, from a business process specified in

StPowla, an SRML component that we call BP, of type BusinessProcess and a second

component PI, of type PolicyInterface that is connected to BP and represents the interface

through which it is possible to trigger policies that modify the control flow. PI supports

the set of interactions used to trigger a workflow modification in the component BP.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the structure of the SRML module representing the workflow and

policies in the procurement example described earlier in this section.

Components are instances of business roles specified in terms of (1) the set of supported

interactions, and (2) the way in which the interactions are orchestrated. The next section

provides an overview of business roles. The overview will not include the other types of

SRML specification as they are not required for the encoding.

5.2.1 Transitions

In the mapping of StPowla to SRML, we are concerned with the orchestration and to see

how a StPowla workflow and set of policies interact from the perspective of SRML. We

are mainly interested in transitions - the interactions between components that implement

the required functionality of the workflow and policies.

A transition can be defined at different levels: (1) at the module level, giving a high level

view of the workflow execution; and (2) at the inter-component level. The general syntax

is as follows:

transition ...

triggeredBy trigger

guardedBy guard

effects effects

In the above transition, we are essentially defining a state change of the system using
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an ECA-style rule. The triggering event is defined in the triggeredBy clause. There

could be multiple triggers, composed using the ∨ symbol (noting that each trigger can

independently effect the transition). The triggers do not imply that either an event has

happened, but that the system has enabled signals to indicate that those events may now

occur.

The guardedBy clause is the condition that must be satisfied for the transition to occur.

The effects clause defines what should happen as a result of the transition being execution.

There could be one effect or a set of effects. Where two or more triggers are present, the

symbol ⊃ joins the effects to the trigger. Where the effects syntax a ⊃ b occurs, this

means that when trigger a occurs during the execution, effect b happens. Effect b could

be a composition of effects c and d, which are joined through the symbol SRML (i.e. the

full syntax would be a ⊃ c ∧ d).

In the transition, it is possible for us to define effects based on the trigger. Although in this

example there are two triggers, we have defined two separate sets of effects with one for

each trigger. The symbol ⊃ joins the effects to the trigger, whereas the symbol ∧, which

starts a new line of effects and its own a ⊃ b syntax, separates the two sets of effects.

Therefore if trigger a led to effect b, and effect e led to effect f, we could encode that in

the same transition as follows:

transition ...

triggeredBy a ∨ b

guardedBy ...

effects

a ⊃ b

∧ e ⊃ f
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5.2.2 Business Roles: the Interactions

In a SRML module each component, including the provides-interfaces and requires-

interfaces where they exist, send and receive messages to one another as part of the or-

chestration. The component that we focus on at any one time is referred to as the party

and the other component that it is interacting with as the co-party.

SRML supports asynchronous two-way conversational interactions: s&r denotes interac-

tions that are initiated by the co-party, which expects a reply, r&s denotes interactions

that are initiated by the party, which expects a reply from its co-party. SRML supports

also asynchronous one-way and synchronous interactions that are not discussed here as

they are not required for this work.

Having understood the conversational interactions, we can now specify a set of inter-

actions supported by PolicyInterface, with each interaction corresponding to one of the

StPowla functions in Table 4.1. The business role BusinessProcess supports the com-

plementary interactions (i.e. r&s instead of s&r) plus other interactions that occur with

the external parties. Each interaction can have ֠ -parameters for transmitting data when

the interaction is initiated and � -parameters for carrying a reply. The index i represents

a key-parameter that allows us to handle occurrences of multiple interactions of the same

type (as in SRML every interaction event must occur at most once). In this case, we allow

PI to trigger more instances of policy functions of the same type.

5.2.3 Business Roles: the Orchestration

The way the declared interactions are orchestrated is specified through a set of variables

that provide an abstract view of the state of the component, and a set of transitions that

model the way the component interacts with its co-parties. For instance, the local state of

the orchestrator is defined as follows:
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BUSINESS ROLE PolicyInterface is

INTERACTIONS

s&r delete[i:natural]
֠ task:taskId

s&r insert[i:natural]
֠ task:taskId

newTask:taskId

c:condition

s&r block[i:natural]
֠ task:taskId

c:condition

s&r fail[i:natural]
֠ task:taskId

s&r abort[i:natural]
֠ task:taskId

local

start[root],start[x],start[ro],...:boolean, ...

state[root],state[x],state[ro],...:[toStart,running,exited]

A module can define an initialisation condition for the each component. For example,

the module ProcurementService may define the following initial state for the component

CR:

start[root]=true

∧ start[x]=start[ro]=...=false

∧ state[root]=state[x]=state[ro]=...=toStart ∧ ...

Similarly, a termination condition may specify the situations in which the component has

terminated any activity. The behaviour of components is described by transition rules.

Each transition has a name and a number of other features:

transition policyHandlerExample

triggeredBy samplePolicy֠ [i]

guardedBy state[samplePolicy֠ [i].task] = toStart
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effects policy[samplePolicy֠ [i].task]’ ∧ ......

sends samplePolicy� [i]

triggeredBy is a condition, typically the occurrence of a receive-event or a state condi-

tion, which triggers the execution of the transition. In the example we engage the

policyHandlerExample transition when we receive the initiation of the interaction

samplePolicy (i.e. samplePolicy֠ [i]).

guardedBy is a condition that identifies the states in which the transition can take place.

For instance, the policyHandlerExample transitions should only be taken when the

involved task is in state toS tart (i.e. is not in execution and it has not been exe-

cuted yet). The involved task is identified by the parameter task of the interaction

samplePolicy (i.e. samplePolicy֠ [i].task).

effects concern changes to the local state. We use var′ to denote the value the state

variable var has after the transition.

sends is a sentence that describes the events that are sent and the values taken

by their parameters. In the example we invoke the samplePolicy reply event

(i.e. samplePolicy� [i]) to notify of the correct management of the policy.

5.2.4 Constraints for Service Level Agreement in a SRML Module

Although not important to this work, we also briefly discuss the Service Level Agree-

ment aspect of SRML modules, to go alongside the same concept from StPowla (see

Section 3.6).

SRML offers primitives for modelling the dynamic aspects concerned with session man-

agement and service level agreement, which together we call configuration policies. The

external configuration policy concerns the constraints that the process of discovery, nego-

tiation and binding must satisfy to establish service level agreements (SLA) with service
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providers. The external configuration policy models an orthogonal aspect with respect to

the orchestration. Specifically, it defines a set of non-functional properties to be consid-

ered when, in a specific point of the orchestration process, the run-time discovery of an

external service for outsourcing the execution of a specific task is required.

SRML uses an algebraic approach developed in [81] for constraint satisfaction and opti-

mization. The following example uses a constraint system where the degree of satisfaction

has fuzzy values, i.e. it takes values in the interval [0, 1].

EXTERNAL POLICY

SLA VARIABLES

OP.LOCATION, CR.LOCATION

CONSTRAINTS

Closeness is <{OP.LOCATION, CR.LOCATION},def2> s.t.

if distance(OP.LOCATION, CR.LOCATION) < 50 then def2(n,m)=1,

otherwise def2(n,m)=500/n

In order to define the constraints that we wish to apply to the module ProcurementSer-

vice, we use the SLA variables OP.LOCATION and CR.LOCATION which are the loca-

tions of the order processor and customer, respectively. We define only one constraint

Closeness, which minimises the distance between the customer CR and the order pro-

cessor OP. The best degrees of satisfaction are when the distance is less than 50 miles.

Otherwise they are inversely proportional to the distance. The function distance returns

the distance between two locations.

For each potential order processor (i.e. the service, among the published ones, whose

provides-interface matches with OP, of type OrderProcessor), the set of constraints has

to be solved. The solution assigns a degree of satisfaction to each possible tuple of values

for the SLA variables. Negotiation in this framework consists in finding an assignment

that maximizes the degree of satisfaction. Hence, the outcome of the negotiation between
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ProcurementService and the potential partner is any tuple that maximizes the degree of

satisfaction. Selection then picks a partner with a service level agreement that offers the

best degree of satisfaction.

5.3 Basic Control Flow Encoding

In this section we present an encoding from the control constructs (i.e. notation operators)

of StPowla to SRML orchestrations. Our focus is on the control constructs and we ab-

stract from the interactions of the service and from the semantics of the simple activities

of the workflow tasks.

StPowla represents a business process as the composition of a number of tasks, either

simple (e.g. interactions with services) or complex (e.g. coordinating other tasks by ex-

ecuting them in sequence, parallel, etc.). In SRML we associate an identifier, of type

taskId, to any task. We denote with T the set of all the task indexes in the workflow

schedule.

For each task identifier x we define the following local variables, used to handle the con-

trol flow and coordinate the execution of the tasks:

• start[x] is a boolean variable that, when true, triggers the execution of x;

• done[x] is a boolean variable that signals the successful termination of x and trig-

gers the continuation of the workflow schedule;

• f ail[x] is a boolean variable that signals the termination with failure of x and trig-

gers the failure handler.

In general, the next activity in the control flow is executed when the previous one com-

pletes successfully. In case of task failure the output control flow follows a pre-defined

path specific to the failure of the task. If such a path does not exist, and no other failure
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handler has been defined, the workflow continues as normal. We leave the specification

of the failure handling mechanisms in SRML as a future work.

The Strict Preference and Random Choice operators, that try a number of alternative tasks

until one terminates with success, handle the failure signal directly, within the workflow.

The scope construct can be extended in the future to support failure handling, as discussed

later.

We introduce in section 5.4 a set of transitions, as a part of the orchestration of BP that

models the policy handler. The policy handler has the responsibility to enact the reconfig-

urations of the workflow control flow specified by the policies triggered by PI. The policy

handler blocks the normal flow by setting the variable policy[x] = true, where x is the

identifier of the first task involved in the modification. The variable policy[x] is a guard to

the execution of x. We will describe the policy handler more later in this chapter, by now

it is important to know that when a policy function has to be executed on a task, the task

has to be blocked. It is responsibility of the policy handler to reset the flow of execution.

Some policies can be applied only on running processes (e.g. abort) and some others only

on tasks that have not started yet (e.g. delete). We define a local variable state[x] for every

task identifier x which identifies the state of the execution of the transition associated to x

by taking one of the following values: toStart (i.e. the execution of the task has not started

yet), running (i.e. the task is in execution) and exited (i.e. x has terminated).

The initialisation conditions for the module set, for each task identifier x,

state[x] =toStart, see for example the initialisation condition for ProcurementService

presented in Section 5.2.2. The state variable state[x] is be used to ensure that policies

act on a task in the correct state of execution (i.e. the deletion of task x can be performed

only if state[x] =toStart).

We consider the simple tasks as black boxes: we are not interested in the type of activity

that they perform but only on the fact that a task, for example task x, is activated by
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start[x], signals its termination along either done[x] or f ailed[x] and notifies its state

along state[x].

The execution of the workflow is started by a special transition root that sets start[x] =true

where x is the first task in the workflow schedule. The local variables are initialised as

follows: ∀i ∈ T \ root, start[i] = f alse ∧ start[root] =true, ∀i ∈ T, done[i] = f ailed[i] =

policy[i] =false and ∀i ∈ T, state[i] =toStart.

It follows the encoding of the workflow template start; P; end where P is associated to

the task identifier x:

transition root

triggeredBy start[root] ∨ done[x]

guardedBy ¬ policy[root]

effects

start[root]⊃ ¬ start[root]’ ∧ state[root]’=running ∧ start[x]’

∧ done[x] ⊃ ¬ done[x]’ ∧ done[root]’ ∧ state[root]’=exited

The guard of transition root ensures the execution of the transition only if no policy has

been triggered on task root (i.e. policy[root] is false). According to the trigger, root is

executed twice:

1. at the beginning of the workflow (recall that the initialisation condition of Procure-

mentService includes the assignment start[root] = true). The transition in this

case has the following effects: (1) disabling the the triggering condition of root

(i.e. start[root] is set to f alse), (2) setting the state of task root to running and (3)

triggering the transition for task x by setting start[x] to true.

2. when task x terminates (i.e. done[x] = true). The transition in this case has the

following effects: (1) disabling the termination signal for x is disabled (i.e. done[x]

is set to f alse), (2) enabling the termination signal for root i, and (3) setting the

state variable for root to exited.
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5.3.1 Sequence

The sequence operator P1; P2 first executes P1 and, after the successful termination of P1,

executes P2. We remark that failures are not handled in this thesis and will be addressed

in the future.

The encoding of the sequence construct in SRML is as follows. The sequence is encoded

in the following SRML transition, with task identifier x, which triggers the execution of

the first task, with task identifier p1, then collects the termination signal from p1 and

triggers the execution of the second subprocess, with task identifier p2:

transition X

triggeredBy start[x] ∨ done[p1] ∨ done[p2]

guardedBy ¬ policy[x]

effects

start[x] ⊃ ¬ start[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=running ∧ start[p1]’

∧ done[p1] ⊃ ¬ done[p1]’ ∧ start[p2]’

∧ done[p2] ⊃ ¬ done[p2]’ ∧ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited

Transition X is executed three times:

1. when start[x] is true. The transition in this case has the following effects: (1) dis-

abling the triggering condition start[x], (2) changing the state of task x to running

and (3) enabling the triggering condition start[p1].

2. when done[p1] is true (i.e. after p1 has been executed). The transition in this case

has the following effects: (1) disabling the termination signal p1 and (2) enabling

the triggering condition start[p2].

3. when done[p2] is true. The transition in this case has the following effects: (1)

disabling the termination signal for p2, (2) enabling the termination signal for x

and (3) setting the state of task x to exited.
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5.3.2 Flow Junction and Flow Merge (XOR)

The Flow Junction and Flow Merge operator λ?P1 : P2 consists of the combination of

the Flow Junction, that diverts the control flow down one of two branches P1 and P2,

represented by the task identifiers p1 and p2, respectively, according to a condition λ, and

the Flow Merge of a number of flows where synchronisation is not an issue. The Flow

Junction and Flow Merge are encoded into the following SRML transition:

transition X

triggeredBy start[x] ∨ done[p1] ∨ done[p2]

guardedBy ¬ policy[x]

effects

start[x] ⊃ ¬ start[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=running

∧ (λ ⊃ start[p1]’) ∧ (¬ λ ⊃ start[p2]’)

∧ done[p1] ⊃ ¬ done[p1]’ ∧ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited

∧ done[p2] ⊃ ¬ done[p2]’ ∧ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited

Transition X is executed twice:

1. when start[x] is true. The transition in this case has the following effects: (1)

disabling triggering condition start[x], (2) setting the state of x to running and (3)

triggering either p1 or p2 depending on the condition λ.

2. when either done[p1] or done[p1] is true (either p1 or p2 was executed). The tran-

sition in this case has the following effects: (1) disabling the termination signal for

p1 or p2, (2) enabling the termination signal of x and (3) setting the state variable

of x to exited.
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5.3.3 Flow Split and Conditional Merge (AND)

The Flow Split and Conditional Merge operator FJ(m, {P1,B1}, . . . , {Pn,Bn}) consists of

the combination of the Flow Split, that splits the control flow over many branches, and

the Conditional Merge, that synchronises two or more flows into one. The value of m,

that is statically determined, represents the minimum number of branches that have to

be synchronised. Furthermore, any branch is associated to a boolean Bi that determines

whether the i − th branch is mandatory in the synchronisation.

The encoding is as follows. Let S be the set, with cardinality n, of the task indexes

associated to the branches of the Split/Merge. Let the identifiers for the subtasks of x to

range over p1, . . . , pn. Let N be the set of indexes of the necessary tasks and m ∈ N be the

minimum number of branches that have to be synchronised. We assume that 0 ≤ m ≤ |N |.

The complex join is encoded in the following SRML transition, where Kcomb is the set

of (m − |N|) − subsets of S \ N.

transition X

triggeredBy start[x] ∨ (∧i∈Ndone[pi]∧(∨K∈Kcomb(∧k∈Kdone[pj])))

guardedBy ¬ policy[x]

effects

start[x] ⊃ ¬ start[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=running ∧i∈[1,...,n] start[pi]’

∧ ¬ start[x] ⊃ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited ∧i:[1..n](¬ done[pi]’)

The transition above is parametric with respect to N and Kcomb in order to model the

general case. In a real workflow schedule the general construct would be instantiated (at

design-time) and the parameters in the conjuction/disjunctions would disappear (e.g. if

N = {1, 2} the term ∧i∈Ndone[pi] becomes done[p1] ∧ done[p2].

Transition X is executed twice:

1. when start[x] is true. The transition in this case has the following effects: (1)

disabling the triggering condition start[x], (2) setting the state of task x to running
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and (3) enabling the triggering condition for each sub-task i by setting start[i] to

true.

2. in case of successful termination of all the necessary subtasks (i.e. ∧i∈Ndone[pi])

and of a number of tasks greater or equal to m (i.e. ∨K∈Kcomb(∧k∈Kdone[p j])). The

transition in this case has the following effects: (1) enabling the termination signal

for x, (2) setting the state of x to exited and (3) disabling the successful termination

of all the subtasks.

5.3.4 Strict Preference

The strict preference S P(P1, . . . , Pn) attempts the tasks P1, . . . , Pn one by one, in a specific

order, until one completes successfully. In this case, with no loss of generality we consider

the tasks ordered by increasing index numbers.

The Strict Preference is encoded in the following SRML transition:

transition X

triggeredBy start[x] ∨i:[1..n](done[pi] ∨ failed[pi])

guardedBy ¬ policy[x]

effects

start[x] ⊃ ¬ start[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=running ∧ start[p1]’

∧i:[1..n−1]failed[pi] ⊃ ¬ failed[pi]’ ∧ start[p(i+1)]’

∧ failed[pn] ⊃ ¬ failed[pn]’ ∧ failed[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited

∧ ∨i:[1..n]done[pi] ⊃ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited ∧i:[1..n]¬ done[pi]’

Transition X is executed a number of times in the following cases:

1. when the task x is triggered. The transition in this case has the following effects:

(1) disabling the triggering condition start[x], (2) setting the state of x to running

and (3) triggering the first sub-task p1 of x.
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2. when any of the tasks pi terminates with failure ( f ailed[pi] = true) or success

(done[pi] = true):

• If the task failed (i.e. f ailed[pi] = true) and it was not the last task pn, then

the transition has the following effects: (1) disabling the termination variable

of pi and (2) enabling the next task by setting start[p(i + 1)] to true.

• If the last task failed ( f ailed[pn] = true) then the transition has the following

effects: (1) disabling the signal of failed termination of pn, (2) enabling the

signal f ailed[x] of failed termination for x and (3) setting the state of x to

exited.

• If any of the sub-tasks terminated successfully (done[pi] = true) then the tran-

sition has the following effects: (1) enabling the signal of successful termina-

tion for x, (2) setting the state of x to exited and (3) disabling the successful

terminations of all the sub-tasks.

5.3.5 Random Choice

The random choice RC(P1, . . . , Pn) attempts the tasks P1, . . . , Pn simultaneously and com-

pletes when one completes successfully. The random choice is encoded in the following

SRML transition:

transition X

triggeredBy start[x] ∨i:[1..n](done[pi])∨ (∧i:[1..n](failed[pi]))

guardedBy ¬ policy[x]

effects

start[x] ⊃ ¬ start[x]’ ∧ state[x]=running ∧i:[1..n]start[pi]’

∧ (∧i:[1..n]failed[pi]) ⊃ failed[x]’

∧ state[x]’=exited ∧i:[1..n]¬ failed[pi]’

∧ (∨i:[1..n]done[pi]) ⊃ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited

∧i:[1..n](¬ done[pi]’ ∧ ¬ failed[pi]’)
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Transition X is executed a number of times, in the following cases:

1. when the task x is triggered. The transition in this case has the following effects:

(1) disabling the triggering condition start[x], (2) setting the state variable of x to

running and (3) enabling the triggering condition of all the sub-tasks.

2. when any of the tasks pi terminates with success (i.e. done[pi] = true). The tran-

sition in this case has the following effects: (1) enabling the successful termination

of x, (2) setting the state of x to exited and (3) disabling the successful and faulty

terminations for all the sub-processes.

3. when all the sub-tasks pi terminates with failure (i.e. f ailed[pi] = true). The tran-

sition in this case has the following effects: (1) enabling the faulty termination of

x, (2) setting the state of x to exited and (3) disabling the faulty terminations for all

the sub-processes.

5.3.6 Scope

The scope construct Scope(P), where P is associated to the task identifier y behaves simi-

larly to the root process.

Within larger business processes it often makes sense to group parts of the process to-

gether as these are controlled by one division in the company or the tasks are more in-

trinsically linked together. We represented scopes separately, even though at the moment

little is done with them. The scope construct will in the future be extended to include

notions of compensation and fault handling (that is they will form a way to express long

running transactions), however this aspect is beyond the scope of this thesis. An idea

is to support the mechanism of fault handling by taking into account the semantics given
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in [15] through an extension of the asynchronous π− calculus. The intuition is to associate

at design time a scope with two processes: a compensation process and a fault handler.

The compensation process can be triggered only after the successful completion of the

activity of the scope, in order to compensate the effects of the scope. The failure han-

dler is triggered in case of failure during the execution of the scope and include (among

other activities that depend on the specific process that is being modelled) the triggering

of the compensations of all the scopes, enclosed in the failing scope, that have already

terminated successfully.

The Scope operator is encoded in the following SRML transition:

transition X

triggeredBy start[x] ∨ done[y]

guardedBy ¬ policy[x]

effects

start[x] ⊃ ¬ start[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=running ∧ start[y]’

∧ done[y] ⊃ ¬ done[y]’ ∧ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited

Transition X is executed twice:

1. when the triggering condition start[x] is enabled. The transition in this case has

the following effects: (1) disabling the triggering condition start[x], (2) setting the

state of task x to running and (3) enabling the triggering condition for the sub-task

y.

2. when y terminates with success (i.e. done[y] = true). The transition in this case has

the following effects: (1) disabling the successful termination of y, (2) enabling the

signal of successful termination for x and (3) setting the state of x to exited.
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5.4 Advanced Control Flow Encoding

In this section, we extend on the basic control flow encoding of StPowla notation oper-

ators by considering also the use of policy functions. We consider two types of policies:

refinement policies and reconfiguration policies.

5.4.1 Refinement Policies

Recall that in StPowla refinement policies are those requesting the req(action,

[args], [SLR]) as action. The element that requires encoding in SRML is the Ser-

vice Level Requirements list. This list contains expressions that specify acceptable values

for a domain specific attribute: e.g. [cup temperature = warm] which specifies that

the chosen service (here a beverage service) should offer warm cups.

In SRML we have seen that the EXTERNAL POLICY element allows us to express such

issues. The expression language in SRML is much more powerful than what StPowla of-

fers currently: in SRML complex behaviour such as that seen in the earlier example can

be expressed. The example did show a case where complete satisfaction was achieved by

a delivery distance of less than 50 miles, and otherwise satisfaction did decrease in line

with distance. In StPowla currently only simpler relations such as less, equal or more can

be expressed but there will be ongoing work in enhancing the mechanisms in StPowla.

In general the mapping from StPowla to SRML involves creating an external policy for

SLRs where for each StPowla attribute an SLAVARIABLE is created in SRML. The rela-

tion and values are then captured as a CONSTRAINT in the SRML policy rule.

Let us consider, for example, the following StPowla policy for the procurement service:

CheapService

appliesTo processOrder

when on_task_entry
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req(mail,[],[ServiceCost<10])

The policy CheapService ensures that the cost of the transaction with the service for pro-

cessing the order is less then £10. In SRML we can express CheapService as a constraint

that applies to the requires-interface OP of the module ProcurementService (see Fig-

ure 5.1). Since StPowla, at the moment, only allows to express sharp requirements, we

use a constraint system where the degree of satisfaction has boolean values (i.e. {0, 1}).

EXTERNAL POLICY

SLA VARIABLES

OP.SERVICECOST

CONSTRAINTS

CheapService is <{OP.SERVICECOST},def1> s.t.

if n<10 then def1(n)=1,

otherwise def1(n)=0

The constraint uses the SLA variable OP.SERVICECOST (i.e. the price for enacting a

transaction with the order processor), which assign degree of satisfaction of 1 if the service

costs less then £10 and degree of satisfaction of 0 otherwise. The constraint ensures that

any service which does not ensure a degree of satisfaction of 1 will not be selected.

5.4.2 Reconfiguration Policies

The key aim of this section is to illustrate how policies can influence the control flow and

how this can be modelled in SRML. Thus we discuss the encoding of StPowla policies

into SRML orchestrations. Each interaction is handled, in the orchestration of BP, by one

or more transitions that model the policy handler. We will see in detail such transitions

when discussing the single interactions, in the rest of this section.

A policy related to a task can have an effect (1) on the state prior to the task execution
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(i.e. delete, block and insert) or (2) during the execution of a task (i.e. f ail and abort).

The state of a task is notified through the variable state[x]. The policy handler must

check that the task is in the correct state according to the specific policy that has to be

enacted. The policy handler prevents the execution of either (1) the task or (2) the rest of

the task by using the variable policy[x]: the condition ¬policy[x] guards the transition(s)

corresponding to the execution of task. Notice that for most of the control constructs it is

not possible to trigger policies of this second type on atomic tasks whose state changed

directly from toS tart to done.

Delete Task

The deletion of task (i.e. delete(x) in StPowla) skips the execution of x. The policy

manager prevents the execution of x by signaling a policy exception (i.e. policy[x] =

true).

transition policyHandler_delete_1

triggeredBy delete[i]֠ 

guardedBy state[delete[i]֠ .task] = toStart

effects policy[delete[i]֠ .task]’

Transition policyHandler delete 1 is triggered by the event delete[i]֠ , sent by PI. The

guard ensures that a task can be deleted only if its execution has not started yet (i.e. its state

has value toS tart). The transition has the effect of setting the value of the variable policy

to true. This will prevent the regular execution of the deleted task (recall that the execution

of each task x is guarded by the condition ¬policy[x]). When the triggering condition for

task x becomes true, the transition policyHandler delete 2 is executed instead of the

transition of the deleted task.

transition policyHandler_delete_2

triggeredBy start[x]
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guardedBy P_delete[i]֠ ? ∧ delete[i]֠ .task=x

effects ¬ start[x]’ ∧ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’ = done

sends delete[i]� 

The guard of policyHandler delete 2 ensures its execution only if a deletion policy has

been triggered for x. The effects of the transition are: (1) to disable the triggering condi-

tion of x, (2) to notify the correct termination of x (which in fact has not been executed)

and (3) to set the state of x to done. The transition also sends the reply event to the

interaction delete to notify PI of the completed enactment of the reconfiguration policy.

Block Task

The function block(x, p) in StPowla blocks a task until p is true. In SRML the policy

handler prevents x from executing (i.e. policy[x] becomes true) temporarily until p is

true. The policy handler notifies the enactment of the policy to the environment after that

the task has been unblocked.

transition policyHandler_block_1

triggeredBy block[i]֠ 

guardedBy state[block[i]֠ .task] = toStart

effects policy[block[i]֠ .task]’

Transition policyHandler block 1 is triggered by the event block[i]֠ , sent by PI. The

guard ensures that a task can be deleted only if its execution has not started yet (i.e. its

state has value toStart). The transition has the effect of setting the value of the variable

policy to true. This will prevent the regular execution of the blocked task. When the

condition specified through condition p, which has been communicated by PI, becomes

true then the transition policyHandler block 2 unblocks the task.
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transition policyHandler_block_2

triggeredBy block[i]֠ .condition

guardedBy P_block[i]֠ 

effects ¬ policy[block[i]֠ .task]’

sends block[i]� 

Transition policyHandler block 2 is triggered by the condition block[i]֠ .condition and

the guard ensures its execution only the task has previously been blocked. The transition

has the effect of setting the variable policy for the task to which the policy applied to false

so that the task can be executed as soon as its triggering condition becomes true. The

transition also sends the reply event to the interaction block to notify PI of the completed

enactment of the reconfiguration policy.

Insert

The insertion of a task, represented by the function insert(y, x, z) in StPowla, inserts

the task y in sequence or in parallel with respect to x depending by the value of the

boolean variable z. In SRML the insertion is triggered by the interaction insert[i]� with

parameter insert[i]� .task representing the task x, insert[i]� .insertedTask representing

the task y and insert[i]� .condition representing the condition z. We assume that the set

of tasks for which it is possible to insert is determined a priori; in this way we assume

that the SRML encoding has a set of transitions for each possible task, including the task

to possibly insert, that is executed by setting start[y] to true. We introduce in this way a

limitation on the number of task types that we can insert and on the fact that a task can be

inserted only once (we will manage multiple insertions in the future, when we will encode

looping constructs) but we do not provide any limitation on the position of the insertion.

We rely on a function next : taskId → taskId that returns, given a task, the next task to

execute in the workflow. Such a function can be defined by induction on the syntax of

StPowla defined in Chapter 4.
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transition policyHandler_insert_1

triggeredBy insert[i]֠ 

guardedBy state[insert[i]֠ .task]=toStart

effects policy[insert[i]֠ .task]’

The transition policyHandler insert 1 prevents the execution of the task on which the

policy applies (i.e. insert[i]� .task) by setting the its policy variable to true. When the

task on which the policy applies is triggered, policyHandler insert 2 is executed instead

of the regular transition for the task.

transition policyHandler_insert_2

triggeredBy start[x]

guardedBy P_insert[i]֠ ∧ insert[i]֠ .task=x

effects

insert[i]֠ .condition ⊃ ¬ policy[insert[i]֠ .task]’

∧ ¬ insert[i]֠ .condition ⊃ policy[insert[i]֠ .task]’

∧ start[insert[i]֠ .insertedTask]’

The transition policyHandler insert 2 starts the execution of the task on which the policy

applies (in parallel with the inserted task if insert[i]� .condition = true). The transitions

policyHandler insert sequence and policyHandler insert parallel coordinate the exe-

cution of the tasks (the one on which the policy applies and the inserted one) in sequence

or in parallel, according to the condition.

transition policyHandler_insert_sequence

triggeredBy done[x] ∨ done[y]

guardedBy P_insert[i]֠ ∧ insert[i]֠ .condition

∧ (insert[i]֠ .task=x ∨ insert[i]֠ .insertedTask=y)

effects done[x] ⊃ ¬ done[x]’ ∧ start[y]’

∧ done[y] ⊃ ¬ done[y]’ ∧ start[next(x)]’
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sends

done[y] ⊃ insert[i]� 

transition policyHandler_insert_parallel

triggeredBy done[x] ∧ done[y]

guardedBy P_insert[i]֠ ? ∧ ¬ insert[i]֠ .condition

∧ insert[i]֠ .task=x ∧ insert[i]֠ .insertedTask=y

effects ¬ done[x]’ ∧ ¬ done[y]’ ∧ start[next(block[i]֠ .task)]’

sends insert[i]� 

Transitions policyHandler insert sequence and policyHandler insert parallel are sim-

ilar to regular sequence and parallel transitions, but they are guarded by the fact that an

insertion policy with positive/negative condition has been triggered in the past. The ef-

fects are similar to those of a regular sequence/parallel transitions. A reply event for the

interaction insert is sent to notify PI of the completed enactment of the reconfiguration

policy when, in the case of policyHandler insert sequence transition the inserted task

terminates (i.e. done[y] ⊃= true) and in the case of policyHandler insert parallel both

of the parallel tasks terminate.

Fail Task

The failure of a task must occur during the execution of the task (it has no effects other-

wise). The failure can be triggered autonomously, within the task or induced externally

by the execution of the policy fail. We consider here the second case.

transition policyHandler_fail

triggeredBy fail[i]֠ 

guardedBy state[fail[i]֠ .task]=running

effects policy[i][fail[i]֠ .task]’
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∧ state[fail[i]֠ .task]’=failed

sends fail[i]� 

Transitions policyHandler f ail is triggered by the event f ail[i]֠ , sent by PI. The guard

ensures that a task can fail only if it is currently in execution (i.e. its state has value run-

ning). The transition has the effect of setting the value of the variable policy to true and the

state of the task to failed (so that the normal flow of execution blocks). A reply event for

the interaction fail is sent to notify PI of the completed enactment of the reconfiguration

policy.

Abort Task

The abortion of a task is similar to a deletion, but it involves a running task. An abort of

a task occurring not during its execution has no effects.

transition policyHandler_abort

triggeredBy abort[i]֠ 

guardedBy state[abort[i]֠ .task]=running

effects policy[i][abort[i]֠ .task]’

∧ state[abort[i]֠ .task]’=done

sends abort[i]� 

Transitions policyHandler abort is triggered by the event abort[i]֠ , sent by PI. The

guard ensures that a task can fail only if it is currently in execution (i.e. its state has

value running). The transition has the effect of setting the value of the variable policy to

true and the state of the task to done (so that the flow of execution can continue normally).

A reply event for the interaction abort is sent to notify PI of the completed enactment of

the reconfiguration policy.
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5.4.3 Reconfiguring the Procurement Scenario

The orchestration of the business role BusinessProtocol would consist of the sequence

of the tasks request order (i.e. task ro) and process order (i.e. task po).

transition X

triggeredBy start[x] ∨ done[ro] ∨ done[po]

guardedBy policy[x]

effects

start[x] ⊃ ¬ start[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=running ∧ start[ro]’

∧ done[ro] ⊃ ¬ done[ro]’ ∧ start[po]’

∧ done[po] ⊃ ¬ done[po]’ ∧ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited

In case of a receive event of type insert[i]� , triggered by the component PI, with pa-

rameter task equal to po, parameter insertedTask equal to gbd (i.e. get deposit), and

the parameter condition equal to true, the policy handler would: (1) block the execu-

tion of ro (preventing in this way ro to trigger its continuation po = next(ro)) by setting

policy[ro] = policy[po] = true, (2) wait for the condition start[ro] = true that is trig-

gered by transition X, (3) since the parameter condition is true, the policy handler would

unblock ro, (4) the transition policyHandler insert sequence would handle the execution

of gd after ro and, finally, trigger po by setting start[po] = true.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have expanded upon the relationship between StPowla and Service

Oriented Architecture by providing an encoding from StPowla processes to SRML mod-

els. The latter is a modelling language for service oriented systems that provides a rich

set of features for modelling almost every aspect of a service oriented application.

The reason for providing this encoding is to clearly define the business process of
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StPowla with the orchestration model of services. SRML has clearly defined semantics

and we have presented a methodology for the transposition from StPowla to SRML.

We presented two types of policy: refinement policies which govern how a process is

carried out (including service selection constraints from the SRML perspective and ex-

ecution constraints from the StPowla perspective) and reconfiguration policies which

modify the execution of the workflow by substituting transitions for existing ones, fol-

lowing responses from the Policy Interface component.

In the next chapter, we will present a case study from from a real world situation and apply

StPowla concepts to it. Furthermore, we will include the methodology of the encoding

to SRML as defined in this chapter.
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Case Study

Many ideas grow better when transplanted into another mind than in the one where they

sprang up. (Oliver Wendell Holmes).

6.1 Introduction

In the previous three chapters we have introduced StPowla, its reconfiguration func-

tions and some basic encoding from StPowla to SRML. In this chapter, we apply these

concepts to an industrial case study, provided by the Sensoria project. Firstly, we ex-

amine a given scenario from the telecommunications industry, with a core workflow and

some points of variability. We express all information in StPowla terms and we exam-

ine the consequences of applying the variability rules. Secondly, we encode the given

scenario with StPowla functionality into SRML, to demonstrate the relationship between

StPowla and SRML and ultimately the relationship we see between workflows and Ser-

vice Oriented Architecture.

133
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6.2 Scenario

The case study is based on a Voice over IP (VoIP) procurement example between a cus-

tomer and a reseller. If viewed at a higher level, it can represent most, if not all, pro-

curement examples. Essentially, a customer makes an order for a VoIP service. The

Order Management system that receives the order first performs some service-level tests

and transmits the results to the customer. If the customer rejects the results, the process

ends. If the customer accepts, the order management system prepares an offer and may

optionally request legal assistance. The contract is then created.

The use case diagram is shown in Figure 6.1, using the notation for use-case diagrams

proposed in [10]. The customized icons represent different types of roles that an actor can

have in a service oriented context (e.g. dynamically discovered services, statically bound

persistent resources, service requester, etc.).

The diagram models a service, provided to a service requester represented by the actor

Customer, which manages the order for a VoIP connection. The service relies on the

persistent resource Legal, which is shared among the different instances of the service,

and the external service Test which is dynamically discovered and selected according to

the customer’s location.

VoIP Procurement

Customer

OrderManagement

Test

Legal

Figure 6.1: VoIP Case Study use-case diagram
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The original workflow is shown in Figure 6.2. It contains four swimlanes, representing the

four parties (or Actors) that participate in the workflow. Note that each swimline could be

in itself a workflow for the individual actor, but for clarity the entire workflow is listed as

one. For the purpose of this chapter, we will focus on the Order Management swimlane as

it contains the key functionality we wish to examine. It is possible to consider solely this

entity and ignore the Legal, Customer and Test entities, however the global view provides

additional, useful context.

The general process is (1) an order is received, (2) tests are performed and the customer is

requested to accept or reject the results, (3) if accepted, an offer proposal is created with

assistance from a legal entity, (4) the contract is created.

VoIP Activation – 3: Pre-Delivery (Base Workflow)
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Figure 6.2: Case study workflow

There are two variants to this workflow:

1. If the customer is small and the order value is small, do not perform service tests.

2. If the order value is small, do not use legal assistance to generate the final contract.

From what we can see so far, the workflow given has at least two issues we must consider.
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First, neither decision point (identified by the diamonds) have tests. In the case of the

decision point in the Customer swimlane, we can assume that the decision (to accept or

reject the test results) is the responsibility of the Customer actor. In the Order Manage-

ment swimlane, again there is no condition and this time there is no clear assumption to

be made. However, on reflecting on the second workflow variant, it seems most likely

that the decision point is not necessary in the core workflow, and that the “Prepare Final

SLA” task (in the Order Management swimlane) does not exist in the core workflow.

The second issue is that the task “Create A Contract” has two incoming control flows.

If writing this in StPowla notation, a Flow Merge would be required before the task

to merge the two control flows into a single flow prior to entering the task. However,

since the above assumption renders one of the control flows non-existent, we can safely

conclude this is no longer of any importance.

Following these assumptions, we refine the workflow to that shown in Figure 6.3. Notice

particularly that the task “Prepare Final SLA” (in the Order Management swimlane) is

inside the workflow model, but not connected to anything, i.e. it is currently redundant.

We maintain it in the workflow to support the second workflow variant.

We now proceed to showing this case study in StPowla and the equivalent encoding in

SRML.

6.3 StPowla Representation

For consistency, we translate the (refined) workflow into StPowla notation in Figure 6.4,

whilst maintaining the swimlanes for familiarity.

Next we add the ontology as follows (tasks not listed for brevity):

Workflow BP is
Invariants
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VoIP Activation – 3: Pre-Delivery (Refined Workflow)
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Figure 6.3: Refined case study workflow

LowBusinessValueThreshold: int

LowOrderValueThreshold: int

Actors/Entities
Legal: Actor

Test: Actor

OrderManagement: Actor

Customer: Actor

Attributes
int orderValue

int businessValue

Tasks
...

Scopes
s1: [OrderManagement.PerformServiceTest, ...,

OrderManagement.ResultsAcceptance]

s2: [OrderManagement.RequestLegalAssistance, ...,

Legal.SendSLA]

In addition, Figure 6.5 shows the same workflow with the scopes marked out.

Importantly we note that the workflow has two invariants

LowBusinessValueThreshold and LowOrderValueThreshold. These refer to

the level of spend from a customer for which the customer is thus regarded as a

small customer and the upper value of an order which would be considered as small,
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VoIP Activation – 3: Pre-Delivery (Refined Workflow)
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Figure 6.4: Case study StPowla workflow

respectively. How these values are ascertained is not important1. What is important is

that the values are accessible.

Furthermore, on invocation of the workflow, two variables attached to the Customer actor

specifying the customer’s cumulative spend in the last year (businessValue) and the

value of the current order (orderValue). Again, we are not concerned with how these

values are obtained, more that we can reference them during workflow execution.

We translate the given variation rules to StPowla policies as follows:

policy P1 is

appliesTo BP

when s1.started

if Customer.businessValue < LowBusinessValueThreshold

and

Customer.orderValue < LowOrderValueThreshold

1The values could be obtained from an external task (e.g. a service) or passed as a parameter from the
customer who invokes the workflow
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VoIP Activation – 3: Pre-Delivery (Refined Workflow)
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Figure 6.5: Case study StPowla workflow with scopes marked

do delete(s1)

policy P2 is

appliesTo BP

when IdentifyOfferProposal.started

if Customer.orderValue < LowOrderValueThreshold

do delete(s2)

and

insert(OrderManagement.PrepareFinalSLA,

OrderManagement.IdentifyOfferProposal,

false)

Policy P1 is straightforward, with the only complication that the use of the Exceptional

Delete allowance is used. Its graph transformation rule is shown in Figure 6.62.
2For clarity, we will consider that in a single case both policies are applicable. Thus the graph transfor-

mation rules have been presented in a way that each can be applied to the output of the former rule, if one
exists. Thus in this first rule, there are references to s2 and PrepareFinalS LA which are not needed. Also,
the workflow instance graph may be defined more than what is required for the rules.
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Figure 6.6: Policy P1 simply removes scope s1 from the workflow. In this diagram, this
is depicted by the s1 task being removed from the workflow in both the type and instance
graphs. It still remains available though for future reuse.

Policy P2 states that on commencing the IdentifyOfferProposal task, if the order value

could be considered small, then the order management system should not invoke legal

assistance and that they should prepare the final Service Level Agreement themselves

(i.e. remove a scope and insert a task). This is thus a 2-step policy which we identify as

step a and step b. Step a deletes the set of tasks that we do not need anymore. The graph

transformation rule is shown in Figure 6.7. Step b inserts the new task into the workflow

at the given position. Its graph transformation rule is shown in Figure 6.8.

Noting the trigger position of the policy and the initial area of effect, the trigger could

also have been workflow.started or IdentifyOfferProposal.task completed

(for P2). The choice of which trigger to use is down to the author and this can have a

significant effect depending on the existence of other policies. For example, if the trigger

of the P2 was bound to an event from a task in scope s1, it is possible that the scope would

be deleted and the policy never initiated. Whereas instead the required functionality was

to initiate the policy regardless.

If the customer could firstly be identified as a small customer and also the order value is

below the low order threshold, it is clear that both policies would be applied. As a result,
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Figure 6.7: Policy P2 has two steps and therefore we provide graph transformation rules
for step a and step b. In step a, scope s2 is removed from the workflow similarly to the
policy P1.
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Figure 6.8: Step b inserts the PrepareFinalSLA task into the workflow after IdentifyOffer-
Proposal.

both policies are applicable and thus both graph transformation rules are used.

In this section, we have taken the scenario and expressed the workflow and variants in

StPowla terms, i.e. the workflow, ontology, policies and their respective graph transfor-

mation rules. In the next section, we encode the variants in SRML.
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6.4 Encoding to SRML

In this section we encode the StPowla workflow and policies into SRML, following on

from the presentation of StPowla concepts in Chapter 3, reconfiguration functions in

Chapter 4 and their encoding to SRML in Chapter 5. We present a methodology for

developing services, which involves StPowla and SRML. The discussion on the method-

ology further illustrates the rationale of the work presented in this thesis by discussing the

benefits of a joint usage of SRML, StPowla and the encoding.

Some of the methodological aspects concerning SRML have been discussed in previous

work [10], which proposes a process to arrive at (formal) service models in SRML start-

ing from informal (or semi-formal) specifications in notations that are typically described

in UML. In Figure 6.1 we use the extension of UML use case diagrams presented

in [10] to capture requirements in a service oriented scenario and derive the structure

of SRML models.

From the use case diagram we can determine the services and resources our application

relies on. The definition of the internal structure of the SRML module (i.e. the compo-

nents and wires that define the internal workflow) depends in general on the portfolio of

components already available for reuse within the business organisation. The definition

of a complex internal structure from scratch, deriving from the decomposition of the or-

chestration in a number of coordinated units, can be done, in general, using traditional

techniques for Component Based Development.

SRML offers primitives based on events that allow us to suitably model those scenarios

where process-based modelling could result in over-specification. However, the prim-

itives of SRML are general enough to support process based modelling. For exam-

ple, [14] presents an encoding from the process-base style of modelling of WS-BPEL

to SRML. Another example is the encoding presented in this chapter where StPowla pro-

vides SRML with a means to define, at a higher level of abstraction, a process-based
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behaviour (i.e. workflow schedule) which is dynamically reconfigured by policies.

6.4.1 Methodology

The methodology presented through the example involves three different languages that

suit the needs of different stages of the modelling process:

Requirements UML Use Case diagrams are used to capture the requirements of the ser-

vice oriented application that has to be developed. The application may involve

a number of related services (i.e. they may share resources and are modelled as a

single business unit). The usage of UML Use Case diagrams provides a human

friendly notation suitable in this phase which involves the intervention of non ex-

perts in the engineering process (e.g. members of the business company commis-

sioning the development of the application). The outcome of this phase is a Use

Case diagram. By using the mapping defined in [10] it is possible to derive, from

the diagram, the structure for a number of SRML modules where the orchestration

and the behavioural specification of the external interfaces is left unspecified.

Business Modelling StPowla is used to perform the modelling, at the business level, of

the orchestration in terms of workflow schedule and reconfiguration policies. This

phase can be performed by experts in business modelling who can benefit by the

level of abstraction provided by StPowla (i.e. modular definition of control-based

process and business policies). The outcome of this phase is a StPowla model of

the business process that, by using the encoding to SRML, can provide each of

the SRML module structures resulting from the previous phase with an the internal

orchestration.

Service Oriented Modelling The SRML modules obtained in the previous phase can be

extended to include the behavioural specifications for the external interfaces, mod-

ified to include other components in the internal structure (for example component
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extracted from implementations in BPEL [14] or any other language for which an

encoding into SRML has been provided), and analyzed with the formal framework

provided by SRML.

6.4.2 Use Case Driven Example

In this section, we present the encoding of the VoIP case study to SRML. The require-

ments are expressed in Figure 6.1, using the notation for use-case diagrams proposed

in [10]. The customized icons represent different types of roles that an actor can have in a

service oriented context (e.g. dynamically discovered services, statically bound persistent

resources, service requester, etc.).

As mentioned in Section 5.2, SRML distinguishes between the different types of actors

by representing nodes at different layers. The SRML module derived by the diagram

in Figure 6.1 is illustrated in Figure 6.93. The module has one provides-interface CR

of type Customer, one bottom-layer interface LE of type Legal and one requires-

interface TE of type Test. The internal structure of the module is defined according to

Section 5.2: the component BP of type BusinessProcess defines the base workflows for

orchestrating the service, the component PI of type PolicyInterface handles the reconfig-

uration requests.

According to the encoding, the process triggered by the root transition (see Section 5.3)

is represented in SRML by the transition X which executes in sequence the scope s1,

followed by task IdentifyOfferProposal, followed by scope s2 and finally task CreateA-

Contract. For readability purposes, we identify the task IdentifyOfferProposal as t1 and

task CreateAContract as t2.

transition X

3The clock symbol indicates that the related component has an internal configuration policy, which
identifies the triggers of the external service discovery process as well as the initialisation and termination
conditions of the components that instantiate the component-interfaces [30].
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Figure 6.9: VoIP Case Study SRML module.

triggeredBy start[x] ∨ done[s1] ∨ done[t1] ∨ done[s2] ∨ done[t2]

guardedBy ¬ policy[x]

effects start[x] ⊃ ¬ start[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=running ∧ start[s1]’

∧ done[s1] ⊃ ¬ done[s1]’ ∧ start[t1]’

∧ done[t1] ⊃ ¬ done[t1]’ ∧ start[s2]’

∧ done[s2] ⊃ ¬ done[s2]’ ∧ start[t2]’

∧ done[t2] ⊃ ¬ done[t2]’ ∧ done[x]’ ∧ state[x]’=exited

Transition X4 is executed when the sequence task is triggered and when any of the sub-

tasks of the sequence terminate. The guard ensures that no policies have been triggered

for x. The description of what happens in each execution is as follows:

First Execution: the state of x is set to running and s1 in the sequence is triggered.

Second Execution: s1 completed successfully and triggers t1.

Third Execution: t1 completed successfully and triggers s2.

Fourth Execution: s2 completed successfully and triggers t2.
4The careful reader will have noticed that transition X contains more than two tasks to be executed in

sequence. Whereas in the previous chapter we only identified a sequence transition as having two tasks,
we can easily include more as shown. For our purposes, it is far easier and clearer to define one transition
containing many tasks in sequence, rather than a set of transitions that coordinate themselves and eventually
two tasks. In this case study, transitions would be created to go from s1 to t1, then from t1 to s2, then from
s2 to t2 then finally the completion of X.
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Fifth Execution: t2 completed successfully and sequence task x terminates successfully.

Fragments of the transitions scope1 and scope2, which illustrate triggers and guards, are

reported below. The variables y and z represent the root process started within each scope.

transition scope1

triggeredBy start[s1] ∨ done[y]

guardedBy ¬ policy[s1]

...

transition scope2

triggeredBy start[s2] ∨ done[z]

guardedBy ¬ policy[s2]

...

The business role BusinessProcess provides transitions to handle the reconfiguration for

each sub-process. When the customer creates a new instance of the service OrderManag-

ment, the SLA variables concerning the business value of the customer and the order

value are set. Depending on those values, PI will either request to apply P1 and P2, or

not.

In order to apply P1, for instance, PI sends an event delete[s1]֠ ! to BP. The transitions

policyHandler p1 1 and policyHandler p1 2, defined as described in Section 5.4, handle

the request of the component PI to delete the scope s1 (i.e. P1).

transition policyHandler_p1_1

triggeredBy delete[s1]֠ 

guardedBy state[delete[s1]֠ .task] = toStart

effects policy[delete[s1]֠ .task]’

transition policyHandler_p1_2
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triggeredBy start[x]

guardedBy P_delete[s1]֠ ∧ delete[s1]֠ .task=s1

effects ¬ start[s1]’ ∧ done[s1]’ ∧ state[s1]’ = done

sends delete[s1]� !

The transition policyHandler p1 1 is triggered by the deletion request, only if scope s1

has not started its execution yet, and sets the variable policy[delete[s1]֠ .task to true.

When the transition x sets start[s1] = true, the transition s1 cannot be triggered because

of the false guard. The transition policyHandler p1 2 is triggered instead.

The effects of policyHandler p1 2 are to set the variables for s1 as if the scope had been

successfully executed (but in fact it has not been executed at all), and to notify PI of

the deletion through the interaction delete[s1]� !. The next transition to be executed is,

again, x which triggers the next process in the sequence (i.e. t1). After t1 has completed,

s2 would be executed under normal circumstances. However, if P2 was applicable, BP is

subject to two further reconfigurations.

For step a of policy P2, the transitions are similar for deleting scope s2:

transition policyHandler_p2_1_1

triggeredBy delete[s2]֠ 

guardedBy state[delete[s2]֠ .task] = toStart

effects policy[delete[s2]֠ .task]’

transition policyHandler_p2_1_2

triggeredBy start[x]

guardedBy P_delete[s2]֠ ∧ delete[s2]֠ .task=s2

effects ¬ start[s2]’ ∧ done[s2]’ ∧ state[s2]’ = done

sends delete[s2]� 

These transitions are essentially the same as those for P1, therefore we do not describe
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them here. However, after these transitions have been executed, we must also consider

the second part of P2, i.e. inserting t2.

For step b of policy P2, the transition performs an insert as follows:

transition policyHandler_p2_2_1

triggeredBy insert[t1]֠ 

guardedBy state[insert[t1]֠ .task] = toStart

effects policy[insert[t1]֠ .task]’

This transition is from the Policy Interface and is triggered when the insert policy is en-

abled. The effects are guarded by the existing task’s state, which should not have started

yet. The effects are to modify the original transition’s policy guard to being true.

transition policyHandler_p2_2_2

triggeredBy start[x]

guardedBy P_insert[t1]֠ ∧ insert[t1]֠ .task=t1

effects insert[t1]֠ ⊃ ¬ policy[insert[t1]֠ .task]’

∧ ¬ insert[t1]֠ .condition ⊃ policy[insert[t1]֠ .task]’

∧ start[insert[t1]֠ .insertedTask]’

sends insert[t1]� 

Transition policyHandler p2 2 2 replaces the original and starts the execution of t1 as

this is the task that the policy applies to. The condition in this case is false (for inserting

in sequence) and the effects are to send the policy signal for inserting the new task and to

send the start signal of the inserted task.

transition policyHandler_p2_insert

triggeredBy done[t1] ∨ done[t2]

guardedBy P_insert[t1]֠ ∧ insert[t1].condition

∧(insert[t1].task=t1 ∨ insert[t1]֠ .insertedTask=t2
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effects done[t1] ⊃ ¬ done[t1]’ ∧ start[t2]’

∧ done[t2] ⊃ ¬ done[t2] ∧ start[next(t1)]’

sends done[t2] ⊃ insert[t1]֠ 

This final transition coordinates the execution of the tasks. When the done signal t1 is

received, this signal is disabled and the start signal of t2 is sent. When this is received

(i.e. t2 completes), the signal is disabled and the next task after t1 originally is sent its

start signal (through the use of the next() function.).

Thus these are the SRML transitions applicable to this case study.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have taken a case study provided by an industrial partner on the Senso-

ria project. The case study described a workflow based on VoIP provision, but can be seen

at a higher level as representative of most, if not all procurement situations. Having first

identified and resolved two design issues, we expressed both the workflow and its two (in-

formally) written variants in StPowla (workflow notation and policies). We then applied

the policies to the workflow through the use of the graph transformation rules defined in

the previous chapter. Finally, we encoded the StPowla representation into SRML.

As a result, we have shown how StPowla can be applied to real situations. We have

ascertained that StPowla can be mapped easily to such situations and enables workflow

variations to be expressed in a manner that eliminates the use of natural English for defi-

nition and thus removes ambiguities. It also facilitates the design and implementation of a

StPowla workflow engine that can automate the workflow execution process specifically

in terms of applying variability as would be expressed in policies.

In the next chapter, we will evaluate the StPowla approach using a number of different

measures, in order to determine adequacy, effectiveness and business value.
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Evaluation

7.1 Introduction

The main aim of this chapter is to take an objective view of what we have presented,

namely the StPowla combination of workflows, policies and Service Oriented Architec-

ture, but with a specific focus on reconfiguration functions that can be used in policies

to affect the structure of the workflow. We will discuss the capabilities and limitations

of our approach and evaluate the adequacy of the reconfiguration functions using work-

flow patterns as the benchmark. We will briefly discuss the area of policy conflict before

concluding with an evaluation of the business value of our approach.

7.2 Capabilities and Limitations

Our original aim was to propose a solution to dynamic workflows, where SOA provided

the underlying functionality. Change was to be made at the business level, rather than the

orchestration level.

Through StPowla, we have defined an adequate means for defining workflows using a vi-
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sual modelling technique. Although the number of operators available is relatively small,

we consider this to be greater than a minimal set. For example, Strict Preference can

be defined as a composition of tasks together with complex routing of outgoing control

flow paths from the tasks. Although Random Choice is similar to this, its semantics are

sufficiently different to warrant its own operator.

The reconfiguration functions represent a set of graph transformation functions applicable

to StPowla workflows. We have defined the capability to insert tasks anywhere inside the

workflow, either in sequence to other tasks or in parallel with them. The delete function

offers the capability to avoid performing a particular function. These two functions alone

provide scope for wholesale changes to the workflow.

Supporting those two essential functions are block, fail and abort. These three functions

have the capability of changing the workflow execution without modifying the workflow

structure. Whilst we call them reconfiguration functions, one might argue that they are

not reconfiguration functions but execution functions.

So far, we are unable to define (in policies) completely new tasks. This is partially due

the fact that we have not focussed on expressing task requirements in this thesis. The

aim would be to have policy syntax that can be used for precisely this reason and thus

remove the need for reconfiguring workflows with respect to only those tasks that the

designer knows about. Once this capability has been introduced, it would be possible

to have all workflows starting execution with no tasks, and from there new tasks are

added through policies. This was the first of our two extreme situations which we recall

from Chapter 1: Workflow A specifies no tasks at all and the control flow is empty. It is

populated with tasks through policy functions at runtime. Workflow B is a significantly

complex workflow with every single possible condition identified and embedded into the

control flow. Neither of these extremes are adequate solutions and we are looking for a

suitable balance between the two, which StPowla provides.

A second key limitation is that there is no existing capability for cancellation and com-
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pensation functions. We have provided functions for aborting and failing tasks, but the

semantics of these functions simply directs the control flow output to another branch (if

one exists). There could potentially be the requirement to fail or abort a task and roll

back its functionality to a given point, if such functionality exists. For example, suppose

a person was at home cooking dinner when their partner returned home from work with

pre-cooked food from the local takeaway. In this situation, the cooking would be aborted

and some form of rollback would start, including returning uncooked food to the fridge

and pantry, and disposing of any unusable food. Alternatively, the cooking may be paused

whilst dinner is eaten, then completed and the food stored. In the former situation, we can

see a compensation function in use, whereas the latter is more of a reconfiguration.

In the next section, we will examine StPowla further, including its notation and reconfig-

uration functions, against workflow patterns.

7.3 Workflow Patterns

A pattern “is the abstraction from a concrete form which keeps recurring in specific non-

arbitrary contexts” [76]. Workflow patterns are thus a set of frequently-recurring struc-

tures within workflows, including control flows, data flows and exception flows, to name

only a few1. In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to considering only workflow patterns on

control flows for obvious reason.

Workflow patterns have gained substantial exposure since their first publication in [93],

followed by a revision in [78] and advanced patterns defined in [89]. We use them as a

benchmark to evaluate StPowla against as they are well understood, widely accepted and

comprehensively documented.

For each workflow pattern, we proceed to give a brief description, a discussion of how it is

currently supported in StPowla, if it is also supported through reconfiguration functions
1See http://www.workflowpatterns.com for comprehensive documentation about workflow patterns
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and any identified issues. Table 7.1 provides an overview (‘3’ indicates full support for

the workflow pattern, ‘-’ indicates partial support and ‘5’ indicates no support).

7.4 Critical Assessment

The purpose of a comparison with workflow patterns is not simply to test the strength of

capability, i.e. to see what possible workflow patterns can be supported, but more impor-

tantly to see how the StPowla approach facilitates the expression of different workflow

patterns, and whether policies can play an integral part in providing such support. Simple

patterns can of course be supported in several notations, including the one we have used

in this thesis. But the evaluation of those patterns means little without having in mind the

key element of StPowla, that is the separation of the core process to variability.

Thus, our evaluation is designed, in the first part, to see not just how many workflow pat-

terns are supported in StPowla, but to evaluate the potential impact of policies and, more

importantly, reconfiguration functions on a workflow. As will be seen in the following de-

scriptions, the quantity of workflow patterns supported is the majority. The commentaries

on each will often point to how policies are used to assist in the support of those patterns.

So our evaluation extends not just to determining capability of StPowla, but crucially the

role that reconfiguration functions can play in the provision of such capability. Indeed, we

will find that many patterns require reconfiguration functions to modify the workflow in a

particular way. In fact, one might also consider that reconfiguration functions permit the

dynamic creation of patterns at runtime, but to cover such a topic would require significant

more space than is available here. What we learn is that the use of policies significant

extends the capability of a workflow to implement a number of different situations. A

simple workflow notation is only capable of so much, but the ability to modify a given

model to an almost unlimited extend gives real expressive power to StPowla.
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Table 7.1: Workflow patterns evaluation summary (preced-

ing numbers refer to the workflow pattern ID at http:

//www.workflowpatterns.com)

Pattern Supported

Basic Patterns

1. Sequence 3

2. Parallel Split 3

3. Synchronisation 3

4. Exclusive Choice 3

5. Flow Merge 3

Advanced and Synchronisation Patterns

6. Multi-Choice 3

7. Structured Synchronising Merge 3

8. Multi-Merge 3

9. Structured Discriminator 3

28. Blocking Discriminator 3

29. Cancelling Discriminator 3

30. Structured Partial Join 3

31. Blocking Partial Join 3

32. Cancelling Partial Join 3

33. Generalised AND-Join 3

37. Local Synchronising Merge 5

38. General Synchronising Merge 5

41. Thread Merge -

42. Thread Split -

Multiple Instance Patterns

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 7.1– Continued

12. Multiple Instances without Synchronisation 5

13. Multiple Instances with a Priori Design-Time Knowledge 5

14. Multiple Instances with a Priori Run-Time Knowledge 5

15. Multiple Instances without a Priori Run-Time Knowledge 5

34. Static Partial Join for Multiple Instances 5

35. Cancelling Partial Join for Multiple Instances 5

36. Dynamic Partial Join for Multiple Instances 5

State-based Patterns

16. Deferred Choice 3

17. Interleaved Parallel Routing -

18. Milestone 3

39. Critical Section -

40. Interleaved Routing 5

Cancellation and Force Completion Patterns

19. Cancel Task 3

20. Cancel Case 3

25. Cancel Region -

26. Cancel Multiple Instance Activity 5

27. Complete Multiple Instance Activity -

Iteration Patterns

10. Arbitrary Cycles 5

21. Structured Loop -

22. Recursion 5

Termination Patterns

11. Implicit Termination 5

43. Explicit Termination -

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 7.1– Continued

Trigger Patterns

23. Transient Trigger -

24. Persistent Trigger -

We have compared StPowla notation and the reconfiguration functions to the widely-

researched and documented workflow patterns, evaluating StPowla against 43 workflow

patterns, with results showing 19 of those patterns are supported directly either through

the normal notation or through reconfiguration functions (in some cases reconfiguration

functions are essential to supporting the workflow patterns). Furthermore, StPowla pro-

vides indirect support for another 10 patterns. Of the remaining 14 patterns, 7 are to do

with multiple instances, which StPowla does not support. The remaining 7 patterns relate

to iterations, termination, synchronisations based on runtime information and the ordering

of task executions at runtime.

The following sections provide further details on the evaluations.

7.4.1 Basic Patterns

Sequence:

Description: An activity is enabled after the previous has completed.

Support:
Yes - this is supported directly in StPowla through the sequence

operator.

Discussion:
This can be supported both through the basic notation and

through reconfiguration functions.
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Parallel Split:

Description:
Divergence of one branch into two or more parallel branches

which execute concurrently.

Support:
Yes - this is directly supported in StPowla through the Flow

Split operator.

Discussion:
This can be supported both through the basic notation and

through reconfiguration functions.

Synchronisation:

Description:
Converges two or more branches into a single subsequent

branch once all input branches have been enabled.

Support:
Yes - this is directly supported in StPowla through the Condi-

tional Merge operator.

Discussion:

StPowla requires a Conditional Merge construct to be used in

conjunction with a Flow Split in order to maintain structural

integrity of the workflow (i.e. one control flow in and one con-

trol flow out). Thus, both the basic notation and reconfigura-

tion functions will support this pattern. The purpose of forcing

the combination of Flow Split and Conditional Merge operators

was given for the pragmatic reason that it would like lead to

less issues in workflow design, whereas multiple active control

flows could potentially become available, and be hard to keep

track of, if a Flow Split could be used in isolation from the Con-

ditional Merge.
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Exclusive Choice:

Description:

Divergence of control flow from one activity to one of a set of

outgoing branches, with the path determined by the outcome of

a logical expression.

Support:
Yes - this is directly supported in StPowla through the Flow

Junction construct.

Discussion:

StPowla permits this “binary choice” pattern through both ba-

sic notation and through reconfiguration functions, in associa-

tion with a Flow Merge operator. The concept of the Excep-

tional Delete was introduced partially to deal with situations in

which multiple choice operators, such as this, lead to multiple

merges which could make the workflow potentially unreadable.

Thus, when an output from a choice operator leads to the end of

the workflow, an early termination operator is allowed, but only

as a shorthand method of writing in the Flow Merge operators.

Flow Merge:

Description: Merges two or more branches without synchronisation.

Support:
Yes - this is directly supported in StPowla through the Flow

Merge construct.

Discussion:

This pattern is only supported in conjunction with a flow diver-

gence point, namely the Flow Junction, Strict Preference and

Random Choice operators. It is supported both in standard no-

tation and in reconfiguration functions.
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7.4.2 Advanced Branching and Synchronisation Patterns

Multi Choice:

Description:
A variant of Exclusive Choice in which the conditions for each

output branch are not disjoint.

Support:

Partial - StPowla provides the Flow Junction concept as a bi-

nary operator. The use of multiple Flow Junctions, specified

with the correct condition checks, can model this pattern, albeit

in more verbose terms.

Discussion:

This pattern is partially supported for the given reasons by both

the standard notation and reconfiguration functions. It could

be helpful to permit the user to change the condition through

a reconfiguration function, however that could potentially lead

to confusion at runtime (i.e. remembering which operator has

which condition), with stacked Flow Junction conditions possi-

bly contradicting each other (e.g. “if (x < y) then if (x > y) then

do something”).

Structured Synchronising Merge:

Description:

The convergence of two or more branches (that were previously

diverged) into a single subsequent branch. It accompanies the

Multi-Choice or OR-Split constructs.

Support: Partial - as per Multi-Choice pattern.

Discussion: See the discussion on the Multi-Choice pattern.
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Multi-Merge:

Description:
Converges two or more branches into a single subsequent

branch.

Support: Yes - this is supported through the Flow Merge operator.

Discussion:

StPowla supports this pattern directly in the notation and re-

configuration functions. It can only be used in conjunction with

a Flow Junction, Strict Preference or Random Choice operator

to ensure workflow integrity. It could be useful to have one

Flow Merge operator for multiple control flow divergence oper-

ators, although this is simply a shorthand way of writing multi-

ple Flow Merge operators.
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Structured Discriminator:

Description:

Converges two or more branches into a single subsequent

branch following a previous divergence in the process. Also,

control is passed to the subsequent branch when the first in-

coming branch is enabled.

Support:
Yes - this is supported through configuring the Conditional

Merge operator.

Discussion:

StPowla provides support for this pattern directly in the Flow

Split/Conditional Merge operators. The latter is configured us-

ing design time knowledge to determine the number of branches

that must complete and also which of the branches are manda-

tory. Reconfiguration functions do not easily support modifiable

Conditional Merge operators since new operators are typically

either already defined or have preset values (i.e. 2 mandatory

branches and both incoming branches must complete). It could

be useful to extend this to allow reconfiguration of the Condi-

tional Merge operator itself to allow runtime changes based on

reactions to events. However, it can be safely assumed that al-

most any event can lead to a policy enforcing changes to the

workflow which would be cleaner than simply changing values

of an operator.
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Blocking Discriminator:

Description:

The convergence of two or more branches into a single subse-

quent branch following one or more previous divergences. Con-

trol is passed to the subsequent activity when the first branch

completes. Enablements can be blocked until the discriminator

has been reset.

Support:
Partial - StPowla provides support through the configurable

Conditional Merge operator.

Discussion:

The use of multiple divergence operators into a single conver-

gence operator can be viewed as shorthand, or even sloppy mod-

elling. StPowla requires 1-1 mapping and this can still model

this pattern. Arguably our approach requires more design time

work, although the introduction of the capability to have a sin-

gle Conditional Merge operator for multiple Flow Split opera-

tors would just be a shorthand. A slight constraint in StPowla is

that the operator is generally executed only once, or at least in

isolation from other execution times. Thus no state information

is kept by the operator between executions.
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Cancelling Discriminator:

Description:

As per the Blocking Discriminator with the exception that on

passing control to the subsequent activity, all remaining activi-

ties are cancelled.

Support:

Partial - this is not supported by StPowla notation, but reconfig-

uration functions can be used to abort or delete any remaining

tasks that are no longer required.

Discussion:

Since the remaining tasks do not have a link to the active con-

trol flow, their current flow will either expire (i.e. come to a

natural end) when the execution has completed or will undergo

the abort path, executing any task (unless already deleted) and

then expiring. The workflow/policy designer must take special

care to avoid executing tasks on the abort path if they are not

required.

Structured Partial Join:

Description:

Following a prior divergence, control is passed to a single sub-

sequent branch when a specific number of incoming branches

have been enabled.

Support:
Yes - this is supported through the configuration of the require-

ment of incoming branches in the Conditional Merge operator.

Discussion:

The support provided by StPowla requires the designer to know

at design time how many branches are required to complete.

This is a constraint on the general workflow pattern, which

would add some potentially valuable functionality. Potentially,

a policy function could be introduced to manipulate the config-

uration settings of operators.
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Blocking Partial Join:

Description:
As per the Blocking Discriminator with the exception that a spe-

cific number of the incoming branches must complete.

Support: Yes - through the Conditional Merge operator.

Discussion:

The Conditional Merge operator should be configured at design

time as part of a sub-workflow scope in order to take advantage

of configuring the number of branches required to complete.

Cancelling Partial Join:

Description:

As per the Cancelling Discriminator combined with the Block-

ing Partial Join. After the specific number of incoming branches

have completed, the remainder are cancelled as control is passed

to the single subsequent activity.

Support:
Yes - as per the Cancelling Discriminator and the Blocking Par-

tial Join, i.e. delete policies should be used.

Discussion: As per the Cancelling Discriminator and Blocking Partial Join.

Generalized AND-Join:

Description:
Convergence of two or more branches into a single subsequent

branch after all incoming branches have completed.

Support: Yes - through the Conditional Merge operator.

Discussion: As per the Blocking Partial Join.
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Local Synchronising Merge (also known as Acyclic Sychronising Merge):

Description:

The convergence of two or more branches into a single sub-

sequent branch where the incoming branches were previously

diverged. The number of branches that require synchronisation

is determined by information in the workflow, including infor-

mation given by the divergence construct or local data arriving

at the merge.

Support:
No - StPowla supports only the configurable Conditional

Merge.

Discussion:

It could be a valuable addition to StPowla to allow policy func-

tions to modify the configuration information of each Condi-

tional Merge. Furthermore, such enhancements could be made

to other operators (e.g. modifying the condition check of Flow

Junctions). It could however be advantageous to allow the

workflow definition to reuse dynamic information, e.g. in con-

dition checks, the variables addressed could be done so by ref-

erence rather than value. This means that no static values need

to be defined at all.
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General Synchronising Merge:

Description:

As per the Local Synchronising Merge with the exception that

control is passed when either each incoming branch is enabled

or will never achieve the enabled state.

Support: No - as per the Local Synchronising Merge.

Discussion:

See the comments on the Local Synchronising Merge.

StPowla does not support this pattern as it gathers information

from the workflow directly whereas in StPowla the information

must be known at design time.

Thread Merge:

Description:
A nominated number of execution threads are converged into a

single branch of the same process instance.

Support:
Yes - StPowla provides support using the Flow Split and Con-

ditional Merge operator.

Discussion:

Whereas the workflow pattern permits this construct to be de-

fined “cleanly” (i.e. with minimal notation), StPowla requires

additional notation to model this pattern. Thus there is no ev-

idence to suggest a specific new operator for StPowla is re-

quired.
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Thread Split:

Description:
A single execution branch can initiate a nominated number of

execution threads.

Support:
Yes - StPowla provides support using the Flow Split and Con-

ditional Merge operator.

Discussion: See the Thread Merge pattern.

7.4.3 Multiple Instance Patterns

Currently StPowla does not support multiple instance patterns. Thus, no reconfiguration

functions support multiple instances either. The reason for not supporting multiple in-

stances is that a single task can be itself defined to invoke a service multiple times, i.e. the

multiple instance behaviour can be embedded into the task itself. Also, through the use of

a loop construct (a combination of Flow Junction, Flow Merge and an ontology variable),

an alternative approach of using a structured loop can be used instead to similar effect.
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7.4.4 State-based Patterns

Deferred Choice:

Description:

A set of branches represent possible execution paths at a single

point. The decision is made by invoking the first activity of each

branch and selecting the subsequent output branch from the first

task to complete successfully.

Support: Yes - this is supported through the Random Choice operator.

Discussion:

StPowla currently supports this pattern through the notation

and through reconfiguration functions, noting that the Random

Choice operator is used in conjunction with a Flow Merge op-

erator.

Interleaved Parallel Routing:

Description:

A set of activities has a partial ordering that is finally determined

at runtime, with each activity being executed only once and not

concurrently with another.

Support: Partial - StPowla supports full ordering or parallel processing.

Discussion:

Currently StPowla requires that the workflow designer explic-

itly state the execution order of all items. The only exception

is that a set of tasks could be executed in parallel. The imple-

mentation ultimately determines the order in which the tasks

are executed, however to the designer, the only requirement is

that each task is completed prior to the subsequent activity com-

mencing. Such a solution is also supported through reconfigu-

ration functions.
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Milestone:

Description: An activity is only enabled when it is in a specific state.

Support: Yes - this is supported through each tasks’ ready variable.

Discussion:

StPowla supports this pattern both through the notation and

through policies. However, the usage of this pattern does not

constitute a reconfiguration since the workflow structure re-

mains the same as before. A policy must still be used through

to set the value of the ready variable of the target task.

Critical Section:

Description:

Two or more connected subgraphs of a process model are iden-

tified as “critical sections” and activities in each are executed in

a mutually-exclusive way with other critical sections, i.e. a crit-

ical section must complete before another critical section may

begin.

Support:
Partial - this is not supported directly in StPowla notation, but

reconfiguration functions can emulate the pattern.

Discussion:

StPowla policies can be used to change tasks’ ready attributes

in order to control when they can and cannot start. Although

not directly modelling the critical section pattern, this method

does at least provide some means for substantial resemblance.

To aid understanding, a critical section could be defined as a

composite task and a policy could be created on one task that

disables any others on entry, and enables them on completion.
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Interleaved Routing:

Description:

Each activity in a set must be executed once, but there is no

restriction on order except that none may be executed concur-

rently with another.

Support: No - StPowla requires total ordering of tasks.

Discussion:

This pattern may be seen more as an implementation, or run-

time constraint. Consider 10 people who wish to enter a garden

through a gate. The order in which they enter does not mat-

ter, but the gate has the capacity for only 1 person at a time.

The workflow designer is likely to specify the former aspects to

this problem (what), without focussing how, which is the role

of Services. Thus, there is insufficient technical substance for

including this pattern in StPowla.

7.4.5 Cancellation and Force Completion Actions

Cancel Activity:

Description:
An enabled activity is withdrawn before commencing execu-

tion.

Support:
Yes - this is synonymous with using the Delete reconfiguration

function on a task.

Discussion:

The StPowla approach is to remove the target task from the

workflow, although not necessarily deleting its definition (i.e. it

can be reused again later).
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Cancel Case:

Description:
Removal of a complete process instance, including those activ-

ities currently being executed.

Support:
Partial - this can be emulated by deleting all remaining tasks

and aborting the current task.

Discussion:

The main difference with the StPowla implementation is that

any specific functionality defined for the abort event of the sub-

ject task will be executed, unless a policy changes that before-

hand. Thus, we can argue that the StPowla approach provides

greater flexibility, in contrast with a little extra work from the

designer.

Cancel Region:

Description:

This involves the ability to cancel a set of activities that may

or may not be currently executing within a process instance.

Neither are the activities required to be connected to the overall

process model.

Support:

No - StPowla places a restriction that any task must be con-

nected to the main control flow, otherwise it will not be exe-

cuted. The closest match to a region is a scope.

Discussion:

A useful implementation could be that a defined scope can be

aborted and then the scope has its own abort control flow output

defined. Alternatively, it would be straightforward to say that if

a scope is failed, the active task within the scope is aborted and

its abort control flow output is invoked. This would provide a

broader range of functionality than just this workflow pattern.
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Cancel Multiple Instance Activity:

Description:

This involves the cancellation of all instances (the number of

which is known at design time) that are running concurrently

and independent of each other.

Support: No - StPowla does not support multiple instances of tasks.

Discussion: n/a

Complete Multiple Instance Activity:

Description:
This involves the (sometimes forceful) completion of all in-

stances of an executing activity.

Support: Partial - StPowla does not support this pattern

Discussion:

Neither the StPowla notation or reconfiguration functions pro-

vide support for this pattern. The only possible ways for a task

to complete is if it completes successfully, if it fails or if it

aborts. To allow a task to complete “successfully”, even when

it failed or was aborted is counter-intuitive to design. However,

it can be argued that some tasks are designed never to com-

plete (e.g. calculating the value of π) and a completion event

would put a safe end to the current processing. It can be seen

though, that this is a slightly different interpretation of the abort

functionality, from which support can be provided through a

StPowla function.
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7.4.6 Iteration Patterns

Arbitrary Cycles:

Description: Cycles which have more than one entry/exit point.

Support: No - StPowla does not support arbitary cycles.

Discussion:

The basic design of a StPowla workflow assumes one control

flow input and (presuming a divergence operator is paired with

the appropriate convergence operator) one control flow output,

i.e. one entry and one exit point. To introduce multiple entry

and exit points would potentially lose integrity and importantly

lose the capability to track the workflow.

Structured Loop:

Description: The ability to execute an activity or sub-process repeatedly.

Support:

Partial - no explicit support, however through the definition of a

Flow Junction/Flow Merge, the situation could easily be recre-

ated.

Discussion:

Currently, there is no explicit notation for structured loops. Nei-

ther is there direct support through reconfiguration functions.

However, through a combination of a Flow Junction, Flow

Merge and a variable in the workflow ontology, this pattern can

be simulated. The structured loop is therefore a shorthand no-

tation that has no sufficient technical reason for implementation

in StPowla.
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Recursion:

Description: An activity is able to call itself.

Support:

No - StPowla allows the design of workflows to include in-

stances of tasks, where two or more instances of the same task

are independent from one another. No task is able to call itself.

Discussion:

The implementation of recursion is potentially complex, lead-

ing to continuous loops if the design is incorrect. At a business

level, recursive functionality can be defined as a single unit of

functionality, with the recursive aspect an implementation de-

tail. A task may be implemented using some recursion, but

there is little need for it at the workflow level. Thus there is

insufficient technical requirement for implementing recursion

in StPowla.
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7.4.7 Termination Patterns

Implicit Termination:

Description:
A given process terminates if there is no further work item to

process.

Support:
No - all StPowla workflows must terminate in a single end

point (with the shorthand exception of the Exceptional Delete).

Discussion:

This pattern can lead to sloppy workflow design. It would be

clearer and more precise if it was made explicit that, should no

more tasks be available for processing, the next workflow item

is the end point. Even if there are tasks still to be executed, a

deletion reconfiguration can remove them prior to completing

the workflow. At this time there is no sufficient reason to sup-

port this workflow pattern.
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Explicit Termination:

Description:
A process instance terminates when it reaches a nominated

state, typically identified by an end node.

Support:

Partial - StPowla provides support through having a single end

operator on each workflow and reconfiguration functions to en-

sure it is the next item reached.

Discussion:

Although StPowla provides end nodes to workflows, it does not

permit two or more branches to exist where one branch goes to

the end node whilst aborting or failing the remaining tasks in

other branches. Instead, a Conditional Merge operator will be

present to enforce completion of remaining work before termi-

nating the workflow. The policy designer must be aware of the

position in the workflow where the workflow may explicitly ter-

minate in order to know what remaining tasks may exist. This

implies that for each point at which an explicit termination is

possible, a policy may be required to delete and/or abort other

tasks.
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7.4.8 Trigger Patterns

Transient Trigger:

Description:
A pre-defined event from the workflow or the external environ-

ment triggers an existing activity into action.

Support:
Partial - no direct support is provided, but a policy can insert a

copy of an existing task into the current workflow location.

Discussion:

StPowla permits an event to invoke a policy, which in turn in-

vokes a reconfiguration function. If that function were to insert

a task into the workflow’s current (i.e. next) active position, the

effect is similar to this workflow pattern. At a specific event,

under defined conditions, a new task can be executed.

Persistent Trigger:

Description:

This is similar to the transient trigger, except that the workflow

does not need to execute the handling activity immediately. The

signal is retained until the workflow reaches the handling activ-

ity.

Support:
Partial - no direct support is provided, but a policy can insert a

copy of an existing task into the current workflow location.

Discussion:

As per the Transient Trigger, StPowla permits the insertion of

a new task into the workflow. A significant difference is that the

policy/workflow combination permits the user to insert a task

almost anywhere inside the workflow. Thus it can be argued

that StPowla provides support for both these trigger patterns

through the same policy usage.
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7.5 Policy Conflict

One significant area of research not covered by this thesis is on policy conflict. If policies

are defined as “information which can be used to modify the behaviour of a system” [59],

then policy conflict can be accurately defined as the situation when two or more policies

whose information instructs a system to modify its behaviour in incompatible ways.

Policy conflict is an example of the wider problem area known as feature interaction [74]:

if a feature f1 satisfies a property φ1 (written f1 |= φ1), and f2 |= φ2; a feature interaction

is said to occur if, when the features are composed (denoted f1 ⊕ f2) we do not have

f1 ⊕ f2 |= φ1 ∧ φ2 [41].

For example, in the world of telecoms, a user cannot completely enable both features call

waiting and call forward when busy simultaneously without conflict. The first feature

holds incoming calls until the current call has finished whereas the second forwards the

incoming call to another destination. Clearly, both are incompatible.

Business processes can also be considered in the domain of feature interaction. More

specifically, if a business process is subject to policies that can potentially define process

variability, the potential for feature interaction problems significantly increases. For ex-

ample, conflicts can occur between refinement policies (i.e. setting conflicting properties),

reconfiguration rules (i.e. setting conflicting actions) and even service selection criteria.

For more information, we refer the interested reader to [41].

In StPowla, policy conflict is a significant area of research on its own and is thus not the

focus of this thesis. Instead, for more information the reader is encouraged to read [60],

which is collaborative work.
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7.6 Business Value

The final evaluation perspective to consider is that of business value. All throughout this

thesis, we have emphasized StPowla as a solution aimed at a more abstract level of busi-

ness design, rather than technical implementation. As such, the connection between tasks

and services has been hypothetical and all discussion has been kept inside the business

domain.

Nevertheless, it is important to understand that there is a very real business need for

a solution like StPowla. The integration with Service Oriented Architecture has been

widely acknowledged as becoming part of the very fabric of business, rather than just a

tool that business uses2. We have already identified a simple procurement example in the

first chapter and possible variations. One may consider a number of other situations that

can frequently occur, such as in Ebay trading where the normal process ends in the buyer

providing feedback on the seller to close the process. If the buyer has any reason to object

to the business transaction (e.g. the seller did not send the item or the item was not as

described), then the buyer has the option to open a case with Ebay, who will investigate

any claims. This is clearly an extension to the normal process, but could also be seen as a

distinct process in itself.

Let us consider another business scenario. ATX Technologies3 is a company that spe-

cialises in providing innovative tools for the automated migration of legacy applications

to more modern, agile environments, such as .NET and Java. The aim is always to gen-

erate code according to the best practices of the target environment whilst maximising

the automatic conversion rate, noting that a number of situations may arise wherein some

manual work may be required on a small proportion of the generated code. In particular,

ATX’s product Forms2Net [5] automates the transformation of Oracle Forms4 applica-

tions to Microsoft .NET, with a conversion rate typically between 80 and 100%. It is on

2See article “IBM has high hopes for ‘Next Big Thing’ in software”, Times Online, 3 April 2006
3http://www.atxtechnologies.co.uk
4http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/developer-tools/forms/overview/index.html
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this product that we will focus.

During the Forms2Net pre-sales process, an assessment is frequently carried out on a

prospect’s Oracle Forms application. The process involves using a tool known as the

Forms2Net Analyzer to extract statistics from each module of the application. These

statistics indicate the size and complexity of each module, for example recording the

number of data blocks, items, triggers, windows, canvases, lines of code, database queries,

etc.

With the results from the Forms2Net Analyzer, an ATX consultant will upload the statis-

tics to an internal server in order to generate two effort estimation reports. The first report

indicates the structural complexity of each module and the second indicates the migra-

tion complexity. The structural complexity of each module, combined with the number

of lines of embedded PL/SQL code provides a means of estimating the amount of time

it could take to rewrite the application by hand to the chosen target environment. The

migration complexity provides a means of estimating how much time it could take to per-

form the stage known as code completion. This stage is the manual work required after

the automatic conversion to finish the application prior to testing.

The process of generating a project assessment report is relatively straightforward. It

involves ascertaining the structural and migration complexities and inserting the resulting

data into a report generator that provides a document suitable for customers. However,

there are situations in which the process is not straightforward.

The structural complexity of each module is important as it helps understand how long it

could take to recreate an equivalent structure in .NET by hand, and also provides initial

estimations as to the duration required for preparing new test scripts and the amount of

time required for testing. However, Oracle Forms applications can exist in many different

sizes, from 1 module to over 10,000 modules and potentially more5. The current esti-

5From ATX’s experience it is difficult to quantify the size of the average Oracle Forms application since
it depends on the business problem the application addresses and the design in which it was made. However,
a rough estimate suggests that an average size application is between 200 and 500 modules.
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mation mechanism is though unable to provide accurate estimations for applications of

extremely small size and those of extremely large size. The reason for this is that Oracle

Forms provides significant functionality at runtime as part of the environment. For ex-

ample, connections to the database are provided and managed for free. A set of in-built

functions are available to the developer and a number of triggers are predefined to react

to specific events. All these aspects contribute towards an application infrastructure that

would need to be recreated accordingly to have a perfectly migrated application in .NET.

The issue is that small applications need at least the same framework as the larger appli-

cations. Thus, the work to recreate the framework is the same regardless of application

size. Therefore, the structural complexity of each module may vary from small projects

to large projects as the overhead time required for recreating the infrastructure is shared

per module.

Therefore, when situations arise that an extremely small application is analysed, an ATX

consultant must examine the results carefully and decide whether they need to be re-

vised. Likewise, for extremely large projects, estimations will also need to be revised,

for example to accommodate additional development work to Forms2Net to improve the

conversion rate and thus decrease the amount of code completion required.

So even in this real life situation, a core workflow sometimes needs revision based on

exceptional circumstances. Despite a core workflow being easy to follow and mostly

automated, circumstances define whether or not this workflow can be rigidly adhered to,

or modified to suit a specific situation. It is highly likely that numerous other business

situations exist in which a core workflow is not enough to model every single situation.

Therefore, some means of expressing variability, as we have demonstrated with StPowla,

is a valuable addition to normal business processes.
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7.7 Summary

In this section, we have taken an objective view of the role that StPowla, and in partic-

ular the reconfiguration functions, can play in the business domain. We have compared

StPowla notation and the reconfiguration functions to workflow patterns, using them as

the benchmark for expressibility.

We have also discussed the business value of StPowla and specifically the need for vari-

ability in exceptional circumstances. As we briefly discussed in the opening chapter,

workflows are constrained by design whereas human though is not generally limited to

the design and thus there always exists scope for variability for even the most standard

processes.

Thus we can conclude that StPowla has both a business value and a good technical match

to the requirements of workflow modelling. It is not expected for StPowla to be able to

model all workflow control flow patterns due to the difference in perspective, remem-

bering that StPowla is targeted towards business users whereas workflow patterns are

generally more technical in nature. The most notable constraint is the lack of support for

multiple instance patterns, however they are less relevant in the context of this thesis.

More crucially, the reconfiguration functions we have described provide a powerful ex-

tension to standard StPowla notation, allowing better support for workflow patterns in

general, through the capability of allowing wholesale changes to a workflow from a even

a small set of functions. The notation itself provides little more than other workflow lan-

guages or notations, other than simplicity and domain suitability. However the addition

of the reconfiguration functions allows the dynamic change we have been seeking.
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Conclusion

8.1 Introduction

We now return to the situation presented in Chapter 1. A simple procurement scenario

consists of a supplier receiving an order, collecting items, packing items, shipping the

package to the customer and invoicing them. Under most circumstances, this process is

correct, although there may be some circumstances in which it is desirable to modify the

process for that particular executing instance. The example we gave was where an incom-

ing order had a substantially high value and the supplier desired to charge the customer a

deposit first.

Our aim was to provide a mechanism whereby business users could define variability over

a business-level workflow such that the core process remains the same and is affected only

when required. We identified two extremes: Workflow A specifies no tasks at all and the

control flow is empty. It is populated with tasks through policy functions at runtime.

Workflow B is a significantly complex workflow with every single possible condition

identified and embedded into the control flow.

Both situations bring unnecessary complexities. In the first situation, a lot of effort is re-
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quired to define a process in abstract terms without seeing the final model, even in a visual

model. The potential for conflict between rules which introduce tasks becomes signifi-

cant due to the possibility of numerous rules being present and active simultaneously.

One might also consider concurrency issues when actioning those rules. In the second

situation, the workflow remains rigid, even after comprehensive specification. This im-

plies there is no scope for change outside what has already been defined and is thus still

representative of the problem we identified.

We wanted a solution that would sit comfortably between these two scenarios, yet at

a level abstract from technological implementation that would be suitable for business

users. We proposed and presented StPowla as a solution to this problem. A graphical no-

tation provides a visual way of describing workflows. Policies provide a loosely-coupled

way of defining variability over workflows. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) pro-

vides the underlying functionality.

We now reflect on the presented work, considering the original research questions to see

if they were suitably answered. We proceed to discussing the potential implications of the

work at both a technical and business level.

Finally, we consider the limitations of the work presented so far and discuss ideas for

future work in order to either address those limitations or extend the existing work. We

find that there is rich ground for future research, which does not negate the value of the

work done so far, but rather demonstrates the potential impact of StPowla.

8.2 Reflection on Research Questions

In Chapter 1, we highlighted a number of research questions that we were to tackle in this

thesis. In this section, we will reflect on the work done to answer those original questions.
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Design: We asked first for a suitable method of defining service-targeted workflows.

Those are defined at the business level, abstract from implementation details and espe-

cially functional implementation. The information included with each workflow activity,

known as a task, should extend as far as the requirements for that task. Neither did we look

for a means to match services to tasks - this was an assumption made at the beginning.

After a review of business process solutions, we identified three different categories

of ways to define workflows: code-based descriptions, notation-based descriptions and

calculi-based descriptions. We identified a number of solutions in these categories and

elected to provide a basic graphical notation that would be abstract from all current solu-

tions and focus on the core issue of defining the workflow. The StPowla notation includes

a relatively small number of operators that permits the organisation of tasks into a flexible

and expressive execution schedule, known as the task map (i.e. the workflow). We believe

the notation to be highly effective in what it attempts to achieve: the description of a wide

range of business processes using a simplified language suitable for the business domain.

We asked second for a means to specifying the variability over those workflows. A re-

view concluded that there were no suitable options available at this level of abstraction,

although there were a small number of proposals at the orchestration or logical level. Poli-

cies provided a good solution at the business level, with Appel selected as the candidate

language due to its makeup of the core language and domain-dependent extension.

We elected to use policies as they fit our purposes well: policies are defined separately to

the system which they affect (in keeping with the service oriented nature of this subject)

and they are highly expressive.

It was this extension possibility that we used to customize Appel to this domain. Ap-

pel also allowed us to define policies as either goals or event-condition-action (ECA)

rules, both of which are useful for our purposes. Variability specification was available

through the use of functions on the workflow and property modification expressions, both

potentially composed through the use of logical operators.
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In Chapter 3, we identified both the notation constructs and the policy syntax available.

We provided a brief discussion on how workflow tasks map to services (although this was

outside the scope of our work) and we provided more information on the Service Level

Agreement (SLA) language. We also briefly discussed the pragmatics of the customiza-

tion, i.e. how one can compose two or more policies on the same workflow task. Thus we

have satisfied our research questions on the subject of design.

Scope: We asked three questions on the subject of scope. First, we asked what kind of

variability we need and second in what way can the business process be changed. These

questions are difficult to answer as the problem resides within human thought. Since hu-

mans are able to think “outside the box”, i.e. bend the rules, we needed to be capable

of defining almost any change on the workflow. Thus, we defined a set of functions that

would allow us to make several powerful modifications to the workflow structure. Chap-

ter 4 provides the full description of those functions, which we identified as reconfigura-

tion functions. These descriptions included graph transformation rules to visualize their

effects. Those functions enabled us to add any workflow item to an existing workflow,

remove any existing item and modify any properties.

Third, we asked what limitations should there be. In the definition of reconfiguration

functions, there were restrictions, for example the insertion of a task in parallel with

another item could only be done using a predefined split/merge operator. Furthermore, a

task could not be inserted in parallel with an operator. The reasons for these constraints

though are natural - they maintain the integrity of the workflow.

Our evaluation on the scope of the reconfiguration showed that, compared to workflow

patterns which were used as the benchmark, StPowla notation and reconfiguration func-

tions satisfied partially or fully 29 out of a total of 43 patterns. Of the remaining 14

patterns, we determined that the 7 multiple instance patterns were not crucial to our needs

and the final 7 each had either a suitable justification for its non-inclusion or a suggestion
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for potential inclusion.

Combination: Our final research subject was the combination of the business processes

and the variability we wished to apply to them. Firstly we asked how we can achieve

the combination in a generalized way. Our solution was to define the reconfiguration

functions and visualize them using graph transformation rules in Chapter 4. These rules

allowed us to see the reconfiguration function in the context of the workflow that we were

considering. Furthermore, the rules allowed us to visualize the result of applying two or

more rules to the same workflow in a structured way. Thus the graph transformation rules

provided us with a generalization of the reconfiguration approach.

We also asked how we could combine an arbitrary number of variability items on a single

business process. Our solution, using policies, was to have each policy explicitly say what

target item that policy applied to. The pragmatics of the policy customization (Chapter 3)

also permitted the composition of multiple policies in an ordered way.

Finally, we asked what limits the combination. The most obvious limitation is that despite

the loosely-coupled nature of policies and workflows, the policy author still needs to know

about the workflow before writing a suitable policy. This information is exposed through

a workflow ontology and thus the policy author needs access to this ontology.

This combination is analogous to normal service oriented development, in which a de-

veloper must already know about the service they wish to consume through a descriptive

interface.

We also discussed the idea that business rules can sometimes be overarching concerns,

over all other workflows executing within the same environment. Typically, such policies

must be goals and not ECA rules. Otherwise, we would expect each workflow to contain

the same event for the policy to react to, if indeed the policy was designed to be applicable

to each workflow. As it is, goals define constraints such as maximum property values and

potentially service selection criteria. Policies can define these using the SLA language
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and thus be applicable to multiple workflows.

8.3 Limitations and Further Research

StPowla is still only in an infant stage where the concepts are clearly defined yet no

implementation exists to demonstrate clearly the ideas StPowla covers. Furthermore,

StPowla is aimed only at the business level, leaving several lower levels of detail to be

carefully defined. SRML is the first part of this, but modelling tasks still remain for

example between tasks and services, in binding, in configuration and in compensation. In

this section, we discuss the limitations of StPowla as a means of providing suggestions

of future work.

Event Model: The event model employed by StPowla is relatively simplistic, with

events for starting, completing or failing each workflow, task or service. There remains

plenty of scope for introducing new events into StPowla, for example:

• When a variable value changes;

• When a workflow is interrupted;

• When a condition test passes or fails;

• When a policy is invoked or completed.

The list of potential new events to embed could be potentially vast and as such we cannot

cover all of them here. It is sufficient for us to say that a business user may find more

benefit (i.e. the ability to model more business processes or more accurately) if they could

apply policies to more events.
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Task/Service Transaction Modelling: Any events to do with services are not consid-

ered in this thesis as they are out of scope, however it is worthwhile taking these business-

level StPowla concepts and establishing deeper technical modelling details, for example

using process calculi to model the interactions between tasks and services. The purpose

for such modelling is to establish the pattern of transactions between tasks and services,

such that modelling at the SRML level and at the StPowla level shall be more precise.

Workflow System Support: We argued previously that StPowla concepts at the work-

flow level were notation or language agnostic. Any existing workflow system could be

adapted to introduce StPowla concepts, namely the event model, policy handler and

workflow reconfiguration function (based on graph transformation). As such, a review of

existing workflow systems, similar to what is found in [78] for workflow patterns, would

provide a suitable picture of the applicability of StPowla to real workflow management

systems.

Compensation: Currently, StPowla does not provide support for rollback and compen-

sation. At a stretch, StPowla could be said to support compensation tasks through the use

of Abort and Fail output paths from tasks, although there is still no support for rollback.

Thus, a workflow cannot undo any task it has completed thus far. The use of rollback has

significant value due to the number of situations it can be used in, for example:

• Cancelling an order if the delivery date is too late;

• Withdrawing a service request if the cost is too high;

• Cancelling activities due to extraordinary circumstances.

The issue of compensation and rollback is not trivial. Consider that two parallel branches

are prematurely cancelled and their compensation actions are invoked. After they have

completed, any previous task in the control flow may also need to have its compensation
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action invoked. This requires tracking of the exact control flow path taken (including

chosen output paths from Flow Junctions, Strict Preferences and Random Choices), and

potentially also requires partial compensation for tasks that were started but not completed

and for tasks that were completed but whose results were not required (in the case of

Random Choice).

Similarly, suppose a task fails in one of two or more parallel branches and its compen-

sation action is invoked. The remaining question is what happens to the other branches

that are executing successfully? In this vein, a new strand of research for StPowla is

proposed, using the work of [18] as a suitable starting point.

8.4 Beyond SOA

One significant aspect of this work that came apparent during its conception is that it

is not limited to SOA. Although SOA provided the backdrop and initial motivation for

the work, we could easily remove SOA and still have a valid means to separating core

functionality from variability. This is an important aspect to identify with, because it

widens the applicability of our work to further scenarios.

For example, a Workflow Management System may make use of local services (not neces-

sarily Web Services) or user-driven tasks. Neither require SOA. Runtime reconfiguration

of systems is already available for autonomic (“self-healing”) systems and the potential is

also there for product line technology. This thesis though applies the concept of runtime

modification to processes in a mostly-generic way. The specific implementation details

we used were those of policies and SOA.

In fact, one could easily consider that it is rare for processes not to require some form of

human involvement. Suppose a form has been received in an administration office (e.g.

insurance office), which needs to be processed. The logical first step would be to have
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someone enter details from the form into a database, then perform whatever actions are

necessary. However, one might want to consider that the real first step is not the processing

of the form, but the receipt of it. No system needs to be invoked when receiving mail, nor

is any service a requirement when entering data into a system (assuming that the data

entry system is not Web Service-based1.

The point being made here is that several actions can be classed as tasks in our workflow,

yet not all of them require a service to implement the required functionality. At the ex-

treme, no services are used to implement the workflow. All tasks could be user-oriented

and potentially no computation is required anywhere. But the principle of separation of

core functionality and process variability still stands.

8.5 Summary

As a final conclusion, we return to the issue of inevitable choice. The problem of choice is

that we might not know all the potential options available to us. In the context of business

processes, this implies that we may never be able to appropriately define a workflow

completely that describes the business process for the simple reason that many possible

options of variability may be required. Thus there is a definite need for being able to

naively define a core process with the option of defining variability later on and distinct

from that process.

StPowla offers a solution in a service oriented context such that the promise of truly dy-

namic applications can be realised through having dynamic workflows. Although still in

its early stages, StPowla notation and reconfiguration functions already provide a solu-

tion to this problem. In conjunction with the evaluation, there are areas which can be

improved upon, namely support for new workflow patterns, including those relating to

1Even still, this would not change our argument that a user manually entering data is an interactive task,
not fully automated. Even using Optical Character Recognition requires a user to set the document in the
correct feeder tray and then initiate the scan.
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data and exception handling, plus improved scope for workflow intervention and com-

pensation actions.

In the future, as business seeks further automation in more areas to improve operational

efficiency and maintain competitiveness, we strongly believe that StPowla and the ideas

it encapsulates can have a significant impact.
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